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ALLIED COOPERATES
In spite of tremendous increases in the
cost of labor and commodities, thousands of
items in this book are being sold at below
the current market. Hundreds of other
items are being sold at prices that are still
less than last year. How was this achieved?
The answer is simple, huge contracts, huge
purchases, made during the summer of 1933
when radio prices were at their lowest in
history. Merchandise which was purchased
at last year's low record prices is being
passed on to our customers at tremendous
savings. Send for this Catalog now and
save money.

Here is the book that is milking radio history. The most complete lines of quality radio sets,
tubes, replacement parts, test.
equipment, and service men supplies, at the lowest wholesale
prices.
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TUBE RADIO
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38c

8000 ADDITIONAL BARGAINS IN
THIS BIG BOOK OF VALUES
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ALLIED RADIO CORP.,

31c
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833 N. Jaclws Blvd., Chicago.
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Please send me Free pour NEW 1934 Catalog.
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0 Serviceman

Thousands of radio dealers, service men, engineers and
many broadcasting stations depend upon Allied for their
radio needs. Allied consistently justifies this wide spread
faith by offering a complete selection of high grade standard apparatus that can be counted on for efficiency, long
life and customer satisfaction
the lowest possible
prices. Allied's huge stock enables you to get unusually
prompt and efficient service. This is the simple secret of
our great repeat business. If there ever was a time that you
had to decide carefully where your money will buy its full
money's worth, it is now. Allied will continue to protect
you against unwarranted price increases to the fullest
extent of its power. Allied's low net cash prices mean low,
and will continue to mean low.
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Engineer
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OPPORTUNITIES

for the Radio
Trained Man

some dull, hopeless job: Don't he satisLet me show you how to get your
fastest -growing. biggest money -making game on earth.

Don't spend your life slaving away in
Sed to work for

a

mere $20 or $30

start in Radio -the

a

week.

Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50 a Week and Up

Prepare for jobs as Designer. Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman and in
Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broadcastin_
Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking Picture or
Sound Work-HUN I)REDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio:

Trainin
of
Shop
TenWeeks
g
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation
We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound
equipment -on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, the very lat-

est and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment,
Code Practice equipment, etc. You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We
give you -RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience
you'll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all useless theory and
only Live that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

and
TELEVISION
TALKING PICTURES
there'll a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
And Television already here!
is

Soon

be

EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING

don't waste time on useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need -in In short. pleasant weeks.

I am making an offer that no other school has dared
to do. I'll take you here in my shops and give you

You get Free Employment Service for Life.

After You Graduate

this training and you pay your tuition after you
have graduated. Two months after you complete my
course you make your first payment, and then you
have ten months to complete your payments. There
are no strings to this offer. I know a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these days, but still
want to prepare themselves for a real job so they
won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.

I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my
training to give them the training they need and pay me
back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK
At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets
and actually transmit your own Television programs over
our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture machines and Sound equipment. You learn
Wireless Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We
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MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
And don't let
lack of money stop you. Many of our students make all or
a good part of their living expenses while going to school
and if you should need this help just write to me. Coyne
is 33 years old. Coyne Training is tested -proven beyond
all doubt. You can find out everything absolutely free.
Just mail coupon for my big free book!
H. C. Lewis, Pres.
RADIO DIVISION
Founded 1899

COYNE
SOO

Electrical School

S. Paulina St., Dept. ç3-SH, Chicago, Illl.
Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts

01=1111M

H. C. LEWIS,

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 93-8H, Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
all details of your Special Offer.

-
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Real Velocity

a

"Mike"

H. G. Cisin

329
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unit.

The apparatus is so useful that even "Ye Editor" bent his

venerable head into "ye junk box" to make one.

AN ULTRA -MODERN
used

336

be described.

A 5 -Unit Radio Tester for Complete Set Analysis
A Super -Power and -Quality P.A. System
C. W. Palmer
International Radio Review
How to Make a Modern Car Radio Set, Part I
Heinz A. Mueller
The Beginner's "Unit Chassis" Crystal and 2 -Tube

337

the failings of the

Francis R. Harris

The Schoolboys'

1

-Tube Receiver

334

available commercial units.

avoid

If you are

a

equipment available. You should read the description and instructions for making this analyzer without a fault.

340
342
343

346

Servicing the "Talkies

347

Compact, Powerful 6 V., D.C. and
-Unit P.A. System ...Louis Gancher
How to Install a Remote Control on I -Dial Sets
Hubert L. Shortt
Operating Notes
RADIO SERVICE DATA SHEETS:
No. 103- Majestic Models 440, 500 and 800 Superheterodyne Receivers
No. 104- Stromberg-Carlson No. 33 6 -Tube Automotive Radio Receiver ..._ _

The purpose of designing this unit was to

"hors de combat," you are naturally interested in having the best

345

A.C.

Service Man for a Metropolitan servicing firm, and learned
the advantages and short -comings of each, in the course of servicing over 5,000 "sick" sets, before he designed the unit which will

339

Readers' Department

110 V.,

author of this article

338

The Newest in All -Wave Superheterodynes, Part II
McMurdo Silver

How to Make

The

makes of analyzers, in his work

Service Man and work day -in and day -out with sets that have gone

344

Servicing by Stage Analysis

ANALYZER.

as

333

Radio Short -Cuts

Aaron Nadel!
Joseph Kaufman

SET

seven different commercial

332

Superhet.

you have read

"junk box" and start collecting the parts needed to make this test

Recent Radio Developments- Illustrated
"Elizabeth Air Radio"
Now as Predicted
Pocket -Size Loudspeaker Set
Latest Radio Equipment

-a

After

the article, or perhaps even before, you will dig down into your

Editorial: Aging Radios
How to Make

every experimenter and radio Service Man, the tests possible with
this simple apparatus are really astounding.

NUMBER 6
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HOW TO MAKE THE RADIO "GROWLER." While the equipment
for the radio "growler" is quite simple and, in fact, is familiar to
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Iwill helpYou

start a Spare

or Full Time
Radio Service Business
few examples
without
capital
of the kind of money
traiti l'myboys"to
Time

Here are a

make

I

$50 to $75 a Week
"The National Radio Institute
put me in a position to make
more manly than I ever made

in good times.
I am in the
radio sorrite bestows fur myself, where it is p. silt. fur
mr t» nl.d, ti n .
t..
a Creek.
.
tw iark
n
has inhec:MSe
people. who in normal times
creased
would hay' a now Radio. now an contented to
hart the old one 'pepped up'."-BERNARD
lege'\, 1:.I Franklin St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
s

,'

-

$500 a Year Extra in
Spare Time

,

t
I

Averages S80 per
Month in Spare Time

-Jn11\

"I amt getting :tong well in
my Radio work, always bring
kept very busy. Since .enrolling I have averaged around
SSO a mouth working uu Radio
just part time, since I am
still holding down trio regular
It. MORISSF:l'Tg, 73:1 Sonni'.

My Free book gives you many more
letters of N. R. I. men who have

made good in spare time or full
time businesses of their own

SPECIAL Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge
-

a

My Course Is not all theory. I'll show you how
to u r
special Itadio tmul alnant for contorting
experlinents and building gill rite tchlrII illustrate
important prinrildw ivied In stub well-known sets
ns wtslinghuuv, nenean Electric. Phut'',,, It.C..\..
Victor, Majestic, and other,. You work out with
your own h:ouls
of the
things yell read hi tour lesson
books
This t0-511 method of
training make. Yarning at
Mane easy. interesting. (asrinating. Intensel'
practical. 'Volt lea n
haw .rte work, wly
they

work,

make them

how

well:.

Ilnld your i\h until you're irndy for another.

You Must Be Satisfied

"el

i will fire you an agreement to refund every
penny of your money if you are not satisfied
with my lessons and Instruction Service
when you i-onlplete my 'Draining. And I'll
not only give yon thorough training in Matta
principles, pra,tiral experience In building
and sertieing sets, hilt also Advanced Training in any one of live leading branches of
Radio appnrt unit ies.

,pare lime while learning.

Many N. R. I. Men Make Sc,
$10, $15 a Week Extra in
Spare Time Almost at Once
?i:.
us..

I...]

_

111111.

I

this conflit ton.

shoe
I

II.

,

cal

ua how Ir,
will show' yon

Free Book of Facts
Jlnll the

.Il-

t

Get Ready Now for a Radio
Business of Your Own and
for Jobs Like These

tie/
si

my new book

points out
what Radio
Offers You

I

:

.

J. E. SMIT H, Press

t

Dept. 3NX,
National Radio

Institute,
Washington,

lodging free, and get gtsd pay beside,. fly
hook tells cou of the upportuuities in
R:ulio, Set Sa- n- iciur, Aircraft Radio- Teleyisinn, Pollee Italia, Short foire, and other
Ids.

Tor

coupon now.

la! ton, Ii'.
-ngiu rs. 011(411.
1ut's. sta lion Managers, and 'my up to $111110
n yeah-.
Radio manufacturers use testers, inspectors. foremen, engineers, servicemen and
buyers. and pay up to $7,án0 n year. Radio
dealers and Jobbers employ hundreds of serviI.Inlen, sil lesuutn. Inn tin germ% and pay up
te $5.000 a year. Radio upertors on ships
njoy life. s . the tsurld. with board anse

to

''.meson

¡eh L'ety arils ill
Itadiw." It's free to
any ambitions fellow over 13 Years
old.
It tells you
about Itadhi s sparetime aril f l I -t i ine
pport nu i t its about
My t ining : what
others who In a V
hiker It are doing
\fail
and making.

Ia,h iu ua
the plins

:nid Hong t r h:nr rna 111441 many others to
make .c., sift S17, a week in .spare HMO while
learning. herd It. Levier, 11i:í° DaVISIn Runtl,
flint, Mich.. wrote: '\ly part-time earnings
\c bile taking the N. ii. 1, Course were $0M."

ilrnadrn.l iu_

The man who has directed the
home -Study Training of more
men for the Radio industry than
any other man in America.

olive me only part of your spare time. You
do not need a high school or college edncathrn. Hundreds with only a common srhoul
lice thin have won bigger pay through
N. It. 1. .1. A. Vaughn jumped from $35 to
$100 a week. J. F.. \Icl.a urine Inereas,'ll his
I'in'ni ngs lion per rent. The National Radio
Institute is the l'ianmer and World's Largest
organization devoted excl tisi rely to training
men and young men by Horne Study for good
jobs in the Radio industry,

Radin jobs common in almost every neighborhood. Many N. It. I. men milk,. $.,. $10. $15 a
week extra in spare time almost at once. I
allow yen how to install and servir, all types
of i-eveiting sets. I give you Indio ,'gall
nt
and instruefiuns for rondneting experinmuts.
for building ,irvtiits and ¡''sling egnipuvnt.
:old for slaking tests that will give you broad.
Innrtienl Radio experience. Clip the ''nunnf
.eluw and get my free da -page Monk ,
Ri
1:1wards in Itniio
gives tau a full story
of the suites of N. It. I. stntlents and graduates, and tells how' to start a spare -time or
toll -time Railla business on money made III

-It

.1. K. SMITH, Presider t
National Radio Institute

Will Train You at Home
in Your Spare Time

I

The world -wide use ill' Indio sets for home
entertainment has made many opportunities
for you to have a spare -time or full -time
Radio business of your tvxt n. I give you Instrurllons early in your i'otIrSn for doing 25

I

tit bough ..ally d.,ln_ y.l r.
time Radio work,
.,
1
about $500 extra a
In .i.1di
to my regular rl iuenme,
Full -time Radio work would net
me many times that amount. My
example and that of hundreds of other
N. R. I. graduates should convince any
skeptical person
of the
superiority of
N. R. I
training. " -EDWARD II. FAw'CETT, Slough Road, Ladner. R. C., Canada.

F''..

Free Book Tells How
Mail Coupon!
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Special FREE Offer
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E. SMI'l'll, President,
National Radio Institute, Dept 3NX,
\Cashington, D. C.
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Dear ylr. Smith: I timt to take advantage of \
perl;il Otter. Send me your two bookg. ..trouble Slie.nr
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m ils lu Radio.
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The famous Course That Pays For Itself
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YOUR COPY OF
THE
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OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL

READY!

IS

As in previous years, the 1934 ManTHE necessity- of GERNSBACK
In preparing this new edition many of
ual will also include a FREE QUESTION
Manuals in the radio field has been the outstanding problems of the Service
AND
of
ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
-methods
shown by the fact that the total Men have thebeennewconsidered
equipment constantly will be found 25 coupons, which ensales of the first three OFFICIAL servicing,
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, title you to free consultation on any radio
RADIO SERVICE MANUALS, includ- and the other fields of radio, such as pub- service topics. These coupons give you a
ing the new CONSOLIDATED EDI- lic- address systems, short waves, auto radio complete mail service -questions on servicing and operating on any set or circuit
TION, now exceed 80,000 copies. and others.
are answered promptly and acRadio Service Men and
curately by the editors. Reothers engaged in various
member that, at the regular
branches of radio know the
rate of 25c per question which
importance of such books.
is usually charged by radio
Contents of the 1934 Manual in Brief
and how they must depend
magazines. this service alone
upon them for reliable inDiagrams and service notes, more complete than ever before in
is worth $6.00. And for the
will
be
found,
Not
merely
the
hook
-ups
any
MANUAL.
schematic
formation.
Whether for
Manual, we charge only $3.50.
but also chassis drawings showing parts layouts, positions of trimpublic-address work, tube
mers, neutralizers, etc.
It is quite evident that the
information or a circuit
1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL
Voltage readings for practically all sets, as an aid in checking
diagram,
rubes and wiring.
the
material
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
will be a decided improvement
needed is certain to be
All values of intermediate- frequency transformers used in supercorrect
heterodyne:,
with
the
manufacturers
own
suggestions
as
to
over previous volumes, and
found in one of the OFbalancing.
will even surpass the high
FICIAL RADIO SERVICE
Detailed trouble -shooting suggestions and procedure as outlined
standard of the former ManMANUALS. The GERNSby the manufacturers' own engineers -in other words, authentic
uals.
BACK Manuals have been
dope" right from headquarters.
constantly used in referValues of all parts indicated directly on all diagrams. WE WILL
ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW
POSITIVELY NOT INCLUDE DIAGRAMS FOR WHICH PARTS
ence work by leading radio
VALUES CANNOT BE OBTAINED.
set manufacturers, mail It is important to every
A special section for reference to A.C.-D.C. cigarbos midgets.
order houses, jobbers, dealRadio Service Man and Dealer
A special section for reference to automobile radio.
ers and, most extensively.
that he receive his copy of the
A special section for reference to public -address amplifiers.
by Service Men, for whom
1934 OFFICIAL RADIO
A special section for reference to shod-wave receivers.
these books are invaluable.
SERVICE MANUAL as soon
A special section for reference to remote- control systems.
In the planning of the
as it is published. The new
the
of
radio
tube
data,
covering
both
A
complete
compilation
1934 OFFICIAL RADIO
book will prove itself to be inold and the many new types.
SERVICE MANUAL many
valuable as those volumes of
A special section devoted to test equipment, analyzers, etc., with
things have been taken into
full diagrams and other valuable information.
previous years. The book as
consideration. First, how we
A complete list of American broadcast stations with their freusual comes to you postpaid
kilocycles;
extremely
useful
in
calibrating
and
checking
quencies
in
could reduce our own costs,
and free of additional charges.
test oscillators and in calibrating receivers.
and in turn pass these savService, the same as in our last two
and
Answer
Free
Question
No need to delay sending us
ings on to our readers.
Manuals.
your order-the 1934 MANSecond, what information
No theory; only service information in quickly accessible form.
UAL, like its predecessors, is
not contained in previous
Absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that appeared
a necessity in your business.
editions of the Manuals
in any of the previous Manuals will appear in the 1934 MANUAL.
We strongly advise you to orThis we unconditionally guarantee.
must be incorporated in
der your copy today, and then
the 1934 edition and would
A handy, easily -consulted master Index making it easy for you
to find almost anything pertaining to your service problem inyou will be certain to get one
be of utmost importance to
will
include
all
the
diagrams
published
This
index
in
all
stantly.
from the first printing of the
its users. Third, what adthe previous GERNSBACK Manuals, as well as the 1934 diagrams.
book. The 19:14 Manual is now
A big convenience and time saver!
vance information we could
ready for delivery.
print that would be useful
in the future.
Mail the coupon today.
After careful analysis we
The illustrations in the 1934 Manual will r
found that the total cost of producing
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
more explicit than before; inasmuch as
the 1934 Manual would be consider- be
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
the diagrams will not be limited to the
ably less than in former years, and schematic circuit, but other illustrations
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find any
remittance of $3.50 for which you are
that at this time we could reduce the price will show the parts layout, positions of
to send m,. poxiisin prepaid. One Copy

of the book to our readers. The Fourth
Edition of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will sell this year for $3.50.
The book will be published like the 1933
Manual -the volume will be sent to you
complete. As usual, we urge that all our
readers place their order early so that
they will get a copy of the first printing.
Usually, at the last minute a tremendous
number of orders come to us and quite
often orders are held up while the book
is going through a second printing.
324

trimmers, neutralizers, etc. There will be
hundreds of new circuits included, and not
one from any previous edition of the manuals will be repeated. This we unconditionally guarantee.
The number of pages in the new Manual
will exceed 400, with hundreds of illustrations, including diagrams, charts, photos,
picture layouts, etc. The size of the Manual will be the same as that of the former
volumes -9x12 inches, with a flexible,
loose -leaf binder.

of the 19:14 11FFI I'IAL Il. iIIII ii -:liVII'l- MANUAL. [Send reusitlmne by
cheek or tnoaey order; or register let.
ter if It contains rash, eurrenry os' un-

us,d

l.

S.

postage stamps.]

Name
Address
City

State..
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LET THESE ENGINEERS RIGHT

Leading Radio
Manufacturers

FROM THE HEART OF THE BIG
RADIO INDUSTRY

..

to their 40,000
DISTRIBUTORS
and DEALERS

throughout United States

To the man who wants to make $35 to $75 a
week and more- Here's a Message for You!

and Canada
AMERICAN BOSCH
AMERICAN TELEVISION
ARCTURUS TUBES
BALKEIT
BRUNSWICK
CAPEHART
CLOUGH -BRENGLE CO.
CROSLEY
CLARION
DeFOREST
ECHOPHONE
FADA
HOWARD
GREBE
HAMMERLUND
HICKOK

INTERNATIONAL
RESISTANCE CO.

KENNEDY KOLSTER LYRIC
MAJESTIC
PHILCO
RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
SANGAMO ELECTRIC
SENTINEL
SHELDON
SILVER - MARSHALL CO.
STEWART RADIO
STEWART- WARNER
STROMBERG- CARLSON

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE
ZENITH
The need For men, PROPERLY trained, is one
of the Radio Industry's major problems, today.
In fact, the very future of the Radio Industry
is dependent on the industry having available,
at all times, an adequate supply of PROP.
ERLY trained men to install and service

-

not only the present.day highly complicated
Radio and Electronic equipment -but the still
more complicated equipment that will be
brought out by the Industry, From time to time.
The above manufacturers all realize this.
They know that under such circumstances, no
ordinary Radio Training is going to give them
the type of "trained" man they want. Only a
Training that is right- up -to- the -minute, and
properly prepared, highly practical, and properly supervised, will answer their purpose.
Radio and Television Institute home -training
has successfully met their every test. That's
why these manufacturers recommend R. T. I.
Training, not only to their own men, everywhere
but to all men who want to get somewhere in Radio.

-

*This entire advertisement approved by the
above thirty -two manur
Copyright 1933 by R.T.1.
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for

GOOD PAY RADIO WORK
-is
"The great Radio Industry, today
on the lookmore than ever before
out for PROPERLY trained men to fill

its more responsible jobs. These are
the better- paying jobs in Radio
jobswhich give steady work at good pay,
as a starter; and an early advancement
to still better -paying jobs,as a future."

then on into the new and larger field of
Electronics-Sound Pictures, Public Address
Systems, Photo Cells, and Television. This
feature alone makes R. T. I. the outstanding
home training in Radio.

...

HERE, THEN, IS REAL OPPORTUNITY
But to qualify for these better- paying jobs,

men must be PROPERLY "trained" -they
must know the theory of Radio, as well as

the practical side, and be able to teach
other men some of the things they know.
The Radio Industry, itself, has no time to
train these men. That's why the Radio & Television Institute, of Chicago, is doing the job.
in your spare
You'll be trained at home
time -easily and quickly, and at a cost of
only a few cents a day. And as you are
R. T. I.
taught to "earn as you learn
Training need cost you nothing.

-

"

R.T.I. TRAINING

YOU GET
C. E.

Head,

"QUICK RESULTS"

431 Third St.,

my pay in less than six months."

Harry L. Stark, Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

"Now making three times
1

was making when I started your

MAIL COUPON FOR
FREE BOOK
Let me tell you more
about this amazing-

IS "SHOP TRAINING"

-

-

ELECTRONICS-SOUND PICTURES
P. A. SYSTEMS -PHOTO CELLS
included
TELEVISION
Radio service is just the starting point in R.T.I.
Training. From there we take you up through
the very latest developments in Radio, and

DECEMBER,
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training."

-

ly easy Shop -Type

home- training,

FOR THE HOME

-

writes:

as much money as

So, if you want to get out of a small pay, nofuture job, and into good pay, big - future
work
get into Radio. But let these big
engineers direct your training.

-

It comes to you right from the Radio Industry
-right out of the factories where Radio sets
and other vacuum -tube devices are made. It
was planned and prepared for you by big radio
engineers IN these factories, most of whom
are the Chief Engineers of these great' Radio
plants. And NOW these same engineers are
actually supervising R. T. I. Training. Which
means that trained the R.T.I. way, you'll be
trained as the Radio Industry wants you
trained
just as the Radio Industry, itself,
would train you if it was doing the job.
You learn by doing, of course, because that's
the Shop Way of teaching. But you also learn
without which you
the theory of Radio
can't hope to go far, or make much money,
in this great industry.

Alexandria, La.,

"Made my first money 11 days after
starting your training -cleared $14.25."
Frank E. Klemann, Lisle, Ill., writes: "Doubled
Says:

and more about the
wonderful opportuni-

ties for the

R. T. I.

TRAINED man in this

-the

world's fastest

growing industry. Everything is fully explained in my big, new booklet
"RADIO'S
FUTURE, AND YOURS." Send today for
your copy. The book is free.

...

Ray D. Smith, President,
Radio and Television Institute, Chicago

7

Ray D. Smith, President,

RADIO and TELEVISION INSTITUTE, (ß.T.1.),
4130 Lawrence Ave., Dept.69. Chicago, III.
Without obligation of any kind please send me a
copy of " Radio's Future and Yours." I am interested in your home training and the opportunities
you say exist in the great field of Radio for the
R.T.I. Trained man.
Name

Address
City

State
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POWER UNIT EMERGENCY STOCK
Only

four Models

FOR 90% OF ALL RADIOS

FULL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH UNIT

"MULTI -TAP"

Radio Service Engineers now
can give prompt service in cases
of trouble in transformers -the
heart of the radio. To meet this
urgent demand for immediate
service on proper replacement
transformers, the GENERAL
has developed four models

Foreign, and other radio servicers far from manufacturing markets, find "Multi -Tap" Universals essential to satisfy their
trade. These units are fully
shielded, designed for meeting
the specification of radios having
Underwriters Laboratory approval. This is very important
as many states now require such
approval to protect the set owner's fire insurance policies. The
shells are easily snapped off and
on-are insulated inside to insure against short -circuiting the
terminals. Furnished in dull
satin black finish, unless other-

UNIVERSAL POWER TRANSFORMERS
(Patent Applied For)

of "MULTI -TAP" UNIVERSAL POWER TRANS-

FORMERS, to service over 90%
of all models of Radios-"orphaned" and current models.
110-120 V. 50-60 cy.

220-240 V.

60 cy.

V.

25 cy.

115

wise ordered.

"MULTI-TAP" UNIVERSAL POWER TRANS FORMERS' ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(

For

4

Tubes

)

2.24, 27, 35, 55, 56, 57, 58, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 90
and 1 -45, 46. 47, 59, 2A3, 2A5
1.80, 80M. 83, 5Z3
or 1 -82
High Voltage
650 volts
(

Fer

S

or

6

or 3-24, 27, 35, 55, 56, 57, 58, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 90
1

or 2.27

2 -45,

46, 47, 59, 2A3,

or 2-171A
1 -80, 80M,
83, 5Z3
or 1 -82
High Voltage

2.5vC.T.-5.25 Amp
5.Ov -3.0 Amp
2.5v -3.0 Amp
C.T. at 50 MA

Tubes

3 -26s

2M

(

4 -26s

1.5v -3.15 Amp
2.Sv
Amp
2.Sv -3.5 Amp

-3.0
2.5vC.T. -3.0 Amp
5.OvC.T. -0.5 Amp
5.Ov -3.0 Amp
2.5v -3.0 Amp

650 volts C.T. at 60 MA

For

7

or 8 Tubas

)

or 4 -24, 27, 35, 55, 56, 57, 58, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 90
1 or 2.27
2-45, 46, 47, 59, 2A3, 2A5
or 2-171A
1 -80, 80M, 83. 5Z3
or 1.82
High Voltage
700 volts
(For 9 or ID Tubas
6.26s
or 6-24, 27, 35, 55, 56, 57, 58, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 90
1 or 2 -27
2-45, 46, 47, 59, 2M, 2A5
or 2-171A
-80, 80M, 83, 5Z3
or 1.82
High Voltage
700 volts
)

1

1.5v -4.20 Amp
2.5v -7.0 Amp

2.5vC.T.-3.0 Amp

2.5v -3.5 Amp
5.0vC.T. -0.5 Amp
5.Ov -3.0 Amp
2.5v -3.0 Amp
C.T. at 80 MA
1.5v-6.5 Amp
2.5v -10.5 Amp
2.5v -3.S Amp

2.5vC.T. -3.0 Amp
5.OvC.T. -0.5 Amp
5.0v-3.0 Amp
2.5v-3.0 Amp
C.T. st 100 MA

EXACT DUPLICATES ELECTRICALLY
The wide range of adaptability of only four models "Multi -Tap'
Universal Power Transformers is made possible through various
taps in these units, which may be used singly or in combinations.
With this variety of combinations in the four models, the required current values can be delivered to each of the several leads

"Multi-Tap" Universal Output Transformer
Universal- Electrically

-

in the set for any combination of tubes used in 1377 models of
4 to 10 -tube receivers as accurately as the original power units
considering the variation in the lighting current of different
localities. The important consideration in replacing power units
is how many tubes in the set and their current requirements -not
what tubes or what make of radio.

Universal Input Audio Transformers

The universal primary and the tapped
secondary from 2 to 30 ohms in 2 ohm
steps make it possible to feed practically
any straight or push -pull output stage
to any dynamic speaker.
Universal-Physically
May be mounted on end or side.
Slots in base allow wide range of
adaptability without redrilling
panel.

This input audio efficiently feeds any
straight or push-pull audio stage on
either AC or DC set.
Overall Dimensions:
2 x
/4

11/4

x

%2

Chicago,

Ill.

Bulletin of "Multi -Tap" Universals and list
of Itadius on which they can be used for replacements.
Please send free

Name.
Address
My Jobber is

Address
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1

9/16 or

to 19/16 or

Dimensions the same on Output
and Input Transformers.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORPORATION,
504 So. Throop Street,

1%

Mtg. Centers:
1I x 1/2 to

GENERAL Illustrated and
FREES

fully descriptive BULLETIN!

with complete list of 1377 models and makes of radios on which you can replace
power units out of a stock at an investment of only $23.25 (list) in "Multi -Tap"
Universals.

GENERAL
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
504 So.Throop Street
RADIO -CRAFT
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor

Vol. V., No. 6, December, 1933

AGING RADIOS
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
When we come to resistors, the situation seems to be Ina
little better, except for those that carry a high current.
as well
that case, the continual contraction and expansion,
of
as the crystallizing of the conductor, tend to cut the lifeout
current come
such resistors. Those that pass a low well
designed and
better and will last for many years, if
engineered. The open -wire resistor does not fare soonwell
it,
in the aging process since the accumulation of dust
etc., all tend to cut down its life.
Variable resistors, such as are used for volume controls,
of
as Service Men well know, do not last for a great length as
time. Naturally, anything that is handled mechanically,
often as a volume control or a variable condenser, must, in
time wear out, even if only mechanically so; but in most
cases, the resistance element will wear out first unless, of
course the volume control is engineered with extreme care.
Coming to transformers, particularly the power transformers, the aging process in these is rapid also. Not only has
the transformer to stand a great amount of heat, which
continuously causes expansion of its elements, but this
stretching of the primary and secondary, as well as of the
insulation has its natural effect in due time; and unless this
factor is taken cognizance of by the manufacturer, the life
expectancy of the transformer will be short. Service Men
know this well, and, as a rule, they look first for trouble in
the power transformer, because here is where the aging
process is apt to appear earlier than anywhere else. Even
the best-designed transformers do not stand up indefinitely.
It is an unusual transformer that will give service for five

frequently overlooked by radio manufacturers,
radio Service Men and radio set users, is that there
is such a phenomenon as aging of radio receivers.
By aging is meant the process of deterioration in
a radio set; just as, for instance, the human body deteriorates by age.
Marvelous machine though the human body is, age, when
it encroaches upon the body, ravages it, as we all know.
The same deterioration goes on in a radio set, although this
fact may not be apparent at first.
There are few materials, which can be fabricated and put
together in conjunction with other materials, that will not
in time deteriorate in some manner. Even metals crystallize
and, in due time, weaken.
Leaving out the radio tubes which, of course, age too, and
must be replaced periodically, let us first consider the chassis,
which, at first glance looks solid enough, and theoretically
should not deteriorate at all. The opposite is the case, however. Your radio set in the summertime is quite a bit larger
than in the winter. Heat expands, cold contracts; the radio
chassis is no exception to this universal law, although some
manufacturers do not seem to be aware of it. When things
begin to stretch, then contract, and do this frequently. something is bound to give. Rivets and screws, no matter how
well fastened, in time begin to give way. Don't forget, also,
that the radio set is heated to a comparatively high temperature by the radio tubes, by its resistors, and by the transformers -all of which are not any too well ventilated -and
while the set is in use, the expansion of the chassis and
other parts is considerable. When the set is turned off,
particularly on a cold day, the shrinking process is rapid,
and something gives way even if the movement is microscopic. In due time, however, you begin to notice that the
set is not the same as before. Even if there were no parts on
the radio set, besides the chassis, to age; sockets, for intance, become loose; contacts loosen, etc. The variable condenser, no matter how well made, is affected by the aging
process; its bearings particularly must, sooner or later, begin
to wear. This makes for changes in the capacity of a
condenser; sometimes it even causes short circuits of the
stator and the rotor; and, unless a condenser is extremely
well engineered, the tuning is apt to become noisy and
scratchy, because of the failing of the aging springs, of the
rotor.
Turning our attention to the fixed condensers, let no one
think that even the best of fixed condensers is immune to
old age. It should not be forgotten that the electrical current
sets up continuous, and comparatively tremendous, stresses
in the dielectric of most fixed condensers and these stresses
wear down even the best mica condenser. Of course, condensers heat up too, and therefore contract and expand; and
even a molded condenser will, in time, show aging effects.
True, a good one will stand up for a considerable time;
but we doubt if any engineer would guarantee even the best
molded condenser for a ten -year stretch, much less twenty
years. In electrolytic condensers, the aging process is much
more rapid. The chemicals in such condensers will not last
forever; they dry out and, by chemical action, the elements
otherwise age. The average life of even the best electrolytic
condenser at the present state of the art is certainly not much
more than two years.

years.

As to the loudspeaker, whether dynamic or otherwise, it
is well known that, because of the continuous vibration, no
material has been found as yet for cones that will last for
any great length of time. Two or three years would seem
to be the maximum for the cone which ultimately loosens and
must be replaced.

The speaker itself, from the continuous expansion and
contraction, naturally loses some of its quality over the
course of years. By replacing the cone, however, and making
other minor adjustments, the loudspeaker should be good
for many years, with proper care.
Then, we have the wiring itself, which deteriorates too.
This is particularly the case with rubber insulation because,
under the continuous heating of the set, such insulation soon
becomes hard and brittle; and the vibration from the loudspeaker, as well as other natural vibration, loosens and
destroys the insulation as time goes on.
From all of this, it will be seen that the former idea that
a radio set never wears out like, for instance, an automobile,
is erroneous. This is a world in which practically nothing
lasts forever. Radio sets are no exception.
And it should be noted that, notwithstanding all this, we
should not think of criticizing our manufacturers; because
they, themselves, have no remedy today for the aging processes. Materials cannot yet be protected against the ravages of time. Such a time will, conceivably, arrive; but it
may be centuries before man can control aging processes,
not only in material things, but in his own body as
well.
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THE

TALKING CANARY!
HUGO GERNSBACK

-

Experimenters and Service Men
here is
one of the most amazing ideas which has
yet come down the line; too, it has commercial possibilities. Whether the instrument
serves a tragi -comic or commercial role is
a matter for the constructor to decide; the
author discusses the complete procedure to
be followed in either instance. Either a
reproducer or a microphone inside a bird
cage, is connected to an amplifier for the
purpose of reproducing or picking up the
sounds of whistling, music, or speech, as the
case may be.

The "radio bird cage," ready

for business.

[ERE are quite a few pretty "sound effects" which seem
to have been overlooked so far. Those who have
canaries in their homes have probably noticed that
these birds do not always sing. For a number of
reasons, their singing seems to be influenced by a number of
things which are, as yet, not well understood. Some birds
need encouragement; and a number of the bird stores are
selling whistles with which to urge on the birds.
Some time ago, I tried a number of experiments along
these lines, which turned out exceedingly well. In one of
the photographs it will be seen how the
top of the bird cage is opened up, and
the Baldwin speaker unit inserted in it.
Holes are drilled in the metal plate under the unit, to permit the sound to be
projected into the cage. The cage is
now wired for sound, by running the
wire to an amplifier, thence to a phonographic pickup. I secured a number of
R.C.A. Victor records, the numbers and
designations of which are as follows:
V -1 -A Actual Song of the Canary
Bird.
V -66 -B Les Sirens (Canaries and
Nightingales with Orchestra)
I

Nightingales (actual)
Forest Concert (Nightingales and Warblers).
It was found that these bird records,
when run through the phonograph and

amplifier, encouraged the bird a good deal and, providing
the music was not too loud, the canary, after a while, became
enthusiastic and warbled along with the music of the record.
There is only one Victor record which is pure canary songs
without accompaniments. (No. V -1 -A). I have found a
peculiar thing in connection with this record that will be of
interest. If the record is played through the usual dynamic
speaker, it proves disappointing, because most of the larger
dynamics do not reproduce the exceedingly high notes of a
canary bird well. With a Baldwin unit and its smaller diaphragm, I had no such difficulty and the music came out loud;
certainly loud enough to influence the bird in the cage.
A variation of this scheme, which may be used to surprise
your friends or the household staff, is shown in another illustration. Of course, in order to introduce the element of
surprise no one is supposed to know that you wired the
cage; and the wiring, naturally, must be exceedingly fine
so it will not be seen. You are then to conceal yourself and
talk through a hand mike and a two -stage amplifier. The
live bird, of course, is in the cage. You start talking when
someone enters the room and, inasmuch as the bird usually
whistles or opens its mouth, the voice seems to come from
him; and you have the realistic effect of a talking live bird

20968 -B
V -15 -A
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A canary

>inging

"like

the birdies sing," via phonograph.
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which, at times, not only causes surprise, but consternation. It has been
found, with one exception, that a bird
will usually twitter, being himself surprised at the strange voice; unless, of
Course, the experiment is done too often,
when he will get used to it and keep
his mouth closed.
For parties, entertainment, etc., this
is a very good effect, and usually will
bring a good deal of applause. Of
course, the cage may also be connected
directly to your radio set; thus you may
do away with the amplifier and use the
Baldwin unit as a loudspeaker and, provided it is not overloaded, you can use
this extra outlet in the canary cage as
a remote loudspeaker connected to any
radio set. If the bird is at all musical,
he will enjoy the music; always providing that you do not blast him and
frighten him by excessive sound.
After awhile, the bird gets used to the
music, and will begin to sing whenever
the cage speaker is turned on.
Another variation which can be used
with great success, particularly by Service Men, and which, to the best of my
knowledge, has never been used before,
is as follows:

Every bird store should be an immediate outlet for this scheme. Instead of
the Baldwin unit, a microphone is placed
somewhere in the cage. The outfit
is then carried to a P.A. amplifier,
which is large enough to give a consider (Continued on page 374)
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Making one canary sound like the entire Canary Islands!

HOW TO MAKE A REAL
VELOCITY "MIKE"
Fig. A

kit.

Components of the velocity mike

H. G. CISIN

PERMANENT
MAGNET

HE velocity microphone is essentially a highly specialized form of electrical generator. Like any other
generator, its principle of operation depends upon cutting a magnetic field by means of a closed conductor.
In this way, varying electromotive forces are generated,
which set up varying currents in the conductor. In the
actual instrument, the conductor consists of a very thin corrugated aluminum alloy ribbon suspended in such a way that
its slightest motion will cause it to cut across a strong
magnetic field created by permanent or electro- magnets.
Sound waves impinging on the ribbon cause it to vibrate.
The ribbon forms a part of a closed circuit, being connected
to the primary of an input transformer feeding into a two stage pre -amplifier. Hence, the minute fluctuating e.m.f.s
generated when the ribbon cuts the magnetic field, correspond
exactly to the emitted sounds which caused the ribbon to
vibrate. The result is the flow of a small fluctuating current
(Continued on page 373)
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SOLDERING LUG

RIBBON

CLAMP

BAKELITE YOKE

POLE YOKE

CORRUGATED

RIBBON

NUT

ALUM. ALLOY SII

(.00065"x3/16'.)

RIBBON

T POLE PIECE
RETAINER SCREW
MAGNET RETAINER.
POLE YOKE SCREW

RETAINER

1-

RIBBON
CLAMP SCREW

ACORN NUT

PERMANENT
MAGNET

-B-

-ARIBBON

-r-

ENLARGED VIEW
OF RIBBON ASSEMBLY

Fig. 1
Details in constructing the "velocity" -type microphone.
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The RADIO MONTH in
NEW YORK
RADIO
SHOW

watchers, who spot the airplane when
it is directly above the funnel and release by radio impulse an explosive
charge which, dropping into the funnel,
destroys the whirling vacuum of the
tornado and stops its progress before
further damage can be done.

THE Radio

Electrical Ex-

position in

Madison Square Garden came to an
auspicious ending on Saturday, Septei fiber 30th, after having run for ten days,
Sunday included. The show was a great
success, it is claimed by the exhibitors,
because more than 200,000 passed
through its gates. According to the
management, the show drew over $1,
600,000 in business for the exhibitors,
and they are so heartened that they
will run another show in 1934, to be
held September 19th to 29th.
Loitering around the show, the editor
tripped over dozens of refrigerators in
his search for radio sets. It was a grand
show for refrigerators and, once in a
while, he could discern in the offing
some radio sets. The only thing that
was missing was a combination refrigerator and radio. The whole ground
floor was at least 80% refrigerators,
with 20% radio sets thrown in for good
measure. This should not be considered
a harsh criticism of the show, because
it was not a Radio Show primarily, for
the pure, unadulterated radio shows of
former years had blown up; and the
depression made it necessary to combine radio and electricity, which the
exposition did successfully.
As far as we could find out, not a radio
parts manufacturer was represented.

gentle reader, this combination radio
refrigerator was NOT at the 1933 Radio Show.
No.

It may
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be there next year.

ARMSTRONG
REGENERATED
EVERY radio

fan worth

his salt

knows what regeneration means. It
means additional power, more sensitivity, to radio sets. Short -wave fans, particularly, cannot do without regeneration. But who is the inventor of

Tesla

radio -controlled airplanes will
tornadoes out of business.

bomb

TESLA
TAMES
TORNADOES
ND now comes

the

veteran

year - old
scientist, Nikola Tesla, the world's greatest living inventor, who says that he
has found means to tame the tornado,
which annually takes toll of thousands
of human lives, not to speak of the millions of dollars of property damage.
Paying a visit to Hugo Gernsback,
editor of this publication, the other day,
Dr. Tesla disclosed his plan which, by
the way, is published with a great many
illustrations along with his original
article, in the December issue of EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS magazine.
Tall, gaunt, and sparse, the ascetic
great inventor retains a keen interest
in applied science. His recommendation, in a few words, is to use radiocontrolled robot airplanes, which can be
controlled from the ground. The airplane is sent up and directed straight
toward the funnel of the tornado as
soon as one is reported. Should a tornado start at sea, the same thing can
be accomplished by Government patrol
ships, which will dispatch radio -controlled robot airplanes tornadoward.
The trick, according to Dr. Tesla, is to
drop a huge charge of explosives right
into the mouth of the tornado funnel.
This is to be accomplished by distant
79 -

regeneration?
Last month, the now totally bald, but
youngish looking Edwin H. Armstrong
walked in on the editor of this publication. For the first time in 12 years he
smiled. For the first time in a dozen
years he consented to talk about a
sacred and taboo subject-Regeneration.
Reason: there has been a 12 -year battle
about it between Dr. Lee deForest, the
inventor of the 3-element vacuum tube
and Major Edwin H. Armstrong. Recently, the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit handed down its
verdict, making Armstrong* the sole
and undisputed inventor of regeneration.
Armstrong showed that he first invented regeneration in the year 1913,
and he conclusively seems to prove now,
that he and not deForest is the real
inventor. Of course, the Supreme Court
has not as yet rendered its verdict, and
on the other hand, the controversy may
never go to the Supreme Court.
The radio fraternity will now arise
en masse and shout congratulations.
'l'he decision was rendered in favor of
Ilse Radio Engineering Labs raturi es.
against the Radio Corp. of -%on rtca, A. 'l'. &
'I'. Co., and de Forest Radis Co.

regenerative
Armstrong's
original
sketch, invented in 1913.
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Radio is now such a vast and diversified art it
has become necessary to make a general

REVIEW

survey of important monthly developments
throughout the field. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments, and presents here a review of those items which are of interest to all.
be heard for more than 25 miles, if so
far; and in congested districts like New

York, Philadelphia and Washington,
these "repeaters" on out of town station
wavelengths can be heard only a few
blocks. Heterodyning, they have birdy
whistles, or a program of unintelligible
hash.
The idea of a third chain is O.K. if
the promoters had the stations; unfortunately, the chain has no stations to
amount to anything and, when they talk
of a "national outlet," as their high -

pressure advertising department no
doubt will, it will be found that the outlet is not functioning. The only people
Ed

Wynn the

actor -and No. 3
Chain originator.

Broadcast
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ITH a great
amount of
fanfare and
noise throughout the daily press, and
colorful noises at the headquarters of
the newly-born Amalgamated Broadcasting System, the newest national broadcasting chain made its debut on September 25th. It is Ed Wynn's long -heralded
"third chain." Most of the noise was
made on the 11th floor of the vast A.B.S.
quarters at Madison Ave. and 52nd St.,
New York. We say most of the noise
and hullabaloo was in the broadcasting
offices; because very little of the noise
percolated into the ears of the chain's
prospective listeners. We expect a real
broadcasting chain to have millions of
listeners. into whose ears the noise, or
sound, will finally settle.
Alas and alack, the new A.B.S. chain
is not destined to do so. The reason is
that the chain is a chain in name only,
and, from what we can see, it will never
amount to much for some very simple
and elementary reasons.
All of the stations, with the exception
of two, are in trade parlance so- called
"graveyard" stations; that is, they are
so far down in the broadcasting spectrum, that broadcast listeners are unlikely to tune in any of them, even
though Ed Wynn himself were to broadcast all day long-which he probably
won't. Not only are all of the stations
except two-WHDH, Boston and WLBZ
Bangor -down in the graveyard, but
they have no power either. All of them
put together don't come anywhere near
having half of the power of one such
station as WABC, WJZ, WEAF or
WLW. Most of these stations cannot

RADIO -CRAFT

We have all sorts of respect for Mr.
Ed Wynn as a comedian but, as a broadcaster, we believe he has pulled a serious boner, and has been deluded by
promoters.

for
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\RCONI returned to
the United
States, last month, on a special Invitation to the Century of Progress in
(Continued on page 357)

DEL,

1

Territory

embraced by
Amalgamated
the
Broadcast System.

who will listen to the emissions will be
the advertisers; and, in our opinion, as
former owners of a fairly decent broadcast station, the advertisers will not get

results.
With no exception the A.B.S. goes to
the identical cities now adequately
served by National Broadcasting Co. and
Columbia, where both veteran chains
control good station outlets. A.B.S.
covers no new territory, no new towns,
performs no discernible service.
The new chain does not use American
Telephone and Telegraph Co.'s 'phone
lines to link together its out of town
radio stations; instead it uses Western
Union wire lines. Broadcasters have
tried this cheaper method time and
again, but have found out that they are
noisy and can't be properly balanced.
Broadcast engineers in the know never
use them except in dire emergency.
If the third chain is simply a scheme
to sell stock, it may succeed in this, but
the poor investors will be stuck, as usual.
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(Tnternat lanai News)

Senatore Marchese Guglielmo Marconi and his
wife as they aopeared on landing in New York.
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RECENT

RADIO DEVELOPMENTS
ILLUSTRATED

On this page are shown

group of interesting
photographs taken at the
recent Berlin Radio Show
and the "Olympia" Radio Exhibition In which were displayed the new German
and English developments. In photos A, B, and C, a new German ultra-short -wave
receiver and television scanner are shown.
The knobs on the left of Fig. A
control the receiver while those ors the right adjust the vision unit. This television device employs a Braun cathode -ray tube shown at B. Photo D shows a
Telefunken multi -button carbon microphone which is called the "chamber" mike
because of its peculiar construction.
It is claimed that this microphone is a
distinct improvement over ordinary carbon mikes. Fia. E shows an expensive
radio receiver and cocktail mixer which was displayed at the London show.
This receiver, which includes an electric clock, shows the trend in receiver design
abroad.
Figs. F and G show the appearance and mechanism of the von Mihaly
system of television. A crater lamp sends the beam of modulated light against
a
revolving plane mirror which reflects the light against a series of mirrors
arranged in a circle, from which it is reflected back to the plane mirror and
then to the viewing screen.
A new German receiver with a novel tuning dial
appears in Fig. H.
The photo at I shows a new American development for
concentrating the light from a lamp without loss, which permits a much brighter
image for home television and movies.
Figs. J and K show a mirror -screw
scanning system for television reception.
The image can be viewed from any
part of the room with this novel scheme, without the necessity of shifting the
viewing screen. The system shown in Fig. J was developed by v. Okolicsanyi.
a

Photo courtesies:

Figs. A, It, l', F. G. J and K,
Dr. F. Knack.
Figs. I) and H.
Dr. Albert Neuberger.

Flg. E. Keystone.
Flg.

1,

Perk Television Corp.

N
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"ELIZABETH AIR RADIO"
Exclusive Photos of the First Dial -Type Remote Controlled Air Beacon to Use Flight
and Landing Beams with Both Aural and Visual Signals to Make Flying Safe.

II

The photos on this page show the mechanism at the Elizabeth (N. J.)
beacon station for the Newark (N. J.) Airport. The four half -wave antennas (above) radiate "courses" in four predetermined directions. The
'phone dial at the left, controls the entire system by a series of number
combinations. The pilot receives TWO signals; the visual one consists of
a device with two white vibrating reeds shown directly below, which move
up and down to indicate "on" or "off" course. The aural one consists of
phones

or speaker in the

plane cockpit;

a

dash indicates "on"

course, a

Weather
reports received by teletype are transmitted to pilots by voice.

"dot- dash" left of course, and "dash -dot" right of course.

teletype machines and,
a weather report being
"spotted" onto a printed map.
Left,

Above, the Newark control panel
from which communication is
handled by dial telephone.

above,

L

The automatic transmitters.

Course codo sending device.
Courtesy U.
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Dept. of Commerce. Photos by Halbran.
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NOW, AS

PREDICTED

-A POCKET-

NOVEL DESIGN FEATURES
Only two tubes, but what performance! Local
stations at "room" volume, using only an indoor
antenna! And the entire set fits your pocket!

TUNING
CONTROL

The following examples

of skillful PRODUCTION
design are given: four -capacity bypass condensers
of high value and no thicker than a pencil; a two gang tuning condenser only three -eighths inch
thick;

a magnetic reproducer equipped with the
smallest molded cone ever designed. The design
and production engineers next worked out an
original and compact assembly of these units.

However, in the first analysis, exceptional credit
must be given to the tubes and unit used. Here
it is that every artifice has been used to secure
from the tubes the greatest amplification of which
they are capable. Essentially a T.R.F. circuit, the
diagram, reproduced below, presents many novel
features and possibilities.

SPEAKER

VOLUME
CONTROL
AERIAL &
POWER CORD

SPEAKER

ADJUSTING SCREW
Fig. A
Music in the palm of your hand!

again the manufacturer of the now famous
International "Kadette" receiver has achieved a
"scoop" over the remainder of the radio manufacturing industry. When the original Kadette receiver was produced, making possible universal operation of
a receiver, mounted in a small Bakelite cabinet, little more
than a hand full, the radio industry gasped, and immediately
set about copying the design. Those who read the original
article describing this receiver which appeared in the February, 1933 issue of RAUm -CRAFT on page 464, will remember
what a sensation it produced. The fact that this receiver
could be operated from either the A.C. or D.C. power lines,
without any changes made an immediate hit.
However, those of us who thought that the original Kadette receiver was the ultimate in small receiver design have
another surprise awaiting us in the first
view of this new "pocket receiver."

tube and are amplified in the "screen- grid" section of this
tube. From there, the signals pass to the primary coil of
coupler 1.2 which is tuned by condenser C2 and fed into the
grid of the "triode" section of the 6F7.

ONCI.]

The cabinet measures G x 41,/2 x 2%
ins. and encloses the complete receiver,
including the speaker, A.C. and D.C.
universal power supply and the aerial.
As this receiver weighs only 2 lbs., it
can easily be slipped into an overnight
bag or even into a coat pocket. The
cabinets are furnished in a number of
attractive colors.
The Circuit
The receiver employs two tubes, one
of which is the 6F7, familiar to readers
of RAUIo- CItAvr; and a 12A7, which is a
tube specially designed for this set. A
study of the circuit diagram shown in
Fig. 1 will reveal the action which permits loudspeaker reproduction with only
two tubes.
The signals picked up in the aerial
are fed through condenser C6 to the first
tuned circuit, consisting of coupler Ll
and condenser Cl. From there the signals enter the control -grid of the 6F7
334

TUNING

Next the signals are fed to the control -grid of the 12A7
and are amplified in the pentode section of this tube. It
will be noted that there is an extra cathode and plate in the
12A7 which serves the purpose of rectifying the power supply voltage when the set is connected to an A.C. line. Also,
additional amplification is gained in the set by the unusual
method with which the output circuits of the 6F7 are coupled
to the 12A7.
The secret of the small size of this receiver is in the
special two -gang tuning condensers Cl and C2. This special
C2

CI

DIAL

TRIMMERS

TUNING C9NDENSER5

ci

SPEAKER

fra

L2

BYPASS
CORDS.

CANDE.

C7

C14

AND

AND

CB

cts

12A7

NEE

4

n.\

1

A

VIP

6F7

F

TUBE

VOLUME CONTROL

--

Front

Fig. B
view of set.

Fig. C
The tubes and
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SIZE LOUDSPEAKER SET:
Mr, Hugo Gernsback published an editorial forecast entitled, "What is Coming." It has taken the radio industry over 12 years to
catch up with one of his prophecies!
"At the aforementioned meeting," reads a partial quotation from the editorial, "the writer ventured the prediction that the radio business would settle
down into much the same lines as the photograph business today. The
chances are that during the next decade most of the radio apparata will be
sold by all up -to -date drug stores, the same as photographic cameras and
supplies are today. By that time a radio receiving outfit will have been
compresst into a space as small as the present -day ... pocket cameras
These outfits will comprise a one- or two -step amplifier, and there will be no
fones with such an outfit
The vacuum tubes in the output will be made
... smaller."
For, it is only today that we find, in the "pocket - size loudspeaker set''
described for the first lime in this issue of RADIO -CRAFT, the first real
commercial radio set built along the lines laid down so long ago.
Once again the radio industry has been "scooped'' by the manufacturers
of the "Kadette," first described in the February issue of RADIO - CRAFT!
In

February 192

I

,

...

...

condenser is shown in Fig. 2 and as you will note, it is a
bakelite insulated unit, having a single set of rotor plates
and two sets of stator plates. The entire unit measures
2' x 3!:2 x % -in. thick. Old timers will recall seeing similar
condensers back in the "good old days." Compared to the
usual two -gang tuning condenser, it will be noted where the
saving of space is accomplished. Aligning over the entire
band is accomplished by the use of three screws and compressor "leaves" shown in Fig. 2.
In addition to the space saving features of the variable
condensers, many other ingenious contrivances are used.
Four by -pass condensers are compressed into small cylinders
314 x % -in. in diameter. Two of these bypass units are
employed. The tubes are suspended upside down in the
chassis which is also of unusual construction.
Instead of the usual rotary type of variable resistor for
controlling volume, a flat resistance strip with a slider is
used. This may be seen in Fig. B, below the speaker unit.
The two R.F. coupling coils are only % -in. in diameter by
s -in. high; they are `lattice wound" coils. Especially small
size condensers and resistors are used for the various coupling
and decoupling circuits while the voltage reducing resistor
iu series with the two tube filaments is incorporated in the

/

DIAL

electric light cord, both to conserve space and to dissipate
heat more readily.
The Operation
So much for the physical size of the receiver. In operation,
the current is fed through the rectifier section of the 12A7
tube and for A.C. operation, the output of this rectifier is
filtered by condensers and resistors. It will be noted that
no filter chokes are used in the receiver due to the extremely
compact design. This action is satisfactory for D.C., or
operation on 60 cycles A.C. lines, but the receiver cannot be

used with any great success on 25 cycle lines. However,
since the latter lines are found only in certain isolated sections, this does not interfere greatly with the universal operation of the receiver. On D.C., the current is fed through
the rectifier directly to the plates, grids and screen -grids of
the tubes. In common with all A.C. -D.C. receivers, the plug
must be inserted correctly in the socket for D.C. operation.
This is necessary in order to place a positive potential on
the plates.
The extremely small size and light weight of this receiver,
service policy in connection with the earlier model Kadette.
The extremely small size and light weight of this receiver,
combined with the low cost and the ability to mail it inexpensively and safely, make it an ideal gift item.
1247,1
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Fig. 1
Schematic circuit of the new, pocket -size T.R.F. set.
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Auto Radio Receiver (No. 156)

AUTO RADIO RECEIVER
The photo above shows the entire receiver (including power supply and
speaker) which is housed in a metal
case small enough to fit under the dash
of any car.
The set is a superheterodyne, using
a 6F7 as first detector and oscillator; a
78 as I.F. amplifier; a 75 as second detector and A.V.C.; a 41 pentode in the
A.F. circuit and a 6Z4 full -wave rectifier
in the "B" supply circuit.

Novel Variable Condenser (No. 160)

P.A. Amplifier System (No. 158)

RACK AND PANEL P.A. SYSTEM
This view shows a compact rack and
panel P.A. installation, including an input control mixing panel, a superheterodyne tuner, a phonograph pickup and
turntable and the actual P.A. amplifier.
Any one or all of these individual panels
can be easily removed from the rack
for transportation or remote use. The
entire installation measures 38 x 19 x
12 ins. deep.
A novel circuit design, described in
recent issues of RADIO -CRAFT, permits
every piece of equipment to be operated
from either 110 V., A.C. or 6 V., D.C.,
which doubles their usefulness.

"PLANETARY DRIVE" CONDENSERS
The condenser shown here has an unusual type of shaft which permits vernier control, by simply turning the
smaller portion. This vernier drive
consists of two concentric shafts, the
inner of which is ',4 -in. and the larger
% -in. in diameter. Separate knobs are
needed to utilize both the vernier and
direct drives. The ratio is 3 to 1.

Photocell Unit (No. 157)

Two New Tester Adapters (No. 161)

THE ELECTRIC EYE

This photocell unit, comprising a. drydisc type photocell, a small 22 1,j V. battery and a relay, all mounted on a black
crystalline finished metal panel and
chassis, has two outstanding features.
They are its simplicity and low cost.
The complete unit can be housed in a
b-Ix 5 x 6!z x 3u, ins. deep, inside dimensions.
When used in conjunction with a suitable lamp, the unit can be used for many
"light controlled" experiments and tasks,
including the control of lights, bells,
doors, fire alarms, burglar alarms, advertising and window signs, traffic signals, and to count articles (as on an
assembly line in a factory), provide remote measurements of liquids in a gauge
and to test the density of liquids, such
as lubricating oils.
This unit should find many useful
tasks in the shop of the experimenter
and in the hands of the radio technician.
Name of manufacturer of any device
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Emergency Condenser Kit (No. 159)

A SERVICE MEN'S CONDENSER KIT
A well known condenser manufacturer
has just introduced this emergency condenser kit for the convenience of Service
Men. It contains 10 condensers, 2 each
of the following capacities -1 mf., 2 mf.,
4 mf., 6 mf., and 8 mf.
All of these
condensers are rated at 600 V. maximum
surge voltage.
By combining the capacities of this
kit, the Service Man can replace practically any broken down condenser in a
receiver.

be sent on receipt of a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

12 V. FILAMENT ADAPTERS
Above are shown two adapter units
that should prove extremely valuable to
the Service Man.
The purpose of both adapters is to
permit the testing of 12.6 V. tubes in
tube testers which are not equipped to
supply this voltage. These tubes are
tested in the 6.3 V. socket, by connecting
the tube filaments in parallel.
The adapter equipped with the control
grid stud is used to check the 12A5 in

the type 38 tube socket.
The other adapter is used for testing
the 12Z5 tubes which are inserted in the
type 37 or 84 tube socket in the tester.
These adapter units fill a need that
is growing every day, as these tubes
become more popular. It eliminates the
necessity of purchasing a new tube
tester, or making extensive changes in
an available one. The units are small
in size and "worth their weight in tube
testers" when needed.
Kindly give (number) in description under picture.
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Class A Prime

Condenser Mike Power Unit (No. 162)

CONDENSER MIKE EXCITER
Everyone familiar with microphones
knows the high quality characteristics
of the condenser "mike." The greatest
difficulty in the use of this type microphone has been the bulk and weight of
the batteries required to actuate the
"head amplifier."
A manufacturer familiar to all microphone users has recently introduced a
power unit that will do away with these
heavy, bulky batteries.
This unit is 41/2 x 7 x 8 ins. long and
weighs only 12 lbs. compared to the
weight of 24 lbs. for the lightest corresponding battery complement. This unit
supplies both the filament and plate
current for two 30 type tubes with filaments in series.

Auto Radio Noise Filter

(No. 163)

AUTO RADIO NOISE FILTER
first which specializes in noise
elimination lias just brought out a kit
of eliminators for car radio installations.
In mounting the kit, the lead from
A

the aerial to the receiver is shielded; it
has been found that much noise in sets
is due to the proximity of the aerial
to the dome light or tail light and
these are also filtered. The filter on the
battery lines prevents disturbances in
these wires from entering the set and
a filter at the ammeter prevents the
circulation of noises through the car

wiring.

CLASS A PRIME P.A. AMPLIFIER
This 1'. A. amplifier uses a three stage
triple push -pull, double class A prime
circuit. In the first stage, two 57 tubes
are used in a push -pull arrangement.
These are bridge coupled to a pair of
56 tubes, operated in push -pull class A
prime. A special class A prime input
transformer is connected between the
second stage and the output stage. The

latter employs the new 2A3 tubes, also

in class A prime. A 5Z3 full wave rectifier supplies the plate current for all
tubes.

The power output of this amplifier is
with a maximum gain of 88 db.,
attained at 1,000 cycles. A multi -tap
input transformer in the amplifier
matches it to mikes or a phono. pickup.
15 W.

TO

A

5-°'
6-0'

5 -UNIT RADIO TESTER

7,
LC'

FOR COMPLETE SET ANALYSIS
eleven fundamental frequencies
each made available through an eleven -

point rotary switch; a capacity meter
which covers the entire field of service
testing and with all readings plainly
indicated on an evenly -divided meter
scale, and finally an ohmmeter having
three ranges 0- 1,000; 10,000; 100,000
all operated by a self- contained 4.5 V.
battery with an additional range of
1 meg., made available by connecting an
external 45 V. battery to the jacks provided for this purpose.
(Continued on page 370)
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becomes less complicated for
the radio Service Man. For here is an
instrument which combines every one
of the five units urgently needed in
These include an
modern servicing.
analyzer unit employing the "Free Ref-
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ANALYZER PLUG

4

BEFORE the advent of this tester, Service Men operating with moderate
priced testers were obliged to carry a
number of instruments in order to
handle the average run of routine service calls. A cartoon which appeared
in the September 1933 issue of RADIOCRAFT illustrated this point most thoroughly. It showed the hard- working
radio man going out on a 50e service
call, his car loaded up with analyzers
and meters. Lacking sufficient room in
his old bus, he was obliged to use a
trailer in order to bring along the rest
of the testing equipment needed to take
care of the job!
Admitting that this cartoon presented
an exaggerated picture of actual conditions, it certainly presents a forcible
plea for fewer and more effective radio

Amplifier (No. 164)

Ol
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Circuit diagrams of the five units.
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A
SUPER - POWER

AND -QUALITY

P.A. SYSTEM
A 46 -tube system designed for addressing
an

Cost?

audience of 20,000 people!
A mere $100,000!

Fig. A
The sound system

"all set" to

address 20.000 people.

C. W. PALMER

PART

paratus used in the installation totalled over $100,000.
While this P.A. system is complicated in its design, being
made for an unusually high output, there are many features
that will be of interest to the radio experimenter and Service

of a People," a pageant
which recently appeared in New York depicting the history of the Hebrew race, many difficult problems had to
be solved in projecting the music and voices throughout
the enormous auditorium. To show just how difficult these
problems were, a picture of the interior of Kingsbridge
Armory, the largest in the world, is shown in Fig. A.
Over 6,200 persons comprised the cast In this pageant, and
at the opening night, an audience of
20,000 people attended!
The usual drab drill hall of the Armory
was transformed into a modern theatre
of huge dimensions. This change was
accomplished in six days by a corps of
1,000 workmen who worked day and

IN PRESENTING "The Romance

Man.

Initial Considerations
Two distinct amplifier systems with their speaker units
(Continued on. page 360)

night.

To obtain satisfactory "coverage" of
the tremendous audience (About 8 times
the size of an average theatre audience! )
required the use of a super -power P.A.
system about 10 times as powerful as
an ordinary "high power" amplifier!
Actually, a new electro- acoustical sound
system, with an unusually flat frequency
characteristic, running from 16 cycles
per second to about 20,000 cycles, was
developed by a well -known engineering
company for the purpose. (Sunsequently,
the system will be installed in a mid west church.) The cost of the ap

Fig. B
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A front view of the complete speaker set -up.
The "baffle" actually measures about 50 x 70
feet high! About 20 (assorted) reproducers
are shown.
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"block" illustration of the complete sound installation.
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
HERE is what the radio experimenter has been wanting for a
long time
semi -technical review of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are received at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from every point on the

-a

Auo

TINFOIL
P.E.
CELL

-A

face of the globe.
SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we
have arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these international
radio periodicals.

CRYSTAL
CELL
New

use

Fig. 2
of zinc sulphite crystals.

TRANSFORMERLESS OPERATION
WITH 220 V. FILAMENT TUBES

NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

THE accompanying illustration, Fig. 1,
shows a receiver circuit that was designed for use with the Ostar Ganz
high- voltage filament tubes available in
Europe.
These tubes, which are made in a number of different types, including triodes,
screen grid tubes, pentodes, etc., are
similar in construction to the ordinary
heater type tubes, except for the filament
which is designed to operate directly
from the A.C. or D.C. power lines, without any voltage dropping resistors or
transformers.
The result is a much simplified construction, as the diagram shows. This
particular set was designed for universal
operation on either 220 V., A.C. or D.C.
and for this reason, the rectifier V4 was

r

included. For D.C. operation, the circuit is even more simple.
The photograph, Fig. A, shows one of
the Ostar Ganz tubes. It will be noticed
that instead of using a tube shield, or
spraying the glass envelope with molten
metal, a wire gauze is used to effect a
shield.
These tubes are creating some interest
in Europe where they can be purchased.
They are not available in the U.S.
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A TELEVISION "LIGHT
MODULATOR"

THE

ideal

system for television recep-

tion is a light source of high efficiency, that is easy to modulate, gives
pure white light and has a truly linear
frequency characteristic. Further, it
must not have any lag, even at frequencies running up into six figures.
AMATEUR R'IIIELESs, an English publication, recently published the results
of some experiments which have come
closer to the above ideal than any other,
to date.
Von Okolicsanyi, the well known
Hungarian television inventor, who is
best known for his mirror -screw scanner, is the inventor cif this new system.
Okolicsanyi conducted his work among
the inorganic crystals in his search for
the ideal light modulator, he tested
these for electrical double refraction.
This effect is known to occur to some
(Continued on page 360)
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HOW TO MAKE
A MODERN
CAR RADIO SET
This 7 -tube set incorporates the new tubes, A.V.C., remote
control, push -pull, A.F. output, and tone control in a compact
chassis. Past issues of RADIO -CRAFT have described many

commercial and home -built automotive radio receivers, but
this article is the first one to include such remarkably comproperly discusses the mechanical
plete details. Part
details; the schematic circuit is analyzed in Part II, to follow.
I

PART

HEINZ A. MUELLER

I

Fig. A
One model of the car radio.

designing this 7 lobe superheterodyne auto
radio it was my endeavor to supply the radio
constructor with all the information and drawings
necessary to enable him to build a car radio recek cr which will compete with the factory -built set.
The radio is designed for a floor mounting installation,
which I believe is in most instances, preferable, as it is by
all means the most rigid installation; rigidity being a main
factor in auto radio construction. The design covers all the
different features, and great stress is laid upon drawings;
which makes the understanding much more simple than
words can explain. The article gives full information on the
wiring, both by general wiring and detail wiring diagrams;
such as remote control, speaker and coil diagrams. All the
parts which can be made by the constructor are fully specified on drawings with complete dimensions.
In constructing the radio set you will start with the chassis,
part No. 1. The chassis is made of No. 16 gauge sheet steel.
Drill all the holes as shown on the drawing. (See Fig. 1.)
After drilling the chassis, bend the sides down and weld
the joining corners of the chassis, thus making a very strong
unit. It is advisable to have the chassis cadmium plated to
prevent rusting and corrosion.
On the chassis drawing, Fig. 1, you will find two 11 /64 -in.
diameter holes. These holes are provided to mount the
chassis brackets, part No. 7, (Fig. 2A) in place. By means
of 8-32 self -tapping screws these brackets are screwed to the
chassis and serve to locate the chassis in the chassis box,
which can be seen in Fig. 3. The brackets, part No 6, Fig.
2B, are provided for condenser mounting. Four of the
brackets are assembled with the tuning condenser 21% ins.
WI

apart and the condenser can be fastened to the chassis by
using four 8 -32 self -tapping screws, cutting the thread
through the No. 31 (.120) holes on the brackets.
After completing the chassis you can proceed with mounting the parts to the chassis, and for this work you will be
guided by the drawing, Fig. 4, showing a top view of the
chassis assembly. Place the sockets and socket shield bases
in position and fasten them to the chassis either by means
of 6-32 round head screws, or by rivets. When placing the
sockets, take care that they are located as specified on the
drawing. Now, place the rubber grommets in the specified
holes and also assemble the PM -7 contact terminal socket.
The next operation is to mount the tuning condenser by
means of a bracket assembled to the condenser with self tapping screws. After these operations it will be wise to
wire the heater wiring for the tubes. The next step will
be the assembly of parts located inside of the chassis, for
which work you will refer to Fig. 5. Place the antenna and
radio frequency coils as shown on this drawing and fasten
them to the chassis by means of 6 -32 round head screws, nuts,
-A-
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and lock washers. Similarly, mount
the condensers in place in the cans using
screws or rivets. On this drawing, Fig.
5, you will also see the resistor and
condenser mounting brackets, part No.
15 (Fig. 6) in place, fastened to the
chassis by means of 6 -32 screws and
nuts. These two brackets do not necessarily have to be used. However, when
using them, a more rigid wiring can
be produced by securing some of the
resistors and small condensers with
these brackets; fastening the terminals
of resistors and condensers through the
rivet holes of the brackets, soldering
the connecting points and bringing one
lead to the terminal as required by the
wiring diagram. Mounting the resistors
and condensers in bunches on these two
brackets will make the wiring very
solid, rigid and pleasing to view. In
Fig. 5 you will also see the chassis
brackets assembled in place as mentioned above.
Part No. 2 (Fig. 7) shows the chassis
box built of No. 16 gauge (.062) sheet
steel and finished either with cadmium
plating or enameling. The drawing is
self -explanatory. In one view is shown
the chassis locating pin, two of which
are required. Rivet them to the box
so that the pin will extend inside of the
box. The rim of the box is provided
with twelve 8-32 bushings for tightening
the chassis box cover. However, should
you not have these threaded bushings
handy, the threading for the 8.32 screws
could be made directly in the box rim
as shown on the drawing. On one side
of the box a 1.5/16 in. diameter hole is
provided as a cable entrance. The four
holes with the 8 -32 thread are provided
to fasten the junction box to the chassis
box. The threads for the junction box
screws are reinforced by welding steel
strips on the inside of the chassis box,

.

also shown in Fig. 7.
The junction box shown as part No.
4 (Fig. 8) is also made of No. 16 gauge
(.062) sheet steel, cadmium plated or
enameled. All the cables going to the
radio set are brought to this junction
box. A rubber grommet is inserted in
the % -in. diameter hole and the wires
brought through this grommet. Leave
the length of all the wires about 5 ins.
from the inside of this junction box to
the end of the wire. All the cable shields
which end at this junction box are tied
together by a No. 14 copper wire soldBred, and this same wire is then brought
into the junction box and serves as
ground wire with one end having a
terminal clip fastened to the chassis by
means of an 8 -32 self -tapping screw.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 3. After
the assembly of the cables with the junction box is completed, fill the inside of
the junction box with an insulation
compound to prevent dampness or dirt
from getting into the chassis box. All
the wires going through this junction
box will be connected to the type PM 7
contact plug, for which work Fig. 9 will
guide you.
The terminals on this drawing are
numbered with respect to the guide slot
(Continued on page 367)
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THE BEGINNER'S "UNIT CHASSIS"

CRYSTAL AND 2 -TUBE SUPERHET.
Previous "Beginner's" articles in RADIO -CRAFT have been
devoted almost exclusively to the design of "bread- board"
radio receivers. In the following article the author discusses further the "chassis- type" design which more closely
follows standard radio set construction. The circuit has been

changed to incorporate

a

superheterodyne connection.

PART III

FRANCIS

R.

HARRIS

Fig. A
The front view of the "Superhet."

Fig.
The rear

WHEN we started building chassis sets, two months
ago, we promised that we would use the same
construction for a number of layouts. The re-

ceiver this month, shown in Figs. A, B and C, is
an example of this practice. With the same chassis, practically the same layout, and the addition of only one extra
piece of equipment (which those of you who have followed
the series, already have on hand) there results, not only a
different set, but one operating on a totally different principle.
The heart of the circuit, shown in Fig. 1, and the thing
which makes possible this result, is a new tube-the type
1A6. (This tube is described on page 267 of the November
1933 issue of RAnlo- Ca. \F'r.- Technical Editor).
In the September, 1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT, on page 160,
there was described in this department a crystal superheterodyne which made use of a tube oscillator, crystals as firstand second-detectors, and a tube audio frequency amplifier.
This set worked nicely, and demonstrated beautifully and
simply the principle of the superheterodyne, but, due to the
inefficiency of the crystal as a first -detector, it was rather low
in sensitivity; a crystal first -detector constitutes a distinct
loss in the circuit. In other words the voltage of the intermediate frequency or I.F. on the output side is considerably
less than the voltage of the signal or R.F. on the input side.
The circuit shown here, on the other hand, due to the use
of the new tube, gives a gain of approximately 40 in the
"mixer" or "modulator" (sometimes called "converter ")
stage, which takes the place of the first- detector in the earlier
circuit.

The Circuit
The circuit itself is very simple as will be seen by inspection of Fig. 1. The first stage consists of one type 1A6 tube
which performs the double duty of mixer and oscillator
being in reality two tubes in a single bulb. The input R.F.

-
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B

view of the Beginner's set.

Fia. C
The under-side view, showing parts.

or signal voltage to the control -grid is tuned in by the tuned
circuit Ll, L2 and C2. The oscillator circuit consists of the
tuned network L3, L4, L5 and C3, C4, C5, C6.
The mixing of the input and oscillator frequencies takes
place in the 1A6 tube; and the plate output of this tube, into
the intermediate frequency transformer L6, L7, is the result
of this mixing.
The output of this transformer is fed into the grid of the
type 33 audio tube through the crystal detector, thus the
plate output of this tube is of audio frequency and is fed
directly into the speaker or headphones.
The only part of this circuit which is unusual and may
require explanation is the oscillator network mentioned
above. This is what is known as a "padding" circuit. The
requirement that the oscillator circuit tune at all times
exactly 175 kc. away from the input R.F. (radio frequency)
is met in superheterodyne circuits by either of two means.
First, by a condenser having one section with specially cut
plates or second, by means of this "padding" circuit. Of
course, in our present set we are using two separate tuning
condensers and padding is not strictly necessary, but in
order to afford the beginner the opportunity to learn just
how this padding is done, we are showing the circuit and
describing the method.

Building
The layout of the set is shown very clearly in the photographs and, except for the addition of the intermediate
transformer, which appears between the two tuning condensers, is practically the same as the previous receiver. The
position formerly occupied by the type 34 R.F. tube is now
occupied by the type 1A6, which means replacing the fourprong socket with one having six prongs. The wiring must,
of course, be accordingly changed. The wiring of the type
33 output tube is practically the same as before; reference
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to the two diagrams will show the

rINSULATE

changes necessary. Condensers C4, C5,
and C6 must be mounted in a convenient
place above the chassis so that they
can be varied while the circuit is in
operation.
No diagram is shown this time for the
construction of the chasses themselves
as full details were given in the November issue, to which the reader has
been referred.

Operation
After the set is completely wired up
and you are sure that everything is as
it should be, plug in the tubes, attach
the antenna and ground, and plug in
the power cable plug. Then attach the
"A" battery and turn on the filament
switch. The tubes should light with a
dull red glow. If this occurs, plug in
the speaker or phones, attach the negative side of the "B" battery and flip
the positive wire across its post. This
should cause a moderately loud click in
the speaker. If it does, the assumption
is that the circuit is O.K. and the connection may be made permanent.
If a milliammeter is available, it may
be inserted in the "B" circuit. The total
current drain should be about 18 milliamperes.
Make sure that the little wire on the
crystal detector is just barely making

contact with the crystal. Turn the rotor,
L4, of the oscillator coil to a position

FROM CHASSIS
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the wiring of the two units; the battery cable plug is inserted into the "power socket."

where its axis is parallel with that of
the main coil. Now try tuning for a
signal, turning one condenser slowly
while "rocking" the other one back and
forth over a wide range. If no signal
is heard, turn L4 through 180 degrees
and try again.
It might be well, before doing the job,
to approximately tune the intermediate
frequency transformer by "feel," turning
the two screws in the top of the can of
I.F.T. until it takes about the same
pressure to turn each one.
After a signal is picked up, which may
require considerable patience, tune it
in as loudly as possible with the two

tuning condensers, then turn the volume
control until the signal can be just
barely heard. Now, tune the intermediate frequency transformer, I.F.T., by
turning the two screws until the best
response is obtained. Without touching
anything else, adjust the crystal detector
to the loudest signal.
Make a note of each position of the
two dials for this station -also its frequency -and then proceed to log as many
more stations as possible, making a
careful note of each one.
Now, we may proceed to "pad" the
circuit; in other words, to make the two
(Continued on page 368)

The SCHOOLBOYS'
1 -TUBE RECEIVER
is a real beginner's receiver -one that anyone can
build, without having to know anything about either radio or
mechanics. Just get a cigar box, a tube and a few other
gadgets, and go to it. There's no time like the present!

Here

ANY schoolboy can build this unique
one -tube set and obtain really good
reception at a trifling cost. It is an
easy little set to make and will bring
in plenty of stations on the headphones.
Apart from its low constructional cost,
this set is very cheap to run. It works
from a 45 V. "B" battery and takes so

little current from the battery that it
will last for at least six months and

probably longer.
The basis of our one -tube set is the
familiar cigar box. Any cigar store
will have an empty one to give you
or perhaps your father will hurry up
and finish his latest box of cigars, if
you will tell him that you about to build
something really useful for once!
One thing about the box; be sure that
it is at least 2 in. deep, otherwise it will
not hold all the parts. The box contains
a tuning coil, a tuning condenser, detector tube and several smaller parts,

such as the grid leak, and a small semivariable condenser for improving the

Fig. A
The complete receiver in the cigar box.

aerial selectivity.
(Continued on page 369)
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RADIO
Hints, "kinks," ideas and
suggestions that enable the
amateur and professional
to save time and money.

SHORT -CUTS
GAS -TORCH AND SOLDERING
IRON HOLDER
Lowell E. Hinkle
The illustration in Fig. 1, shows a convenient and inexpensive torch and iron
holder, that can be made by any one
in a very short time. The burner used
here is a Terrill laboratory burner and
can be picked ,up most anywhere for
a few cents. The iron holder is made
from a scrap of heavy gauge galvanized
sheet metal. This can be purchased at
any rooting store. One 8 -32 round head
machine screw and nut are needed to
clamp holder to burner and are also convenient for adjusting the position of the
iron in the flame. This torch uses
natural or artificial gas. It is not expensive to operate and can be regulated
to keep the iron at the proper temperature. It is so small that it makes a
good addition to any tool kit.

A HOME -MADE DRUM DIAL
Gernald Bates
Almost every radio experimenter has
a collection of the old -fashioned plain
four -inch dials on hand. With a little
time and patience, it Is surprisingly
simple and easy to transform these into
quite presentable and usable drum dials.
Usually it will be found that these
plain dials are made in two sections.
If one is careful, he can shatter the
small corrugated handle portion with
a couple of blows from a pair of pliers,
leaving the numbered portion intact with
its brass center shown in Fig. 2, A and
B. At regular intervals around slightly
more than half of the numbered portion,
drill holes and mount four angle brackets made of aluminum (Fig. 2 C.) Cut
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a strip of celluloid (heavy cardboard
would do in a pinch) about an inch wide
and bolt it to the outer brackets only,
leaving the two center brackets to act
merely as supports. Now the drum dial,
shown in Fig. 2 D, of the "thumb"

variety, is finished, ready for calibrati

ng.

A pilot bulb may be mounted on the
radio chassis behind the celluloid strip
in such a manner that its light will
shine through.

-B-

REMOVE TNIS
SECTION
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WITN SET SCREW

FOUR SMALL

BRACKETS

BOLT ON STRIP.
DIAL IS COMPLETED

Fig. 2
A homemade drum dial.
The construction Is
much more simple than the illustration
Indicates.

PLACING PARTS TO AVOID
INTER -ACTING FIELDS
Arthur A. Walter
One of the greatest difficulties confronting the average custom -builder of
amplifiers is in the avoidance of interacting electromagnetic fields. The usual
method is to completely wire the amplifier and then, having left the iron cored components unbolted from the
base, change their relative positions until the least hum is heard in the speaker.
Such a procedure makes the assembly
of a compact job difficult, and at times,
impossible. One never knows in what
positions the components will eventually be placed or the space required for
each component.
A method which has been applied to
the building of many power amplifiers,
and in "radios" in which this condition
has been found, is as follows: -place the
power transformer in the approximate
position desired on the base and connect
the primary to the A.C. power supply,
leaving the secondary leads open. (Fig.
3.) Hook a pair of headphones across
the filter choke terminals and place the

choke in the position desired near the
transformer, moving it backward or
forward, vertically or horizontally until a position of minimum hum is found.
Oftentimes a movement of only lie -in.
will suffice to change the sixty cycle
current induced in the choke by the
power transformer and heard in the
headphones as a deep ituni, to an absolute silence. A number of positions will
be found in which no hunt will occur.
The choke and transformer may then
be bolted in place and filter condensers,
rectifiers, and bleeder resistances connected to form the power supply section.
To locate the correct position of the
A.F. transformers, the headphones are
connected across their secondaries and
the above procedure followed with respect to both the power and the choke,
the latter having acquired a field of
its own after being connected to the
rectifiers and line transformer and being able to induce a hum voltage of
either 60 or 120 cycles to the audio
transformer being located.
Incidentally, A.F. transformers will
introduce distortion in a high -gain amplifier if their respective fields inter -act.
This condition may also be corrected
by the above method; the 110 V. line,
however, being connected to the primary
or secondary of one transformer and
the headphones to the primary or
secondary of the other. But, needless
to say, first be certain that the primary
or secondary of the transformer connected to the line has sufficient impedance to prevent being burned out by
the line voltage.
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department

in which

the reader may exchange his thoughts and ideas with other readers.

are made along the border as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Although this system may
require a little "book-keeping," I find
it is well worth the time and trouble
of compilation.
Jou N J. LF:F:m.,
Spillvillc, Iowa.

SERVICING "TALKIES"

Editor, RAmo- CuAF-T:
In your current issue of RADIO -CRAFT
is a statement to the effect that you are
starting a series of articles on the servicing of Sound Motion Pictures.
We are a radio servicing organization
in Cincinnati, and feel that this field
offers an untouched source of revenue
in the Cincinnati area. We will appreciate your aid in contacting independent
manufacturers of replacement parts for
sound motion pictures, and in obtaining
any other information and assistance

FURTHER "INFO." ON "NOVEL
EXPERIMENTS"

you can offer.

The writer has been in technical work
with W.E. sound pictures and feels well
qualified technically to handle this type
of work.
You might be interested to know that
the writer has been a constant reader
of Gernsback Publications for the past
twelve years and expects to continue
reading them for they sure give you
very valuable information that cannot
be bought at any price.
EDWARD ARASD, Service Engineer,
Schwartz Radio Co.
1600 Race Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

A NEW

BUSINESS FOR
SERVICE MEN!
According to a recent Associated Press
item, printed in a Tacoma, Wash. newspaper, a condenser which provides pro-

tection against electric waves has
brought relief from years of suffering to
Martin Bodker, known in this section
as the human radio.
Bodker will wear a condenser designed by William G. Gunston, electrical
engineer, and will no longer need to
carry his wire -wrapped cane which has
given him some relief.
"The trouble with Bodker," Gunston
said yesterday. "is that his body offers
far more resistance to electric and radio
waves than the average body, with a
resistance of about 40,000 ohms. Bodker's body offers so much resistance that
it stores up electricity, and this is discharged at intervals with such rapidity
that he is completely upset." (Three
cheers for the "body discharger"! Let's
get busy, Service Men, here is a wide awake business for wide awake men-

Fig. 1
Three cheers for the "body discharger ":

eventually cause trouble. It is also
quite evident that these same faults will
occur in each similar model. Based on
this contention, a scheme which I employ to make my set of the Official Radio
Service Manuals indispensable and even
more complete follows.-Whenever I encounter any "all- meat" items pertaining
to radio service, be they self -experienced
or obtained through reading in RADIO CRAFT or elsewhere, these items are individually recorded on the O.R.S. Manual
schematic diagram sheets in the following manner. Around the particular defaulting part or parts indicated in the
item, is drawn a circle in bright red
pencil; the use of "color" is represented
in Fig. 2 by dotted lines. Then too
perhaps if deemed necessary, notations
of authoritative sources of reference

nil-Associate Editor).

IMPROVING. OFFICIAL SERVICE
MANUALS
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT:
Practically all radio sets have some
particular part or gadget which will
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Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
In reading the November, 1932 issue
of RADIO -CRAFT I came across an article
entitled, "Novel Experiments," in which
Mr. Klase claims that by connecting a
flashlight bulb or even a 40 W. electric
bulb to the loudspeaker terminals et
the radio set in place of the loudspeaker,
he obtained good loudspeaker operation.
I would like to suggest to Mr. Klase
that he should try the same experiment
over again, and he will discover that
the sounds do not come from the electric
bulb, but are reproduced by loose laminations in the A.F. transformer.
WII.I.IA \I TR.tiNICEK
1119 West 17th St.

Chicago, Ili.

Editor. It DIo- CRAFT:
Referring to the letter from Mr. Wm.
Travnicek, I am sending further data on
"Novel Experiments ?'
The set first used in my experiments
was a T.R.F. 6 -tube set using a resistance coupled amplifier, battery operated.
I found that reproduction of sounds was
caused by shunting the lamp with my
hand or hand capacity and by substituting a 1/4 to 1,4 meg. variable resistor it
gave better results (a smaller value may
be used).
Apparently it operates somewhat on
the order of an electrostatic speaker.
The 40 W. lamp should not be put in the
socket too tight, but should be loose
enough so that it has a little play at
the base. A small neon tube will give
good results due to ionization of the
neon gas. Adjust the resistor to suit
the lamp used. Then hold the lamp to
your ear and hear the results. This
experiment can be made on any set
A.C. or battery.
Mr. Travnicek's suggestion is partly
correct as I later discovered. One set
used for experimental work was an
Atwater Kent 44 A.C. It gave louder
results than previous sets had and later
proved to be due to loose laminations
in the audio frequency transformers.
JOHN

Fig. 2
A

1933

practical reference system.

F. KIASE,
R. F. D. 1

Macungie, Pa,
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THE
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The new Masterpiece Model
II receiver was designed as
the result of analyzing a
cross -section of comments
and suggestions. The wavelength range is 13 to 570
meters. In this article Mr.

ALL -WAVE

SUPERHETERODYNES
PART

McMurdo Silver concludes
his discussion of the technical
improvements incorporated
in this real all -wave receiver.

I I

McMURDO SILVER*
THE last issue of RADIO- CRAFT,
appeared a general description of
the new Masterpiece II all - wave
superheterodyne. In this article are
presented its circuit diagram and performance curves.
This receiver is the first all -wave
broadcast receiver to employ a stage of
T.R.F. amplification on both broadcast
and short wavelengths; the first receiver
of this type to employ air-dielectric tuning condensers in the I.F. amplifier; the
first to employ 2A3 output tubes; the
first to employ the new 2A7 S. -G. first detector and electron coupled oscillator

tube; and the first custom built all -wave
receiver to employ band -spread tuning
list of "firsts" quite enough to make
it interesting.
Because of these and a number of
other new features, plus the fact that
every up -to-date engineering advance is
found in it, the Masterpiece II permits
the student to study in a single receiver
practically the entire present clay radio
art in its most advanced form.
On the assumption that the November,
1933 issue of RADIO-CRAFT is handy for
general reference, the circuit details will
be explained without a preliminary

N

-a

review.

*President, DcMurdo-Silver, Inc.

L1

The Coils
Coils Ll, L4, L7 and L10 are four
different R.F. transformers with separate
antenna primaries to permit the use of
transposed or tuned two -wire lead -in
systems. Separate primaries and secondaries are picked up by gang- switch sections Swl and Sw2 to couple the antenna
to the 58 R.F. amplifier tube, Sl.
Coils L2, L5, LS and L11 are primaries
and secondaries of the R.F. transformers coupling the T.R.F. amplifier to the
first- detector, and are selected by gang switch sections Sw3 and Sw4.
Coils L3, L6, L9 and L12 are oscil(('ontinued on page 362)
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SERVICING
THE "TALKIES"
the preceding issue of RADIO -CRAFT we announced this new series. In the present
article the author starts right off with a detailed discussion of a representative sound
talking motion picture installation -the "talkies" system at a Metropolitan theatre.
In

PART

AARON NADELL

II

BEFORE any radio man can hope to succeed in obtaining
theatre business he must have some fair idea of what
talking picture equipment is like. A typical installation
of this equipment is shown in the accompanying illustrations, Figs. A and B. It is proposed in this article to
review -as completely as space allows -the more important
characteristics of this and similar apparatus. In installments to follow, the problems this machinery imposes upon
the projectionist and the manager will be described, after
which the manner in which the radio man can fit himself
into the picture should become plain.
Of course there will be no space here to go into such
elementary electrical theory as Ohm's Law, or why an amplifier tube amplifies. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with such things. If he is not, this is not the place
to learn them. The discussion to follow will take the ordinary electrical principles for granted, and confine itself to
describing the manner in which those principles are applied
in apparatus of this kind.
Ruggedness
What is most likely to strike the reader who looks at the
accompanying illustrations is the ruggedness and mass of the

The

"bank" of

RADIO -CRAFT

Fig. A
sound motion picture machines.
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equipment, as compared with radio or the commoner types
of P. A. amplifiers. It will be important for him to remember
this strength of construction if he should, in the future, do
any repair work on theatre equipment, and see to it that his
repair is as sturdy as the apparatus to which it is applied;
because that sturdiness is not an accident. It was explained
in the introductory installment that "the show must go on"
and that even a slight disturbance in the show is a business
crime unpardonable. The apparatus is made strong accordingly. The same requirement will apply to repairs of any
nature.
Figure A represents a double amplifier -one regular and
one stand -by. Each amplifier is rated at 12 W. Each amplifier consists of three separate amplifiers in cascade, five
stages of A.F. amplification altogether, the last two being
push -pull. Power supplies are partially self -contained, but
a storage battery (or a rectifier with a 12 V., 14 amp. filtered
output in place of batteries) is also necessary to operate this
installation. The rectifier is not shown in the picture.
It may save confusion to begin at the right of this picture,
rather than at the left, and so eliminate some of the ap(Continued on page 378)

Fig.
Just

a

B

few stages of A.F. amplif_ation in panel style!
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SERVICING
by STAGE

ANALYSIS
A combination

JOSEPH KAUFMAN*

Fig. A
signal generator and multimeter.

The author, a writer who is known from coast to coast, describes for "new
timers," a system of servicing which is known to experienced radio men. The
advanced technician will learn a thing or two by reading Mr. Kaufman's
description of a commercial test unit designed for isolation and test of

individual stages.

Service Men attach too
much importance to getting instruments that will do things
automatically. Why not adopt
an approach
technique -where testing equipment is of a fundamental character and is not subject to obsolescence?
What I am about to present-stage
known to many experienced
(mall/Sts
Service Men and practiced by them unconsciously!

open grid, an overheated output tube is
due to a shorted "C" bias resistor. They
will tune a receiver and quickly realize
that the tubes are dead. When a receiver is noisy, they quickly ascertain
Due to the difficulty in preby the process of elimination whether
paring Part II of the article on
the noise is produced internally or exthe construction of audio and
ternally. (All this is an essential part
power transformers and chokes,
of their technique and precedes any inPart I of which appeared in the
strument method of trouble -shooting.)
preceding issue of RADIOA few more pointers conclude the sugCRAFT, it was not possible to
gestions for a visual check -up. A reA Basically Sound System
present Part II in the current
ceiver may fail to work because a tube
These men recognize that a radio reis burned out; the aerial and ground
issue. However, watch for conceiver is like a chain with many links.
system incorrectly installed or continuations in subsequent issues.
A modulated radio signal is fed to the
nected to the receiver; a tube not firmly
input and an audio signal is fed to the
in place; a top cap not in position; or
loudspeaker. Like the chain, any break
a part on top of the chassis visibly deor defect in only one link, stops the
fective. Examine the chassis, tubes,
normal operation of the receiver. Their first impulse is to
power supply and pickup system and eliminate surface deisolate the defective link (stage) at once. Not by using a
fects at once. Check the main power supply. Only then
set analyzer or a testing mechanism but by analyzing by
should the Service Man resort to the use of instruments.
means of their senses of hearing, touch, smell and vision.
11'on l in ucd on page :N;iI
what the defect may be-they go from
effect to Cause.
OuT PUT
RECTIFIER
I can't stress enough the idea of logiBC
AC
MA%.O
cal reasoning from effect to cause. An
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experienced Service Man may listen to
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a

"selective analyzer."

Fig. 1
In A. the service oscillator connections; the multimeter diagram le shown at B.
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How To

A

MAKE

BOX AND

MIC.CASE
AMP. POWER PACK

COMPACT, POWERFUL
6 V., D. C. AND 110 V., A. C.
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I
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CASE
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A. SYSTEM

1 -UNIT P.

1

svKR
EXCITER
CONTROL

FALSE BOTTOM
FOR EXTENSIONS,
CABLES. PLUGS ETC.

2. ;F 53)

Fig. A
The P.A. system in inter -locking cases.

LOUIS GANCHER*
in P.A. apparatus for operaIO V., A.C., is established in

A new standard of compactness

tion on either 6V., D.C., or
a single -case system. The assembly includes
a IO W. amplifier, dual -service phono. motor and dynamic
reproducer, and related units.
I

this design of

UKE

SPEAKER
PLUG B HELD
EXCITER

.E
oLUG

Fig.

IQV.A.0

B

The P.A. and phono. unit ready to operate.

requiring an external input control system. The output of this first tube, V1,
a type 56, (serving as a pre -amplifier!)
is resistance coupled into the second
A.F. stage, utilizing another 56 tube.
This is, in turn, resistance coupled into
an 89 "driver" 3rd A.F. stage, the output
of which is transformer coupled, Ti,

URCHASERS of P. A. amplifier
equipment are divided into two
. those who rent out
groups
such systems, and those who purchase them for their own use. The amplifier system described here was designed to meet every possible requirement of both the groups.
To those who rent out P.A. Systems
this design will prove of special appeal,
for, it enables such men to conveniently
transport the equipment from one rental
to another, and by virtue of its universal
powered construction, the same amplifier
can be employed anywhere.
(This method of universal operation
was completely described in articles appearing in the September, October and
November issues of RADIO-CRAFT. entitled, "Constructing a Complete 26Watt Dual - Channel P.A. System."

p

-

Editor).

Assoc-

into a conventional class B type 53 tube
as the 4th A.F. Stage. Both plates of
the 53 power output tube are connected
to a class B output transformer, T2,
having the following voice coil and line
secondaries: 500, 200, 15, 8, 4 and 2
ohms, any three of which may be
brought out to the voice coil outlets
(FS 1, FS 2 and FS 3 shown in Fig. A)
fastened on the side of the portable case,
such as the 500 ohm, the 15 ohm and
the 8 ohm outputs.
The two 56 tube filaments are connected in parallel, and then in series
with the filament of the 53 tube and a
The remaining
1/2 -ohm, 5 watt resistor.
89 tube is connected directly across the
6 V. filament supply -see Fig. 1B. This
novel arrangement keeps the filament

The Amplifier
The input circuit of the amplifier
shown in Fig. 1A, consists of a Tie -meg.
stabilizing resistor R1, connected across
the input posts, BP1 grid, BP2 ground,
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Fig. C
The components of the system.
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current drain comparatively low, and
make possible the use of tubes with
(Continued on page 371)

'President, Coust-to -Coast Radio Corp.
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The circuits of component units.
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HOW TO INSTALL A

REMOTE CONTROL
ON 1 -DIAL SETS
At

last, we have a practical, reasonably priced remote
control unit. It does everything possible with higher priced
units and is destined to be a "best seller."

HUBERT L. SHORTT*
Fig. A

Front and rear view of remote controlled set.
vOL.CONTROL

1

GEAR.

/MOTOR;

(

(

Ì

VOL
CONTROL
`GEAR.

{

THE Service Man, or P.A. engineer is not in the business
for his health; -like every other business, this enterprise must show a profit. To make it do so, he is
obliged to take advantage of the trends in radio, giving
the public what it desires and demands.
Many business men fail to appreciate the fact that it is
extremely expensive to try to create public demand by the
process of education. On the other hand, where such a
demand exists, it is very profitable to cater to it.
In radio, we have had many object lessons to illustrate this
point. During the past few years, there has been a constant
trend toward simplification and compactness in radio receivers. When the midget first appeared, wide- awake radio men
reaped a rich harvest from them. Recently, history repeated
itself, with the introduction of the unique portable A.C. -D.C.
sets. Because these convenient little receivers followed the
trend of demand, their sales appeal has been enormous.
And now, once more, we find another radio development
which promises great popularity and hence opportunities for
profit. The American public has placed a definite stamp of
approval on radio "remote control" as a refinement offering
greatly increased convenience. Some of the most important
radio receiver manufacturers, such as Philco, StrombergCarlson, RCA- Victor, etc., have recognized this fact and
have announced new models equipped with remote control
arrangements. There are, however, hundreds of thousands
of older model sets, excellent in every other respect, but not
fitted with remote control. Owners of the latter sets will
want to have them modernized, and the fulfillment of this
desire will serve as an unlimited source of profit to progressive Service Men who know Opportunity when it knocks.
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Fig. 1
Mechanical details of the selector and wiring of the cable

To be salable, the remote control must be well made, reliable, positive acting, noiseless and easy to install. Furthermore, it is essential that its price meets the limitations
imposed by present economic conditions. Otherwise it will
remain unpurchased, no matter how much it is desired.
The remote control illustrated in Fig. A and described in
this article meets these specifications in every particular. It
is highly efficient, can be installed readily on almost any
radio receiver and can be purchased complete at such a low
price that the Service Man can give his customers a superfine
remote -control job, charging the very reasonable sum of
$25.00 and still make a respectable profit.
How It Is Done
The conception of controlling and operating a radio set at
a distance is by no means new. However, the first attempts
to construct such devices were crude and costly. The electrical and mechanical difficulties were gradually ironed out,
resulting in the modern control unit described here. This
device is shown in the accompanying illustration, Fig. A,
in this instance being hooked up to a 7 tube superheterodyne
receiver. Any other single -dial receiver could be used with
the remote control in exactly the same way. With this unit,
(Continued on page 375)
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ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

THE

OPERATING NOTES
IVER PAULSEN

KOLSTER REPAIRS
A Kolster K-70 receiver would occasionally cut off to a whisper if the tone

control was turned to another position.
Everything seemed to test O.K. but attention was focused on the pentode circuit because of somewhat similar trouble
in another popular make. Finally the
0.1 -mf. coupling condenser between the
plate of the second detector and the
grid of the pentode shown in Fig. 1
was found leaky, but only after it was
tested with high voltage-further proof
of the need of adequate voltage for
testing condensers.

HUM IN APEX MODEL

gridleak in the 27 tube circuit, shown
in Fig. 3. This resistor had a value
fluctuating between 0 to 500,000 ohms,
which caused the delay in locating the
trouble.

Another time this set developed severe
"static" and sputtering, and with the
analyzer plugged in, the voltages varied
with the different intensities of crashes,
and then suddenly dropped to zero. The
trouble was found to be caused by the
filter choke becoming grounded, due to
the insulation breaking down and allowing the wire to touch the core.

CONDENSER.. CAUSING
TROUBLE
O. t- MF.

2.10. DET.

24

47

lt

f
200

MEG.

(EACH)

MMF.

F

An Apex Model 8 set developed terrific
hum as soon as the switch was snapped
on. This hunt was traced to the 8 nit
cardboard electrolytic filter condensers,
which tested open. (See Fig. 2.) It
seemed queer that both of them should
test open, so they were opened up, and
in each case one of the connecting straps
was found entirely corroded away.

Fixing

DISTORTION IN PHILCO SETS
l'bilco model 29 ram perfect for a
few minutes after being turned on, and
then signals became "mushy." The
cause was finally traced to the 0.5 -meg.

r

0.25-

Ot-

MF

0.25 -MEG

8

MORE ABOUT "AUDIOLA JR.'
Here are several faults in the "Audi ola Jr." chassis, in addition to the resistor trouble, mentioned in the May
1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT. The ones I
have come across bore the name "Westminster" and were dressed up in big
cabinets. One showed up with no plate
voltages, which was traced to shorting
of the 01 -mf. condenser from the plate
of the type 45 tube to ground. (Later
found on others.) Another developed a
bad case of "oscillationitis" all over the
dial, which no amount of aligning or
tube changing would cure. The trouble
was finally located in the R.F. bypass
condenser. This is a dual 0.1-tuf. metal
case condenser, and the only ground
connection of this condenser is the rivet
which also holds down one side of the
second R.F. socket. This rivet had
worked loose, making a very poor ground

0.25-

a

MEG.

MF.

Fig. 1
Kolster K -70.

-

A

Fig. 3
Trouble in a Philco 20.
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Several faults and their correction are described.
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MAJESTIC MODELS 440, 500, AND 800 SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS
(Model 440 chassis is used in receiver models 44, 49, and 194; the chassis incorporates the new type 6F7 -S and 6Z5 tubes; 2 -band reception. The model 500 chassis is used in receiver models 55 and 59; the circuit incorporates type 6A7 -S, 6B7 -S, and 6F7 -S tubes; 2 -band
reception. The model 800 chassis is used in receiver models 85 and 86; features 8 tubes, police -call reception, A.V.C., and class B A.F.)
A.V.0 -, since full ,C.C, may be exercised
first- detector; \'2 Is a combination LPMODEL 440 CHASSIS
'Pite reproducer is of
on C1, \'2, and V :,
tunVlitler and wear.- detector; \':l Is the
resistance
The output of this sel is approximately
plug -in type: the field coil has
usual output tube.
5
W. The frequency range in one posi don
of aso ohms. 'l'le g:ung condenser has
- 1.530
of the wave -change switch k :
ratio planetary drive; the dial is calite
500 CHASSIS
MODEL
3.
:,110
Field
bands:
switch
k.',
k.'.; In the other. 1.170
brated in ke. for both wave
n,ncy- r:utg of this
The broadcast I'
t'lockwis
Boil resistance is trac oltm <,
F is located at the rear of the chassis.
the sihnrt -wave
I.. -.0 kr.
chassis is
tat ion of the wave -change switch at the
Nsiie
I
io
kc,
b,
l'nllo
r:ntgr
I.I511-1,
i
is
back of the chassis adjusts the circuit for
MODEL 800 CHASSIS
ing: \t Lcide baud ,overii;e: II:I shnrtshort -wave reeept ion.
'Phis nc, -iv.r ;.n cidcs :nt 'xrrpliuualh
srusit
vi y i, equi va lrul Ill t rte broad wavr
Plate
F. -I:,
Tube
Cath.
gmal tour .un
)Irait, pn11i'5 call rorehc:tst 111111.: ti') hnmdast signals tue not
Culls
Volts
Volts
Type
linu. .t. \' -t'1. and class It output from a sinheard during short-wave reception.
:, &a=
5-40
VI
lr' &U
gl tube: the type 4 -S tube is used 111 two
'rube VI is a cum hinntinn oscillator and
:12 &O
,:.&100 first
\'2
12
pus ¡t ions.
-detector. 'fuse V_ is a coutl.ivat iinI
5:
240
\" :i
1:1
'l'ob, \'I is an 11.1', amplifier; V2. oscil'fate C:: is n cony
1.1". sud -\.1'. amplifier,
0
2s.ß
315
\'4
lator and first-detector; \'::, I.1'. amplifier:
binatinu 1.F. amplifier. second -detector and
Vli -\.F.
V4. -\.V.1'.: \':,, second- d,leotor
\üvtsarnd with 11.6 -meg. ohmmeter. The .\. \'.1', tube,
driver: V7, pnsl -push class lt, A.F. :amplilice putnt1al is 11a V.. 00 cy. 'l'lu filament
'Pube
Cath.
S :1:.
l'late
libouents
potential of all tubes is 0.::. CI'ho
fier; Vs is the usual full -wave rectifier,
Type
Volts
Volts
Volts
of \'-1 are connected in parallel.) 'ro align,
111&11
214/ a :a0
\ "1
2,5
Tithe Call].
t'. -1;.
-I:.
Plate
set wave -change switch in broadcast position,
':
00
2,5
tan &
V2
&
'typo volts Volt,
\'ell s
\'alts
adjust Ill for maximnm volume. and torn
2:,0 &t
\ ^:
12.11
loo & to
vi
o
1O:E
lo:
Now,
the condenser gang to full mush.
2511& n
C4
17.0
v2
0
-::â;
o
4o2
2.50 & 103
converter
supply a 456 k.. signal to the
_3
::lo AAA.)
\"b
\ "t:
O
103
1.-ill
grid of VI and align 1.1". trimmers ''' for
Voltages to ground; lice, 115 V.
V4
o
Finally, supply a
maximnm sensil icily.
\:5
120
rho l.14'. output of the pentode seetiuu of
1.500 kc. signal to the input of the receiver.
V0
12.5
0
...
2-1.5
V:: Is fed separately to its dinde pintes; une
nun it in, and then align the oscillator and So
V7
--ti
245
...
is used fur the channel and the other
1t.F. circuits of V1 for maximum sensiti city.
\'s
:115
.. . - .
fut A. 's'.t'. The use of s,pirute dindes for
Reverse the line plug position for least
these two purposes results in exeepl iouul
The tuning range of this receiver is ía.5
noisy operation. as drteraiurd by the ef11.1 11íy,
singe the , %.1'. dinde Is not uegate I.70 ke. and includes the poiIue -call
fectiveness of Cll.
thely hissed; mud nsulis in rxl reuuly good
Fan..
.\ feature of this receiver is the exceptionally high gain obtained through the use
of new tubes and careful circuit design,
Tube \'1 is a combination oscillator and
.
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104

Radio Service Data Skeet
STROMBERG -CARLSON No. 33 6 -TUBE AUTOMOTIVE RADIO RECEIVER

(Incorporates the new, high -efficiency tubes; A.V,C.; tubeless "B" supply; tone control; kc. dial calibration; load -delay "B" relay;
interstage noise suppression.)
open
:,00 33/39
18/1
Voltages are rend on the meter scale
In the No. 33 receiver the type 7S tube.
0
0
34/ 3
19/1
11,000 ohms per volt normally used for the
Vl, is used as an it. F. amplifier and its out0
./1 2,700.3,700
20/5
magnitude of the particular voltage except
put is coupled to the type 6A7 tube. V2.
450
36/1
4;
The voltages given
21/3
HS otherwise specified.
'which is a composite first -detector and os::7/5
0
20,0011
24/1
are those obtained when the battery voltage
cillator. The I.F. generated in the output
381/1
0
0.2-meg.
pentode
t;.
:e
25/1
6:\7
is
fed
the
is
V,
tube
to
of this type
39/4
0
meg.
portion of the type 6117 tube, V3, which
Terminals of Sockets
Tube (:rid
0
2,600
40/3
functions as an 1.1'. amplifier. 'Plie two
5
7
Type flip 1
2
3
4
6
0
41/1
2,700 -3.700
VI
29
0
26/1
0 -6.1 +187
+81 +2 9
diode sections of V:t are operated on the
V2
+81
-2
-3.6
450
+l87
0
-6.1
+lt
0
42/1
0
27/1
amplified Ll'. signal. One diode is used
250
5, :,110 4:1/5
0
25 /3
for A.V.C. and controls the types 78 and
Scale
2.000
0 -10 44/1
29/1
6A7 tubes, V1 and V2, respectively. The
12 0
V3 8.1 -6.1 +187
+3
0
+äl
1.1 meg.
45/1
8w. °off"
other diode is used for A.P. detection and
100
30/I
3.000 46/1
1,1 meg.
Scale
its load resistor is coupled to the volume
25
31
/5
47/1
V4
0
11
-6
0
0
+166
control potentiometer R13 through 102 and
va
O
0 +14 5 -6.1
open
+1M +I87
32/1
0
47/46
C17.
: :I/2
Note. These readings are made wi t the
0
The arm of the volume control feeds the
positive pole of the storage battery groundA.F. signal to the control -grid of V'4, the
receiver unless it is
Ito
not
realign
the
grounded.
the
heater
ed.
If
is
the negative
A.F. amplifier, and so -ou in the usual manabsolutely necessary. The procedure is as
voltages will milurally be reversed. 'These
ner.
follows
voltages will vary slightly froid floc aver'l'he type P- 23466 Elkunode vibrator unit
t 'un Elect the leads of a service oscillator
ages girn due tu tolerances in resistors,
may be checked by substituting the unit to
adjusted to 2110 ke, lletwn the control -grid
differ
battery
voltage
variations in tubes,
be tested. In a receiver kept set up for this
to fixed
cap of V2 and the chassis base.
purpose.
If the unit under test performs enr,s, etc.
Th, figures given at the top of the table, condenser of 0.5-m f. should be connected in
correctly in this set, but does not operate
control lead
to
the
series with the
going
alcove. are identified with the socket termiin a satisfactory manner in the receiver
'Tube VI. cap, control grid to insulate the 21:0 kc. service oscillanals as follows,
being tested, the trouble will he found elsegrid: 1, 'hut" heater; 2, plate: " screen - tor from the voltages of V2.
where in the circuit. if the check shows
Connect the output meter across terminal
grid : 4, suppressor -grid; 5, cathode; 6,
that the unit does not operate correctly, it
M of the fuse block and the combination
grounded heater.
Tube V2, cap. detector
should be replaced with a new one. Do not
speaker anti power supply frame. This puts
control -grid: 1. "hnt' heater: ', plate of deil N.
attempt to xerrice Klkon tide
the meter across the moving coil of the
tector: 3, screen -grid: 4, plate of ose.: 5.
When the on -off switch is turned "on,"
speaker (4 ohms Impedance 1, 'rite signal
control -grid of ose,: 6, cathode: 7, grounded
the battery voltage is applied to the heaters
should be very weak. just sufficient to show
heater. 'Tube V:t, cap. control -grid: 1. "hot"
of the tubes in the receiver unit, the dial
a deflection un the output meter.
heater; 2, plate: 3. sun..vtgrid 4. A.F.
lamp. and the power relay in the combinaNow adjust t'10 and ell for peak swing
ti,
cathode: 7,
diode:
A.V.C. diesle:
tion speaker and power unit. The contacts
on the output meter,
tit will be necessary
'l'Elbe V4. 1, gran nded
gmounded heater.
of the power relay are, therefore, closed and
to check aver these adjustments as they are
heater: _. plate: 3. control -grid: 4. caththe battery voltage is applied to the vibrator
somewhat interdependent.) Now, similarly
ode 5. "hot" heater. 'Type V. 1, grounded
power supply-. A slight hum will be heaud
Muter; 2. plate: 3, screen -grid: 4. control- adjust t'IS.
flout the vibrator. In a few seconds when
To align the R.F. and oscillator circuits,
6.
"hot"
heater.
grid 5. cathode:
the tubes have heated, the brad -delay relay
continuity and resistance tests may be ...moil the service (m61 10411' to the antenna
arnmtune will pull up. cutting Off the temi tapa terminal th ruogh a 200 mint, condenmade with all tubes removed from their
porary- load resistor Itls. This resist or is
ser, with the "low" side of the service oscilsockets and the power cord removed from
kept in circuit, until the tubes reach operlator connected to the chassis baise.
s5
-itch
should
the receiver unit. 'l'hc on -off
ating temperature, to control the voltage
Next. tune the seer i re .,se-illat t.r to 1,41)0
Ile turned 'uff,"
'l'h, readings then obapplied to the receiver. Both of these rekm and set the dial of the remote control
tained, in ohms, Atomic] eon form with the
lays must perfores correctly if the receiver
unit at 140- )lake sure that the signal apset of representative figures given below, in
is to function correctly.
plied is /Illy strong enough to give a deconnection with detail B In the diagram.
Voltage readings are obtained by measurflection on the output meter. Adjust the
between
the
made
lustiremonis are
ing between the various tube socket conoscillator trimming condenser for maximum
points indicated by the two figures. as fol.
tacts and chassis base. with the tubes In
deflect tun of the meter; then. similarly adIows
place. Detail .\ In the diagram shows the
l
abois
just
the B.F. and antenna trimmers.
(Ones
,'oints
Points
terminal layout of Oie sockets with the corn
Finally, tune the service oscillator to 900
open
/I
12/1
rect terminal numbers. The terminals of
it
kv. and adjust padding condenser C7 for
open
13 /r
each socket are numbered, starting with one
maximum meter deflection, tif this adjustO
211
7/5
14/3
heater pin as 1 and proceeding clockwise
20.11110
ment is very far out it is advisable to re -set
711
15/3
S/3
around the pin circle to the other heater
/3
tu 1.400 kc. and check the setting of the
16
9
/::
2114100
pin. This is done looking at the bottom of
oscillator trimming condenser.)
50,000
450
17/18
10-11/1
the socket.
1
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BUILDING

NEW

THE

1934 ULTRAMODERN
CLIFFORD

E.

SUPER
DENTON

Fig. A
Front view of the modernized "Ultra- Modern Super."

requests for more information about this popular receiver
have been received in the last year
that something had to be done to
satisfy the readers of RADIO- CRAFT.
Letters from set constructors all over
the country report reception from coast
to coast and from Mexico City to the
smaller stations in Canada at real consistent loudspeaker volume; less than
ten kc. selectivity (if desired) and over
78 clear channels without any trouble.
If the builder desires to sacrifice
selectivity for quality, then the I.F.
transformers can be detuned slightly.
Actually, it is necessary to detune the
I.F. transformers considerably before
the actual selectivity of the receiver is
impared to any great extent.
In building the 1934 model, one
thought was kept in mind. All of the
parts used in the construction of the
1933 model must be used and the additional equipment necessary must be obtainable anywhere. It is not necessary
to discard any of the original parts
specified. with one exception. Due to
the changes in the base connections to
the newer type tubes the pentode sockets
must be changed from 5 prong to 6
prong and the first -detector socket must
be changed to one of 7 prong small -type,

instead of the 6 prong used ill the first
instance.
The main changes lie in the wiring of
the various parts so that smoother
operation and even greater sensitivity
can be obtained.

SO MANY

The Circuit
It is interesting to compare the original diagram which was printed in the
October 1933, issue of RAUIo-CKIT, page
202, with Fig. 1. The following details
deserve particular mention as they
constitute the high-lights of the new
design.
(a)- Improved A.V.C. Circuit. The
A.V.C. action has been changed over to
the two I.F. tubes only, thus resulting
in greater stability and still providing
excellent control.

FEATURES:
(a)

Improved A.V.C.
oscillator.

(c) Visual tuning meter.

(d) Type 2A6 second- detector.
(e) Silent

RFI

Ar

i

CII

R F
I

I

5e

-,-. r

IT

(b) -New 2A7 Tube Combines Oscil-

lator and First -Detector. This new development in vacuum tubes results in
higher efficiency in converting the broadcast signal to the intermediate frequency of 175 kc. and does away with
the separate oscillator tube. Socket
connections and characteristics of this
new tube will be found in Fig. 2.
(c)- Tuning Meter. So many requests
came from builders of this set for in(Continued on page 363)

GOSC

I

F

Fig.

I

5e

IFT.2

-

MMF

r.FT 3

455

B

Underside view of the "new" set.

DEI 2

IF2

L

3.

I

1

24

tuning switch.

Band selector.

(f)

5W1
Cp

I

first- detector and

(b) Type 2A7

'41g,,

246

5 LENT TUNING

iW

RIE

DYNAMIC
REPRODUCER

2A5

f.006

VOICE

COIL

C/--

o°)

3

LI
X

X

X

X

pT,

C22

L4

G

R.F.C.

SW

C20

:O4MF.

o

R3

20.000

-C19

OHMS

250

R6

C23

'IOMF

MMF

0.5-

Ra

MEG

0.5-,

MF

MEG.

RS

R3

500

350

OHMS

OHMS

1'C12IO

MF

OHMS

C14
0.1-

OHMS

e"

MF.

OHMS

RIO

CH.1`!

C16
IO.1 MF

T

OHMS

`l Y----.C21

,...-

MF.

20,000

\

.254MF

R9

350_

R2

30.000

C6

FIELD
COIL

C18

07

350

80

400

C17

Ó.I-MF
V.

TR13
0.25-

o

MEG.

400

R14

C24

Y1IMF.

5,000

CC26

eM F,

OHMS

110v,)
AC

TUNING METER.

Fig. 1
Schematic circuit of the "1934 UltraModern Super."
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Compare with Fig. 1, page 202, of the October, 1932 issue.
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Id ..YOU
EXACTLY

CAN

HAVE

A

RECEIVER

ADMIRAL BYRD'S

LIKE

BRIEF

SPECIFICATIONS
Wave length Range 10

to 570 meters or 520 to
30,000 kc. Four position
wave change switch.
(External unit extends
tinge from 700 to 2000
meters.)

Tuned R. F. stage on
both Broadcast and entire
Sort wave range yet single dial tunes the receiver.
Greatly improves signal noise ratio on 12.000 mile
reception.
Band -spread tuning on
short waves. Makes short
wave tuning actually caster than broadcast tuning.
3 air-tuned intermediate stages. Most accurate

intermediate amplification ever developed.
Sensitivity better than

micro-volt absolute

average.

Interstation noise sup-

Iunsor adjustable t te suet

location requirement.
Automatic volume control bolds all stations 20
microvolts and up at constant volume to the ear.

Selectivity absolute 9
E.c. for Europe, better
than U. S. needs (21 52c.
wide 10,000 times down).

Fidelity perfect over 30
to 4,000 cycle audio range.
Undistorted power output, 15 watts.

Automatic and manual
tone controls.

Special impregnation
for tropical climates.
Built -in beat oscillator
for easy finding of S. W.
and weak broadcast sta-

tions.
Chromium plated steel
shielding case eliminates
need for cabinet.
10 day trial in your
home. Open- and -shut
guarantee. Money back

instantly

If you

arc not ab-

solutely satisfied -no
questions asked.

RADIO -CRAFT

MASTERPIECE lls . Especially designed to serve as broadcast
and communication receivers on the Byrd Antarctic Expedition
For the first time in the history of a radio, a broadcast
receiver is considered sufficiently able to fulfill the functions of communication receiver as well.
MASTERPIECE II, product of McMurdo Silver's
laboratory, is relied upon for communication and broadcast service, by the Byrd Expedition during his two year
stay in the Antarctic.
But
let us not deceive ourselves. This receiver is
not "just a good radio," selected for an important task
simply because it appeared to be better than others available. Indeed not! MASTERPIECE II was designed
especially for the work to be done -five of them serve
as the official communication receivers of the expedition.
The engineering of Masterpiece II provides a degree of
dependability in transoceanic reception that eliminates
all possibility of failure. It's just good enough to stake
lives on -the lives of the whole Byrd Expedition!
Itsconstruction incorporates am pie provision forequally certain performance in tropic heat and antarctic cold.
Mechanically, MASTERPIECE II will withstand most
anything.

...

MCMURDO SILVER, Inc.
1735 BELMONT AVENUE - CHICAGO, U.

for

DECEMBER,

1933

S

A.

...

the greatest in the field
A great eastern university
of radio research and engineering, having collaborated in
furnishing the specifications for Admiral Byrd's receiver,
considers MASTERPIECE II a major advancement in
the art of radio reception. And now YOU can have one
a radio exactly like Admiral Byrd's!

...

10 Day Trial -Money Back Guarantee
that tou can see for yourself . .. by actual test .
that MASTERPIECE II is the finest receiver for 10 -570
So

meter world wide reception, I will gladly send it on
10 day trial. If for any reason you decide not to keep it,
simply return the receiver and I'll make complete refund
instantly -no questions asked. The coupon from this page
will bring full details of MASTERPIECE II.
McMurdo Silver, Inc., 1735 Belmont Ave., Chicago. U.S.A.
Send me full information on Masterpiece II.
Name

Street
Town

State __._................
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RADIO-CRAFTS
INFORMATION

BUREAU

SPECIAL. NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules:
Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper.
List each question. Be SURE to sign your name AND address.
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general
interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits.
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question

and the appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question; answers are subject
to subsequent publication, if considered of exceptional interest.
Other inquiries must be marked "For Publication."

MICRO -MIDGET ANALYZER
(Correction)

'

Mr. Ell. C. Mould. Pittsburgh, Penna.
I would like to call your attention to
Uu Mier..-Midget Analyzer on page 662 of the
May, 19:;3, issue of RADIO-ClAIT. I think if
you will check over this circuit and the chart
showing the position of the selector switch,
you will note a slight error in one of the
socket connections \'_. 'fake, for instance.
the 45 tube, which shows 02 for the selector
switcls and according to the circuits, this
would be G3.
(A.) We are printing material furnished
by Mr. Seratta in answer to Mr. Mould's inquiry.
I wish to acquaint you with the fact that
when I sent my article In to be published. I
described two methods of construction for the
special switch Si. When the article was
published, however. only one method was in-

_

4

i

r!.

The method described does not conform with the switch shown In the photo graph and this confused many readers, as
indicated by some of the letters I have recluded.

ceived.
The Incorrect and correct methods of connecting the socket V2 are shown in diagram
Q224, A and It. The changes are obvious.
Several readers have complained that they
have trouble with the 4. 5, and d prong composition sockets shorting when a tube was
inserted. This can be remedied by taking the
sockets apart anti trimming the ends of the
contacts a little to prevent then from touching. Also, a small amount of solder may be
flowed behind each contact to form a more
positive connection to the tube prongs.

Fig. Q -224
A "Micro- Midget" correction.

AVIATION RADIO RECEIVER
(.S)

Mr. Roy Manta, Detroit. Mich.
have recently heard about a new
superheterodyne receiver
developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
for use in the reception of signals in airplanes,
during flight. . \a the frequency bands allotted to portable transmission in planes al-o
much narrower than those permitted for
brwtcicasting. the receivers employed for this
service must tune very sharply. Could you
possibly obtain some information for me regarding this new receiver'! I nun sure that
many readers of Itao10-tis.\FT would be interested in knowing just how the high selectivIty la obtained, especially in the compact designs required for aviation units.
Because of the limited width of the
(A.
frequency bond available for aviation, telephone communication ,and the large number
of operating compa nie.4 desiring frequency allocations, it has been necessary to assign
channels witis a frequency separation of only
(Q.I

1

crystal-controlled

7

,

M

ma

ttt
t;t
11.-_L
lit([=t.ms
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about one -tenth per cent. Since this separation is only one or two- tenths of the separation
of broadcast channels, the difficulty in selecting the desired channel without interference
from adjacent ones is evident.
In the development of the Western Electric
12.\ receiver, this selectivity problem has
And its
been fully and satisfactorily met.
spite of this. the receiver weighs no more
than previous aviation receivers with a much
lower degree of selectivity.
A schematic diagram of the receiver is
shown in Fig. Q.225. To obtain the required
degree of selectivity and sensitivity, a superheterodyne t-in-su t is employed. From left to
right in the dbtgran, there is one stage of
T. R.F. amplification. a first detector, three
stages of I.F. aunplitication at :185 ke., a second detector and A.V.C. tube, and one stage
of A.F. amplication, a separate tuned circuit
for each frequency Is employed for the S.F.
stage and for the oscillator.
Operation of a shifting mechanism selects
the proper circuits for the frequency desired,
tlsc chru i is having been properly tuned while
the plane was on the ground.
In any radio receiver the usable sensitivity Is limited by the tube and circuit noise.
\\ -hen this limit has been reached, sensitivity to still weaker signals is obtainable only
voltage input. For a given
1433' inerensi ng the
field strength. the voltage induced in a given
antenna is fixed, but the voltage across a
tuned circuit in swiss with the antenna can
be much greater.
Antennas ordinarily used
for airplanes have a comparatively low resistance. and so lend themselves to the series
timing' which is employed in this receiver with
excellent results.
(Continued on paye 301)
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Fig. Q -225
Schematic circuit of the new W.E., ultra -selective crystal- controlled
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THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 330)
Senatore, now the Marchese
(Marquis) Guglielmo Marconi and the
Marchesa Marconi arrived at New York
on the Italian liner Conte di Savoia on
September 28th.
Piloted by David Sarnoff, head of the
Radio Corporation of America, to the
new Radio City, just opened, Marconi
had to run the gauntlet of some twentyodd radio scribes who corralled him in
one of the rooms in Radio City and
lambasted him with radio questions,
mostly foolish.
Marconi graciously let it be known
that he came to the United States "to
learn something about wireless."
Sarnoff disputed this point of the illustrious one -eyed inventor by stating
that "no one in the United States can
teach Marconi anything about wireless."
After having divested himself in good
humor of the radio reporters, Marconi
was taken to the roof of Radio City,
where he was duly photographed-re turning to the Ritz -Carlton Hotel later,
where he spent the night. He then
embarked for Chicago, where he arrived
Chicago.

LET'S GO PLACES
AND HEAR THINGS
Replace weak, limping tubes with tubes
made by RCA -and come on along!
DON'T be a stay -at- home...limited to the few
stations near at hand! Come on a Radio Tour!
Get the thrill of a "first night" in Hollywood ...the
Hill Billy "Shindig" in Asheville ... those German
comedians in Milwaukee... the "Tent Show" in Des
Moines
your own college football game back
home ... "The Kingfish" speaking in Louisiana...
Rhumba players down in Havana. A million dollars
worth of radio entertainment is waiting for you...
Go places, hear things! With new, powerful tubes,
with a good radio set thoroughly in order you
can bring in stations beyond the reach of tubes
that are worn and old.

...

on October 2nd.

Here, a great tribute was paid to
Marconi, as the father of radio, at a
luncheon given in his honor at the
Museum of Science and Industry. From
this he rose, at Mr. Roosevelt's invitation, to greet the President, with whom
he was photographed. Subsequently,
returning to his own luncheon, he said:
"The money aspect of the development
of radio must not be forgotten. For
example, my first experiment in broadcasting across the Atlantic cost more

...trtrins

sit

Step into the heart of Chicago, heu
the famous programs from the loop

-on a Radio Tour!

Have your dealer test your tubes
To go on a great radio tour every night -your ticket
is simply a good radio set plus a new set of Cunningham Radio Tubes or RCA Radiotrons to replace
weak and limping tubes. Only RCA Radiotrons and
Cunningham Radio Tubes are actually made and
guaranteed by RCA. Built to give you full, complete
tone, wide range, sure performance and long life.
A remarkable free booklet, "Radio
Tours" tells you whether your set
is giving you all it should. It lists
all stations in the U. S., Canada,
Mexico; it provides a "radio yardstick" and a map that shows your
own locality and all the stations
you should get. Ask your nearest
dealer for "Radio Tours "-or mail

than $200.00."

In concluding the ceremonies, Rufus
Dawes, president of the exposition, presented a special medal to Senatore
Marconi at the Century of Progress;
while a light -beam from the star Capella,
picked up by a telescope in Florence,
Italy, and sent by radio and telegraph
to Chicago, switched on the floodlights
of the Fair. The inventor then flashed
around the world, by wireless, the letter
"S," which thirty years ago he sent so

A million dollars

worth of radio
talent -yours on
a

radio Tour!

Coupon below.

dramatically across the Atlantic.

Broadway and the great
White Way. The heart of
the show business... go
there on a Radio Tour!

SILENT
BEDLAM

San Francisco's
Chinatown...all the
entertainment of the
Golden West -on a
Radio Toux!

ATREMENDOUS
(rash is heard,
the grinding
of metal upon metal, splintering of
glass, the screams of the heroine; then,
the siren of the traffic cops, the roar of
hundreds of actual voices of the dear
populace. Shots are fired at the hit -andrun driver responsible for the crash.
These are the noises that issue forth
from your loudspeaker, as you sit in
your study and listen to the latest radio
presentation. Vaguely, you picture in
your mind's eye a large room in which
all these noises are manufactured, with
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Racliotron
Without any obligation please
send me your illustrated folder
"Radio Tours" with station
map and "radio yardstick." I
am

enclosing 10e

in stamps

for postage and handling.
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CANADA

e.A1iX,CO

Name
Address
(Coupon mast betest to RCA Radiotran Cr. , Cesmd, n,

NJ)
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Holder of ALL records
takes the cup for superior
performance on Every Test.
No wonder they out- perform and outwear so-called "just -as- good" fixed resistors. Service men take note:
Specify Centralab.

CENTRAL RADIO

r'

LABORATORIES

WISCONSIN

MIL \'.\UK /A.

hundreds of people being employed to
bring it all about.
You are due for a disappointment;
because, the next time, if you have a
friend at one of the key stations of a
large broadcasting net, you may step
into the studio where all the noise
originates, and you will find that here
"bedlam reigns" silently. Everything is
very prosaic, and at the most there are
only three or four people in the studio,
speaking in moderately low voices.
Where, then, is all the noise coning
from?
If you look closer, you will see a
long table with about ten phonograph
turntables; one operator sits in front
of them. The turntables are all rotating. The operator merely depresses a
push-button, which brings the phonograph pickup down on a precise spot
of a certain phonograph record when
the cue is given. This one phonograph
record may give the exact reproduction

RADIO BY

of the automobile crash.

week."
"The future of the radio industry
seems brighter than it has been in several years, as prices have increased,
stocks have been cleaned of antiquated
models, budgets have been adjusted, and
many- evil trade practices have been

Depressing
the next button, the pickup descends
upon the spot which unloosens pistol
shots. The next will give a marvelous
reproduction of a roaring crowd. Meanwhile, the operator who pushes the buttons does nothing but wear a pair of
phones and listen to the output of the
phonograph discs. You see, all the
pieces have been recorded from actual
crashes, actual crowds, actual shots,
etc.
When required, an impresario
simply orders whatever "noises" he
wants; this is much simpler, much less
costly, and the noises can be used at
any time later on. This new scheme
has been developed into perfection by the
Camden, N. J., plant of the Radio Corporation of America, and is now in use.
The ease with which the sound effects
can be injected into the program by this
method is just one more example of the
remarkable development of broadcasting
in the past few years.

Give SERVICE

....

with a Small Inventory

SILENCE
PLEASE

Here is the best Volume Control Proposition on the Market. Here are the reasons
why?

Over 400 "exact duplicate" controls
in the "X" series.
2. Yet 'with SIX controls in the origi1.

nal-AD - A -SWITCH-SERIES 477
sets can be serviced.
3. By combining controls In both
lines any requirement can be met
with minimum stock investment.
4. Clarostat with its two separate
lines offers the widest range of
controls to choose from.
5. Clarostat Controls are inseparable

from Quality Service Work.
controls to choose from
"x" line has overall 400
resistance. taper. bushing.
as to electrical

DUN &
BRADSTREET
WfIEN Dun &
II r ad street-

now

eliminated."
"Since June, there has been an unusually strong upturn in the demand for
radios in most parts of the country," the
survey continues, "the poorest showing
being made by the South and some sections of the Northwest. With many
manufacturers of popular -priced sets, orders are now running ahead of production, with retailers placing fresh commitments, as soon as the delivery of
fernier ones has been made. With the
increase in the prices of sets and the
shift of demand to the better -grade
units, value of output has increased from
50 to 85 per cent, in comparison with the
record for the nine months of 1932, while
unit volume is ]nigher by 15 to 45%."
"While the strongest demand continues decidedly in favor of units priced
at $15 to $50, during the last sixty days
more interest has been displayed in the
small console sets falling within the
price range of $30 to $70. Short -wave
sets are increasing in popularity, as listeners are interested in tuning in on
foreign programs."
As far as bankruptcies are concerned,
things are looking up too. Conditions
are getting so good these days that,
while we had three and one -half million
dollars of bankruptcies in 1930, we have
only a paltry $2,641,250 in 1933. The
following table by Dun & Bradstreet
makes this more evident.

Clarostat

-exact

s

shaft length, and still fit s Into exact space In set.
Clarostat Ad- A- Switch line comprises the maximum
¡wire
utility with minimum stock Investment. Series W
Seri, C
Wound) obtainable from 50 to 50,000 ohms.
(new omposition element) obtainable from 10.mí, to
tal
btainable
In
all
5.000.O0í0 ohms.
Roth lines
wide use is Indicated as folinsulated shaft Ish." long.
lows: W -28 will service 128 sets; C -28 will service lud
set v;
29. 71 sets; C -59, 68 sets; etc., etc.

Year

dV#/

287 North 6th Street. Brooklyn.

Alt. A-lwl'I-191

358

cans

originated by Clarostat.

7.iubilities

15

$3,522,400.110
4.11ß8,44T.00

23
17

1,826,995.00
2,841,250.00

40

1933.

WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS
Number
Liabilities
Year

NEW CONTROL
REPLACEMENT GUIDE
ON REQUEST

INC.
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.,
N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS
Number

1930
1931
1932

er,-

joined

together-say something about any industry, you listen respectfully; and now
it appears that we have actually turned
the corner, even in radio, and that the
big, bad wolf, "Depression," is now
really a thing of the past. So listen
carefully, and see what Dun & Bradstreet have to say officially about your
industry:
"Orders are being received in such volume that manufacturers now are behind
in their deliveries, despite increased
operating schedules, and retailers are
pressing for shipments as their old
stocks have been cleared and consumer
demand is forging ahead from week to

Robot creates any.
thing from the roar of 10,000 baseball fans
to the crash of two automobiles.
The new Broadcast Noise

1930

217

$2.1171,392.110

1931

160
170
80

4,979,359.1N)

1933

1933

1.958.678.00
1,475,186.00

January to August, inclusive.
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RADIO
TYPEWRITERS
NCE upon a
time, you

O used

to

send out -of -town messa_
by the dot and -dash method, as practiced by Western Union. Last year, the great and
powerful American Telephone & Telegraph Company perfected their "Teletype" machines, which they rent to you.
Owning the wire system themselves,
they rent you the Teletype machine,
which is nothing but a typewriter, to
which a telegraphic transmitter has
been attached, and a similar machine is
placed in your Chicago office for the
paltry sum of $1.20 for 3 minutes and
400 for each additional minute. A New
York merchant can now send all the
messages he wants to his Chicago office,
day after day. He couldn't afford to do
that by sending straight messages by
Western Union or Postal Telegraph.
Not to be outdone in this line of endeavor, and to make the operation still
cheaper, a number of radio enthusiasts
have been working on the radio typewriter for years.
Clyde Fitch, well known to readers of
RADIO-CRAFT, and inventor of the Tropadyne radio circuit, has been active in
the development of radio typewriters;
and last month Radio Industries started
manufacturing them in a Binghamton,
N. Y. plant.
The chief outlet at the present time
is the U. S. Army and Navy. It is expected that large factories, brokers, etc.,
will use the radio typewriter presently.
Mr. Fitch recently demonstrated it in
New York, where it was operated between uptown and downtown offices on
5 meters, and worked to a charm.
It
seems to be foolproof with the exception
of one old bugaboo -and that is static.
Old Man Static, when be gets going, is
liable to print some letters that were
not intended originally; but, unless the
static Is exceedingly bad, it doesn't
make much difference, because you can
easily spot the incorrect letters. Anyhow, even ordinary wire telegrams contain misspellings traceable not to static
but to clerical mistakes.

The

UNIVERSAL

RECTOX INSTRUMENT
Ideal for use in Test Sets
HERE is an instrument that
measures practically every

electrical quantity needed in the
diagnosis of receiving set ills.
The instrument, self-contained, has these ranges:
0 -1 milliampere, d -c. (resistance 100 ohms)
0 -1 milliampere, a -c. (resistance 5000 ohms)
0 -100 millivolts, d -c. (resistance 100 ohms)
0 -5 v., a -c. (resistance 5000 ohms)
The following additional
ranges can be obtained by the
use of accessories which are
furnished separately:
0- 1- 5- 10 -50- 100 -200 - 500 -1000
volts, d -c.

éstinghouse
Quality workmanship guarantees
every Westinghouse product

Write for dealers prices

for

DECEMBER,

TRUMAN RADIO SHOP
7443 Stewart Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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e

volts, a -c.
0- 1000 -10,000 -100,000 ohms
0- 5- 10 -50- 100 -500 milliamperes, d -c.
0- 5 -10 -50 -100 milliamperes, a-c.
0- 1- 5 -10 -50 amperes, d -c.
The instrument, mounted in

case, with all the necessary
switches, resistances, and shunts
to give the desired ranges, makes
an ideal test set.
A new catalog, 43 -341, just
complete , describes and lists
the new 1NTX Universal Rectox
Instrument and all resistors and
shunts, and includes connection
diagrams. Send the coupon or
a post card for your copy.
a

SEND

FOR

CATALOG

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 111, Room 2 -N -East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of Catalog
43-341.
T 79717
RC 12 -33

State

WANTED

Jobbers --Mail

Order Houses and
in all Territories

!
Representatives

TWO FAST MOVERS

are
CUSTOM BUILT
Broadcast, Shortwave and
Auto Radios

RADIO -CRAFT

e

to turn to page 374 of this issue and read about the new 1933 OFFICIAL
AUTO-RADIO SERVICE MANUAL which is now published.

TRUMAN RADIOS

The new Radio Typewriter now ready for the
market.
News and static are equally enjoyed
by it.

.

0-10-50-100-200-500-1000

Name
Address
City
Be sure

Y

NX

And -Field Coils for all
Dynamie Speakers
Manufacture Various Types of
Magnetic Speakers
We can Shrilly and Remedy Your Sneaker Need.
Free Edge Cone and Voice
Coil Assemblies
We

also

Apc,il er .11ftrs. Since 1921
LEOTONE RADIO CO., 63 Dey St..NewYork.N.Y.
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Get Your
Copies of the
SHURE
TECHNICAL
BULLETIN
of the widespread interest in
the SHURE TECHNICAL BULLEBecause

and the numerous requests for
.
the following back
back issues
issues are available now at

TIN

6
No.

No. 2

Field Problems in Microphone
BroadcastPlacement. Part
ing.

1-

No. 3

Field Problems in Microphone
Public AdPlacement. Part
dress Systems.

No. 4
No. 3

Mixing Circuit Design Data.

2-

The Microphone -An Electric
Noise MeasurementsEar.
Binaural Transmission.

The SHURE TECHNICAL BULLE.

, a

tem.

In addition to the voices projected over the
auditorium, organ music and n carillons eve,
used. :lore these instruments were located
at stone distance from the Armory, specially

balanced telephone lines (balanced to 16,0110
cycles) were used to carry the organ and hell
music. To avoid distortion In the pickup
from the carillon, a microphone located in a
sound tunnel at the base of the bell tower

sas used.

Condenser vs. Two -Button Microphones.

.

(Continued front page 338)
employed, and the latter units were
separated to give `perspective" to the munir.
Indly Waal microphones were used for each of
the amplifier systems fut picking up the voices
of the chorus and singers. These artists performed in a sound proof room and were not
seen be the audience: the results of their efforts depended entirely upon the sound syssucre

per copy.

1

TIN

SUPER P.A. SYSTEM

monthly publication of

the Shure Brothers Company, 211 W.
Huron St., Chicago, microphone makcontains AUTHORITATIVE
ers
AND USEFUL INFORMATION on
microphones, microphone placement,
design data on associated speech -input
circuits, new applications of microphones for industrial and research
purposes, and similar technical phases
of broadcast and sound engineering.

...

The Reproducers
To cover the entire audible frequency spectrum, three banks of speakers, with a tidal
of 20 xpeaker units were used! These were
classed as follows:

baring ¡worn 20 in. in din meter, were
mounted at the top of the "temple," some 60
or 70 feet above the floor of the auditorium.
one of these speakers Is shown in Fig. It.
and voice coil used in
'1'he also of the c
the speaker can be clearly seen from the
photograph, Fig. l', by comparing the sire
of the hand and pencil pointing to It.
(b) For reproduction of the middle- register
frequencies from 150 to 1,000 eyries, III
Five of these
speaker units were employed.
units were used for the middle "register" of
each of the two unapt i0er systems. These
speakers were munnled between the bass -note
units, as shown in Fig. D.
(e) For reproduction of the high frequencies from 1,800 cycles to the limit of audibility, t. ppruximately _11.o0u cycles tt ä units
were employed.
Some of these high -register
units were of the magnetic type. while others
contained crystal units. Two of these speakers are shown in Fig. E.

charge by broadcasting, public- address
and recording engineers simply by
sending in your request on your company's letterhead.

Subscriptions accepted from amateurs,
radio service men, and others at the
nominal fee of SOc per year.
Fig.

E

Two of the high -frequency speakers in use.

No.

1

No. 3

No.

2

No. 4

No. 5
(in stamps) (in cash).
Please enter my subscription for one
am enclosing
e

year. I am enclosing 50e
in stamps
in money order.
in cash
Name
Address
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A NOVEL A.V.C. SCHEME
:Ih'1:\ i' issue of \Vltua.t:ss \Votu.n,

Lon-

don. I:aglnnd, contained an explanation
system for ubtalotug the plate and grid
potentials for an . \.\'.C. unit from the voltage
drop in the speaker field coil, by connecting
this coil In the negative lend to the "B" clra

rait.

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
215 W. Huron Street, Chicago, Ill.
Please send me postpaid the following
back issues of the SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN:

City and State

f'oafinunl from pn!fr
extent In quartz, tourmaline and sodium chinride crystals.
Electrical double refraction is a secondary
effect in which the light Is influenced indirectly by the electrical field, through a dielectric. The static field directs the molecules of
the crystal, according to the field strength,
increasing or decreasing the an,le of rotation in the polarized plane, proportionately.
Ir was found that such an effect was confined
to cubic crystals which could, in turn, be
divided Into two groups; the regular rockwilt type and the ecren trio group, in which
the final solution of the problem was found,
namely the zinc sulphide crystal.
For experimental purposes a small plate of
crystal was cut and filed. 'l'he dimensions
were about :I x : x !_ -ln. thick. The crystal
plate was then mounted between two ben ss
springs and the potential applied via these
contacts. See Fig. 2 .\ and B; also Fig. It.
'l'he crystal assembly was then placed between
two crossed Nicol prisms, and mounted In the
television receiver. using a Nipkos- se:uuting
MSc,.
The results tilled, within practical
limits, all the requirements of the ideal light
modulator. These modu to to rs are being sold
commercially In Europe.

of

able issues send for them now.
Use the coupon below.
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INTERNATIONAL
RADIO REVIEW
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To be sure of having these valu-
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The Amplifier Systems
To give an Idea of the connections from
microphone system to the bank of reproducer
units, n block layout has been drawn. This
is shown in Fig. 1, and represents one -half
of the complete Installation. 'l'he sounds were
picked up its the miertgahone; amplified in the
single stage pre-ampg0er; mixed with other
sound effects in the mixer units; amplified in
the two stage pre -amplifier; attenuated or accentuated in the master gain control; amplified In the main voltage amplifier ; distributed
to three separate power amplifiers for the
low, middle, and high registers, respectively,
and projected through the speaker units previously described.
(Courtesy is extended to Mr. T. F. Bind worth, President, and Mr. W, C. Maisel!,
Chief Engineer, Bludworth, Inc., who gave
the writer every possible assistance in the
p nq,nra tier of this
rticle.
u(h or)
This article Will be c plated in a subsequeut issue of Itanto -t'r 'rr.

Ibs. and

of the SHURE TECHNICAL
BULLETIN may be had without

-.

jected.

as

lei For reproduction of the low frequencies
from 16 to 200 cycles. two speakers lone for
each amplifier system i, each weighing 300

Copies

-.

One -half of the speaker installation, showing the temporary wiring, may be seen In
Fig. F. This shows the back of the baffle
board, which, on the front, was painted to
represent the "temple" shown In Figs. A and
I), from which all of the sounds were pro-

RC12

Fig. F
Back of baffle; one -half of the speakers

')'his is n plan that alight tdt.-n be adopted
when installing A.V.C. in an existing receiver
of the superheterodyne type: it is not suitable for "straight" sels for the reason that
a sn0ietently high signal voltage is not available ou the pinte of She detector for signals
on the high- frequency end of the se-aile.
The essentials of the control system are
shown in Fig..".
By using this system the
correct voltages will be applied to the A. \'.t'.
tube; the plate Will Ito positive with respect
to the cathode and the grid will be negative
by an amount depending on the position of
the slider on flu. 0.1 -aeg. potentiometer. This
slider is provided st that the working voltage of the A.V.C. grid may be set at a value
which gives the correct amant of delayed
action. This position is easily- found by tuning in a weak signal and then mowing the
slider gradually (rom positive to negative until a point is reached where the signal begins
to decrease in volume.
The actual voltage across the speaker field
coil is unimportant: 60 volts will give results. but a higher voltage is desirable.
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INFORMATION BUREAU
(Continued from
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Quarts plates are employed for controlling
the frequency of the beating oscillator, thus

insuring the correct frequency for satisfactory
operation under all conditions and without
attention on the part of the operator. Two
oscillators are provided, and the one required
Is selected by the operation of the sane control that selects the proper tuned circuits.
Under some operating conditions the high
degree of frequency stability and freedom
from attention on the part of the operator
provided by the quartz plates may not be required. The 12.t receiver has therefore been
designed 90 that In such cases a tuning unit
may be used in place of the quartz plates.
These are plug -in tuned circuits whose constants are much more stable than are those
of ordinary tuned circuits. The coil is wound
on an isola ntite form, and the adjustable
condenser has a thermostatic metal plate to
reduce va ria tinns due to t ran pens t u re changes.
The unite are mounted in moisture proof
aluminum cans to avoid changes in the oscillator frequency caused by changes in humid-

ity.
Automatic gain control, widely used with
present -day broadcast receivers, is even more
important with airplane receivers. since in
addition to the usual fading due to variation
in the transmission path, there is a large
change in signal strength due to the travel
of the plane. With the system employed in
the 12A receiver there is a barely noticeable
change in audio output with a variation in
signal input of 10,000 to 1. Even with this
wide range in automatic control, however, a
certain amount of manual control is desirable. An input in excess of half a volt is too
great to be properly handled by the automatic
control, and since voltages of this magnitude
may be applied when the plane is flying close
to the transmitter, a manual control is provided near the operator's position, where it
may be adjusted as required. Under normal
conditions no adjustment is necessary (luring
flight. A variable level control, also, is provided to allow the operator to adjust the
headset volume to a comfortable value.
The power required for the heaters of
vacuum tubes Is 3.2 amperes at 13 volts. the
A
ballast lamp in the heater supply circuit provides adequate regulation for applied voltages
from 11.5 to 14.5 volts. When the quartz
plates are employed for frequency control, an
additional Intermittent drain of 2.4 amperes
is required at the same voltage.
For
plates and screens some 40 milliamperes the
required at 2.0 volts, which Is furnished byis the
small dynamotor operated from the battery.
An input of one microvolt at the antenna
gives an output of over twelve mllliwatt s,
which is more than sufficient for headphone
reception. Such high sensitivity is not required for normal operation. but it insures
a sufficient reserve of amplification to !fire
satisfactory reception under abnormal condi
tions. The outstanding performance of this
receiver, together with its simplicity of operation, should he of considerable
in increasing the reliability of aviationvalue
communication.
This information regarding
W. E. 1P .c
receiver was furnished by the the
Bell Telephone
Labors tori. In,.

DON'T FORGET
to

uses

CHOSEN

UNION
BY

SERVICE

Free Offers

TUBES

EXPERTS

-

iting -why not you? Send coupon now
equipment offers subject to withdrawal
without notice!

Thousands

Acclaim

RADIO

-

Quality

SERVICE EXPERTS SAY
Vote: These are excerpts from unsolicited letters
received by Notional Union.
find your tithe the very Zest on the market.
have tested National Union tubes which hnvc
been in use for three years and found them

perfect"

I am full fledge National Union tube dealer

.

Far more than the free shop equipment,
set analyzers, tube testers, service manuals,
technical data and service merchandising
aids is responsible for the nationwide acclaim given National Union tubes by leading service experts.
National Union tubes are more profitable
because they are 10c. higher in list price,
engineered and made to the highest standards of laboratory precision. Service men
know that when they install National
Union tubes they are establishing customer
good will by giving more than money's
worth.
If you haven't taken advantage of the free
meters, manuals and data given with National Union tube purchases -get details
at once.
National Union is the service man's tube
line -best by all tests. Thousands are prof-

STANDARDS

and proud of it."

pleased with the idea of
and your sales methods."

hi fher list

price

"

. found National Union tubes have stool up
with all tests and requirements as advertised."

about
possibilities in LedAsk Ultra profit
erer
Violet Lamp installations.
money maker.

EXTRAI
A

New.

INational Union Radio Corporation of N. Y.
New York. N. Y.

400 Madison Ave.,

Cemlemrn: Tell ma haw 1 can take a.l,antaxe of your equipment offert.
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STATE
1112

r

of SERVICE
There i- no logical rra ,n, for u-ina le.,
equip tent helot. pro. ea K e -tun -land ar.l.
ince t he long. depend. He ttt ice
141 ich I he,
ttmrouaht, m e n ,eerrd te.l
nit.
,ake. them rod lar le.. in
the e .1. Hullel in Ha tell, the whole
n.l for a cop.
e
Electrical
tru,neut Corp.. en ark,
J.
.
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for the article in the next
describing the construction and
of he radio "growler." While

look

issue

NATIONAL

the princ pies involved are well known,
the uses are novel and extremely use-

ful.

No Service Man or experimenter
should be without one. And even more

interesting

the fact that all the parts
can be retrieved from the junk -box.
is

FESTON Ei.t. crottes. 155,5,
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SHORT WAVES
tiros II it ac,t Jrwx Page ::1G)
Intnr plate and grid coils, selected by gangswitch sections Sw5 and SwO.
All three of these tuned circuits are tuned
by the gang condenser CI, ('2, C3, with bandspread short -wave tuning accomplished by
C4, the oscillator vernier condenser. Because
of the relative broadness of the R.F. and
first -detector circuits on short waves, narrow bands may be covered quite efficiently by
simply shifting the oscillator tuning: one setting of R.P. and first -detector circuits being
fully adequate for coverage of the 25, 31 or
50 meter broadcast bands, OT the four amateur bands.

in

with

TRAINING
Horne study with It.T.A. -plum
lifetime tneinhership in
lac
powerful association tut
uradio
p to

in

s- brings PS.
ail impr,
improvements

service
o

Milo.

Capacities C27, C28, C29 and C80 are os-

cillator low -frequency pads, employed in the
customary manner, to track the oscillator exit cily 41i.ß he. away from the 11.F. and first -

en-

television,

gineering, and keeps rout among
the real catuneyminkers in this
expanding field. Unless rota have
traintitis high -typo! ',rof,ear.0
ing you will lind it hard to get, out
of the poorly paid ;'tinkerer' class.

d

detector frequency.

The Tubes

New -Type Set Analyzer Included

the functioning of the 2A7 tube has
previously described in R.iDlo- CnAF'r.
there is no point In repeating this explanation
here, except to point out that the oscillator
rid leak, R11, is used to provide an addiLnial stabilizing bias for the first -detector
bleeding Its return through the detector
I:IS l'fs"istos', R12,
Tubes 83, S4 and S5 are type 58 I.F. am:- litters coupled by I.F. transformers IFI, IF2,
1l3 and 11,4. These transformers are inter-ling as they are the first air -tuned types
This is en>h swing really good selectivity.
tirely clue to the Use of n favorable LC ratio,
something neglected in previous air -tuned I.P.
transformers, 'Their permanence of setting,
once aligned, is independent of temperature
humidity, and also of the amount of vi'ration crcountered in ocean and domestic
fight. They are tuned to 405 k.'. slid ..uliiy litz coils of excellent Q (over 100, to Is
As
been

part of It.T.A. training you get this up-to-theminute Set Analyzer sad Trouble Shooter. After a
few easy lessons roll are
ady t
it for i
ediate
carpeting with old-ttimers- without
feaney- making,
fear. with thin wonderful piece of equipment, backed
by
preform t,,n,d training, you need larve
worry over the
Even hrth,ntgh done
fear
radio set e
undeted --car .
should never Ide
radio made- h,,,
pother nprovenenta
,ci
II, ,t ,,.,I frequent
sets
,n.
accepted IC,
sure you goodm ney
As

11

.

.

Start Money- Making Quickly
R.T.A Trainino

RADIO TRAINING ASS'S. OF AMERICA,
513 Ravenswood Av.. Dep', RCA -12, Chicago, Ill.
lo
R.T.A. nays
dal
Send me II the FACTS
die
stns
With jai,..
the ongst mots. e,onni

R.T.A.rR.disteeh .riso. today.
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New

LYNCH

RESISTO METER

FREE
with

8

The visual resonance Indicator, or tuning
meter, is connected in the plate return of all
three 1.F. stages.
'l'he second or power audio detector, :4:-.
a 50 tube used as a diode, since such app rtion results in complete elimination of the
distortion inherent in triode detectors. It,
output is taken across the volume control ill.
to the grid of the 5C first audio stage, SII,
Tapped Into RO is the tuned circuit 110, L16,
C14, which provides automatic tone compensation at low volumes by attenuating the middle register, resulting In the desirable apparent boosting of high and low tones.

Si Is an electron coupled 58 audio beat oscillator, set to heterodyne all I.I+'. amplifier
signals when switch SwS Is closed, thus permitting CAR'. code reception, or the locat'

of weak phone or broadcast stations by the
heterodyne squeal,
Tube SS is a 50 used as a diode A.V.C., operating to bias the I.P. control grids. its
effect is seen in trig. 2D.
Switch SO'O is a phono -radio switch. allowing a phonograph pickup to be used with the
audio amplifier. It Is at the rear of the
classic, as is the head -phone jack J1.
The power supply is conventional, except
that the fixed bias for the 2A:1 power output
tubes ISIO and Sil) Is obtained by placing
the litter choke LIS, in the negative return
of the power supply: the current through
it and vol ht ge across it being held constant
by the bleeder circuit 1113, 1114, 1t15 and
RI C.
Twenty -five watts for excitation of the
giant speaker field Is obtained by connecting
the field directly across the high voltage
power supply. It is not used as a choke as
insufficient power could be obtained for it ill
this manner.

The Results
\s to what such a design carefully executed will do, Fig. 2 tells the story- sensitivity. selectivity, fidelity, power output and
A.V.C. (:t, B, C and I), respectively) far superior to anything heretofore obtained. In
the writer's laboratory In Chicago, located in
a very noisy business district. showing in addition very weak signals indeed, It is possible
every day to tune in Ronne, I'aris, Berlin,
London and Al ad rid at such terrific volume
that It must be turned down for enjoyment.
.Actually, the apparent increase in volume
.

over the best previously available short -ward'
receivers is about twenty to one. Broadcast
reception is just as good. relatively.
(.% II available circuit data appears in Fig. 1.
If. at a future date, additional information
becomes available-for instance, cireait constants -it will be published In RADIO- CRAFT,
yenta n ieuI Editor)

SHORT WAVES
The Radio Month in Review," starting in this issue. Find
out what is happening; learn of the
new developments -and what they
mean to you.

Read

Handipaks

The New LTSCII Resistnmeter, the '."iris
service wait ever devised, can now be La
with I,YNCII liandipaks. This is the m
tar und practical senice package ever eat.
'

-in

NOW
a jiffy -you can measure seed r.,'
the resistance value pou are to replacethe new LYNCH Resistnmeter.
--

Any value is obtained by the handy comte
flous made possible by LYNCH Nandi;
Each lIand ipak contains ten assorted One or
Two Watt Resist ON of the Metallized Type.
Complete Resist omet er and four No. 1;
three No. 2 :nad une No, 3 Bandipaks, to
Dealers and Servicemen:
(List Price
$ 9.5.50) your Cost
$12.60 Net.

Free Descriptive Folder
Upon Request
LYNCH MANUFACTURING
51

CO., Inc.

Vesey Street, New York, N.Y.

Fig. 2
of interesting graphs. These show, respectively, in alphabetical order, the sensitivity, selectivity, fidelity, and power output
and A.V.C. characteristics of the latest S -M
A

net

superheterodyne.
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is the kind of trouble that can be avoided if
the constructor will be careful in his selection
of parts and of his wiring job.
'The L1'. section of this receiver provides
the major portion of selectivity and amplification and is that portion cunt rolled by the
A.V.C. voltage from the second- detector. As
the receiver is equipped with .\.C,1' the sensitivity of the two stages varies with the
signal strength. Thus, between stations the
noise level seems to come up and lie disagreeable. As the set is tuned to resonance with
a signal, note how the set seems to quiet
down. That is where the tuning meter and
t lie quiet tuning sir' itch Is so helpful.
A half -wave connection is used in the second detector stage so that the full advantage
of the available It.F. signal voltage can be
obtained for audio amplification and A.V.C.
voltage,
Improved resistance-capacity tillers are used
to isolate the two I.F. amplifier tubes, thus
resulting in greater stability.

1934 SUPER HET.
i. rcd front page 354)
formation on the connection of tuning meters
that this interesting device had to be included. De sure that this meter is bypassed
to ground by means of the .1 -mf., 400 V.
tubular condenser.

(D) The 2A6 Second- Detector Tube. Another new tube of improved characteristics is
used In the set. resulting in better A.V.C. action and greater gain. This increase In gain,

plus the intpruved efficiency of the 2:\7 :clone,
add to the mrr -all increase in sensitivity of
the whole receiver.
(E) Silent Tuning Switch. Instead of the local-distance switch used in the 1933 model. a
more interesting and useful trick is incorporated. This permits the tuning of the desired
signal in absolute silence by using the tuning
meter to establish the point of resonauce and
then "flip- the switch and presto the desired
signal comes in without all the noise and
objectionalde back ground. This makes the
T' It ra- M,, lern
Super just the kind of a receiver that is wanted in the home-tregain
mendous
absolute selectivity and the
minimum of noise.
(F) Nine Tuned Circuits. The saute method
of band -pass input from the antenna with two
tuned circuits before the first iLl'. tube is
used, thus minimizing cross -talk which is
always very hard to avoid in high gain R.F.
amplifiers.

ACCIJ RACY

/.r

Construction
The set is not difficult to construct although
there are eight tubes employed: simply use
care in mounting and soldering all elect i-i.I
connections.
A cadmium plated steel chassis can be par
chased folly drilled and folded in accordance
with the above specifications.
Mount the sockets, band -tuner coil, elec-

trolytic condensers, four gang tuning cundeu-

r, and the power transformer on top of the
chassis as shown in the photographs of the
sr

Brief Circuit Analysis

flare all tube shields in
their respective sockets and after this is
done, mount the I .I'. transformers. Ile sure
that the third I.F. transformer has its control -grid lead running down through the
actual receiver.

Those net familiar with the circuit as first
developed will be interested in the following

circuit description.

An examination of Fig. 1 reveals that 8
tubes are used in the new model. This is
due to the fact that the oscillator and first
detector functions are accomplished in the
1A7 tube. Starting at the antenna, a band pass unit feeds the signal tu the first 11.F.
stage.
The plate circuit of the first S.F.
tube is loaded by an R.F. choke. This choke
resonates just below the broadcast band.
Coupling between the first It.l'. tube and the
combination oscillai tor- nonlul :ttor (2.\7t is Via
the small mira condenser with a c:tl,acit of
50 mint. This particular circuit combination
tends to equalize the amplification over the
broadcast band as far as the manual tuning
circuit Is concerned.
Oscillator tracking is accomplished by
moans of a series of padding condensers. If
the proper coils and mica e.ndeasers are used
there should be no trouble in lining up the
oscillator thing circuits. Improper values in
the paddint circuits will give trouble, but it

chassis so as to connect to the collectors of
the 2AG second- detector tube. All other components are mounted under the chassis. The
two 1 mf, condensers are bolted to the chassis
as well Its the push -pull input A,I', tansformrr and the small filter choke. The rest
oI the Small I W. resistors and the small
tubular ...to lellserS are bell in place by the
wiring: therefore. it is necessary to make
good mechanical ron114,11uas befnrc suidering
these units in place,

Wiring
wire --poor wire and poor insulation should be avoided if the best results are
to be ubtnined. .1 No. 14 gauge wire is ideal
for the filament circuits and should be well
insulated. The balance of the wiring can be
done with a well insulated No. Is. Solder
with a g rod hot Iton and clean all connections
tvitlt 14.4.11441.
twin tile filament circuits of all tubes first
twisting these leads together, 'l'hen wire the
plate voltage supply, including the rectifier
tube. electrolytic condensers, choke and the
Use gemd

I
No. 550 Oscillator
is one of the serviceman's most important instruments. This signal
generator furnishes a modulated
signal of constant frequency for the
alignment of all radios. It is used
to align r.f. gang condensers, locate
defective r.f. transformers, adjust i.f.
transformers, check oscillator stage,
compare gain in tubes and determine
the sensitivity of a receiver. Range
is 550 -1600 broadcast and 110 -540 intermediates. No harmonics need be
calculated by the user. Each fractional frequency is hand calibrated
actually typewritten on an individually hand made chart.
1

-

41

2A7

GRID N2.2
GR105

GRID

Nt5a5

N9.4

7

Q
ANODE
GRID Nr2

GAO

PLATE

GRID

PLATE

(cñól

©

CONTROL

N2.1

5

CATHODE.

GRID

Nel

HEATER.

( BOTTOM VIEW

ci)f

CA©ODE

OF SOCKET)

/
trio/it/illy.

oftl'is Newly Desiord
OSCILLATOR

socket used for 041111104.1 101144 to the speaker
and the output transformer. After this
Is finished. complete all plate and plate- return
circuits to their respective sockets and high
voltage supply terminals.
The grid circuits are wired in last tool due
to the simplification of the newer circuit this
is an easy .lob, The power transformer wiring diagram will be found in Fig. 5.

lit ld

HEATER

YOUR JOBBER CAN
SUPPLY YOU

.. with the No. 550 Readrite Oscillator at the Dealer's Net Price of
only 1$21.00. See him today.
READRITE METER WORKS
86 College Ave.

Bluffton, Ohio

Speaker Selection
Fig. 2
Connection details of the type 2A7 tube.

t10 PLATE S H.V

r-- 2AS

FIL.
I

e0
FIL.
I

L-..._

\

As the speaker field is at portion of the
plate supply filter circuits, nonce Iintitnt suns
must be set on the resistance of the speaker
field used. The circuit of the receiver has
b en KO des Igned that satisfactory operation
can be obtained with eomsideratiun variation
in the resistance of the field winding without
upsetting the voltages used throughout the

A C

L
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115V.,
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CYCLES
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`GROUNO To se
TWO
iN TVER. TRANS. CONNECTIONS T5

Fig,

5

Terminal connections of the power transformer.
Compare the points indicated, with the schematic circuit, Fig. 1.
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READRITE METER WORKS
86 College Ave.
Bluffton, Ohio
Gentlemen:
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Send Coupon for Facts!

Do not use a speaker field with a resistance
less than 1000 ohms, or greater than 230o

well

oins,

The effective plate voltage with n
2300 ohm speaker field will be just under 2011
\'.: speaker fields of I8110 and 14(111 ohms are
Idea! to use with this set.
If the field resistance Is dropped below 1000 ohms, the filtering action will be impaired and the applied
voltage will be too high.
The speaker must be supplied with an output transformer to match the two pentodes
in the output stage. The transformer used
with the 47 type tubes of the original circuit
is fine for the 2A5 output tubes.
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on Readrite Oscillator No. 550, as
folder glving proofs of Iteadrite Leadership.
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NEW AMAZING

AERO
INTERNATIONAL
ALL WAVE
11

TUBE

SUPER
De LUXE
World
now
Wide Reception. No
plug in cons. Automatic volume eonshielding
trol
Isere

-l00;
tube le

the

Get ALL the

tubes.

-

short
wave Sts
wave
ore sod broadcast
now at this rei

róalil>

.

Insc

Vnrr.

Completely Assembled
With 2 Matched Full
Dynamic
op akers
$775
Tubes

$2975J

AERO WORLD WIDE
1

-Tube Short Ware
Set

s5.95

ter

Pone

Head-

Open.un

o
o.. thrill of listening
Ulis la l' to Buenos Ain,
Inn,dtn, Berlin. Paris,,.I
l

other broadcasting stall, throughout the world.
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AlItO WORLD

WI 1,,
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Field.

Complete line of radio sets and transmitting

apparat,

Lincoln Ave., Dept. H15 Chicago
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FREE CATALOGUE.
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J
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Will Always Be Up -To -Date
PRICE
ONLY

75

18

off.

t'-l'

Certainly it

starling

than 130 different lulu,
panel. Fnrthernnn.
tIa et.
mg 50 more new type tubes. I.
wv
3113.\ Tube G..,
the new
l'.es high -quality It's'
Teas all miles more
quicker and easier-o,'
Has .hurt ts,l.
adjust.
large :and . tall -prim,
s
test, .rood elate I. .I
I- -6!,,.
,liu.ttnral,, tight, mum,. l,
Enaek -1 town
.,rtyitg ease.
n.t rwea mt.
14.7 Complete

t

1,

1.1,:r.

2.

I.F: r.

:

l'T

:

l'hl

:10

by.. 75 ma.. type

;

One rotary snap swi tri. Si :
One Aura test push -pull input

O'ansformtr.
typo 5s:14, T1:
One Acratest tuning dial, type 4047. for large

cndti see shaft:

rive
Iß..1

Fil.

..

screen grid clips :
Five Acratest tube shields. type 717::;
I'm. 4 prong stnket. marked SB:
'\vo O prong sockets, nia eked 2.\a :
our 5 prong socket. marked speaker
Toi ere 6 prong sockets, marked :t5
nw 7 prong socket. marked 2.\7 :
c O prong socket, marked 2. 11;:
Ileadrite tuning meter. type 124. 0 -10 ma.:
one .\Idrn short plug and cap. type JSrn
Six ft. prover cord and plug;
I one
antenna -ground strip:
Une Aeratest resistor, 500 ohms .5 -W., type
l

',

New Model 4111 MULTITESTER
Vr!tm to, -Ohmmeter -M il lia mmteer

I

I

.t...

AIS

..

;

5M:0.

ill

:

Three Acratest resistors,
Send

for

free data sheets.

Dept.

RC

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.
48
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WEST BROADWAY

s
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t
-e

BAKELITE

N?

49

DRIL

2 Ya"

'
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Fig. 3
Details of the mounting bracket.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

Connecting

'SOO, 1ta. 117,

Itll:

a

Fig. 4
pickup into circuit.

phone

OPERATING NOTES
(l'on tin red from page :tall
this condenser. .\ jumper
tundrnser can. and connected
to the chassis, fixed this cttndition. also this
fleet ion for
soldered to the
nn

set

with

::.a0

°inns .5-W., type

Two Aer:t test resistors, 24.000 ohms 1. -W..
type 5S60. Ito:
Three Acratest resistors, .7etneg.. .a -W., type
5860, 116 118, R12;

would suddenly cut oil. and come back
This
a bang if the chassis was tapped.

w'as finally found to be due to poor soldering
on all three grid cups; a goad hot iron soon

;eared this up.
Fig. 4.

1;175. 1116:
One Federated special chassis. No. 7297 ;
eue A era test power transformer. type a5:17

Une Acratest choke.

I

.,,.

'

-titi.. Ault

24n
V., No. 28::5, l'18:
One Acratest cartridge condenser..02 -titf.. -0n
\-.. No. 51141, ('20:
One .\ tratest tlettl'ulytit condenser. 111 ttif..
V No. 6645, ('2° :
Two Aerates' eleetrolyt ie eondensers. S inf..
540 peak v., No. 5::4S. e25,
One Aerates( kit of band -pass and detector oseillator coils. N°. 6645. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. 1,5,

1

I

.1

Ott,' volume control with power switch. type

List $35
.tiers leer

without power

rondtnstr.._a -till..

lw.

ut(.n

.

''ratest cartridge condenser.

Str)ire-

toit

and

dears competition

'

%-

Cli, e'7. 1'12. 1'13.

0 C., No. 51 ;:17. lai
14. l'15. l'10, 4'21;

one Acratest R.F. choke. No. 2571. 1.4:
'l'brt,. Acratest 175 kt'. transformers, No. 5355,

et

Dependable

1'

V.. No. 5646, l'17:
One Aerates( cartridge

TUBE TESTER

The

.5 -meg.,

switch, type 6160, R11;
Three type 58 tubes;
Two type 2A5 tubes;
One type SO tube ;
One type 2A7 tube;
One type 2i6 tube.

I'S :
One condenser. mien, 50 mmf.. No, Oc °.1 t
Co;:;:.!.
Three condensers. erica. 2:0I toit., N
('11, ('22, 4'10;
4.27 :
3145,
No.
.006
mf..
One condenser, mica.
One trimmer condenser No. ass:[. C10:
One condenser, 1 mf.. type (11100, l'0; type
GF1O0, ( °24;
Nine Acratest cartridge condensers. .1 -mf..

DEI'E II.%DLE''

TIIE

5155. 1115.
One potentiometer.

One

CHARLES HOODWIN CO.
Please send your

After the set has been completely wired and
checked, adjust the 1.F. transformers to 175
ke. by means of an oscillator. After this is
done, connect the set to an antenna and adjust the oscillator padding condensers for
maximum sensitivity over the broadcast band.
The adjust nient of the oscillator padding
units is the most important thing to do and
it must be done right.
.\ new type dial was used by the author
s) that the light from the tuning meter would
illuminante the transparent scale of the tuning dial and concentrate all controls in the
center of the receiver.
The specifications for the small bracket.
holding the manual volume control mounted
in front of the '!.\6 second detector, will be
found in Fig. :t. Mounting this control in
this manne' shortens leads and makes fur
greater circuit stability. The tuning meter
Is mounted to the end plate of the tuning
tenser by means of the two small metal
brackets and soldered between the meter
flanges and the metal brackets.
If phonograph pickup is desired, follow the
rirruit diagram of Fig. 4. Note that a step
up transformer is spe,f0ed and that a 20pt
ohm pickup is used so that ample volait
will be ubhlined front records. \I °ont the
phonograph pickup matching ttansformrr
t0ID' tilt' pitktll, if possible. - rw'itrh can bt
included on the rear of the chassis tu change
over from radio to phonograph reception.
With the few stalls extra items nIll the
changes in the circuit properly made. the
owner of the I'ltra -Nl odern Super will have a
receiver that will be hard to beat for all
round performance.
Revised Parts List
four gang tuning condenser ^Oat nun f..
type 6654, l'1. ('2, l'3, C-1;
leaser. Illicit. 750 mitt., type No. Cagle.,
One c

Write for FREE Catalogue
4240

Acratest resistor, 30.000 ohms, 1.-W.,
type 3500, R2;
One Acratest resistor, .2'i -meg.. .a -W.. type
58;0, 111:1 ;
One Acratest resistor, 5,000 ohms, .5- \V.. type
5860, 11.14;
One .\ iratest resistor, 200 ohms. 2 W., type

One

Testing

These points are

illustrated

o

BYPASS CONDENSERS IN SILVER -30
A Silver model 30 lehassisl, an early
s
reen -grid set. had no detector plate voltage.
II \sevre. a cheek -up of the detector circuit
-h owed nothing wrong. (apparently) so the
detector tube was suspected of internat shorts
In condition which caused the saine effect
in other sets) but the tube worked O.K. in
another set. It was then noticed that when

the tube was taken out of the socket there
was plate voltage. This indicated that the

plate circuit tuas the muse. Sn, with the
set t w'ued on. the detector circuit was care fully c'he'cked over and the trouble located
in the cathode circuit. The bias resistor is
tondense rs (early models).
bypassed by t
HMI ont' of these broke down, in trim itten t ly,
which made it difficult to locate the trouble.
Later models of this set had
See Fig. 5.1
a change in the bypass condenser wiring.
I

New data concerning l:. Franklin Sarver's
'Treasure" tinder described in the July, 111:::1
isr'ur of 11.1Dí0- l'ILSFT. is contained in the
November issue, page 294. )'lease report the

results you have obtained.
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STAGE TESTING
Continued from page 348)

Four Test Systems

IF you need an operation you hire

Would You

a

surgeon. Why not be as careful about
your resistors?

There are four basic trouble shooting procedures, namely: (1) the set analysis, (2)
Electrad has specialized in resistors since
the point -to -point voltage tests, (3) the
point -to -point resistance tests and finally (4)
radio began. Use Electrad Resistors for
the direct stage -by -stage elimination method.
SAFETY and SURE RESULTS.
All four methods have their faults and good
points. Modern equipment has been developed so that any one of these methods may
be used on the old and the most recent receivers. In my opinion, the method most
The Only
suited to the needs of the well -trained Service Man is the "direr-t stage -by -stage elimination" method. Essentially, it is an extenThat Stand Out
sion of the effect to cause analysis and is
of Its Type
practically obsolescence proof. ]tieing direct.
From the Crowd
it eliminates useless steps
therefore is a
No other resistor comtime saver and a money producing procedure.
Electrad 10- watters are
bines so many advantages:
If a receiver is dead or has interference
unique for their electriLarger wire and pat(noise, squeals or distortion) it is natural to
cal and mechanical feaented air -cooling mean
ask yourself- "where in the receiver does this
tures. Monel Metal conlong life.
defect take place's" Realizing that a receiver
tact bands and lugs resist
consists of HY., amplifiers, mixers, oscillators.
Double spiral windoxidation and strains undetectors, power amplifiers and control tubes
ing insures better elecder firing.
Vitreous
in a stage utter stage or chain arrangement,
trical contact,
enamel insulation does
the logical procedure would be to isolate that
Sliding
Clips
permit
stage which breaks the chain.
not absorb moisture.
accurate voltage adjustPerhaps the oldest technique is to tap the
Rapid heat dissipation,
ments.
grid of the second -detector (we will conflue
4 -1,000 volt insulation
long life and economicalourselves to supers. as they are the most inand fibre protective
ly priced. Only 35c each,
tolvedl. .\ thump or squeal from the output
guard.
list.
would normally indicate a satisfactory audio
system. failure to get this indication would
All Standard Sizes
Three sizes -67 values
call for an A.F. test. Some Service Men
quickly jerk cart and return an AS. tube
from its socket: a click should be beard.
Write Dept. RC -12 for
They do /his in spite of the fact that they
VEST -POCKET
FREE GENERAL CATAmay break down the audio transformer : a
LOG and VEST -POCKET
better plan is to use a plate break -in adapVOLUME
VOLUME CONTROL
ter and headphone, listening in the audio
GUIDE.
CONTROL
stages one after the other while touching the
175 Varlcic et.. New York. N.Y,
grid of the detector. Assuming that the A.F.
GUIDE
amplifier and the second -detector are in order.
the Service Man may proceed to open the
FREE
Writ.
for
FREE Copy
grids of the I.F., mixer. oscillator and R.F.
tubes and listening for an output click. (Disconneet quickly the top cap connection or
jerk out the tube.) Going from an output
signal to no output naturally indicates a
faulty stage at the last tested.
A more modern procedure. less likely to
give incorrect indications and particularly
valuable in tracing down distortion, makes
use of a variable- frequency-modulated servieoscillator and an output meter. In this ca sc
the out put meter is eonnected from plate to
plate of the output tubes or plate to chassis
of the output tube and the test signal applied to the control -grid of the second- detector. A perfect audio system will be evident
by an A.F. sound from the speaker and an
output meter reading. Failure to get any inSmall, compact 6 volt battery operated outfit
dication de!ini t ely denotes an A.F. system defor use where line current not available (or
feet. In this ease. the output indicator may
with power pack can be used on A.C. line).
he progressively connected to the plate -chassis
Tremendous volume, exceptionally powerful.
of the detector; first A.F. stages; etc. It
True tone or voice or music whether radio,
the oscillator output is limited, it may be
necessary I resort to the phone -plate break phonograph or direct sound; mixer switch
in adapter iudiea tin.
allows reproducing voice and music together.
Consider the A.F. system in good condiComes complete with tubes, 2 twelve inch amtion. Set the signal generator to the interplifiers, matched dynamic cone speakers,
mediate frequency and return the output indimike," and 30 feet of microphone cord, polcator to the ou t Put. l'rogressi voly connect
arized plugs, ready for immediate installation.
the signal genera for to the grid -rtes ss is of the
various I.F. stages and proceed systematically
Very moderate price.
For specifications,
to- the I.F. amplifier input.
If the LP.
I'. stage
price, all details
is in order, you will continne to get an output reading which will Increase in value as
Write for Bulletin B-79
you proceed to the next stage. In going from
one stage to the next, if you go from -.signal..
THE WEBSTER COMPANY
to "no signal" or to "no increase'' in output
you can be reasons bly sure that you have
3823 West Lake Street
passed thhrw nigh the defective stage.
As a
further check. connect the signal generator
CHICAGO
to the plate-chassis of the tube in question.
"No signal" will Indicate n defect in the
coupling to the stages tested and found O.K.
Suppose we tied the 1.F. system Intact.
World- WideTwoTubeShortWaveReceiver
The next move is to connect the signal gen12.úa0 Mlle recent ion reo,Ç
ord established!
erator adjusted to intermediate frequency, to
Tunes
/ JJ
tram lú tu 2110 Meters.
the first -detector. If the mixer is working.
Gets foreign broadcasts,
1933
you should still get an output reading. Next
pollee alla, aindane., amateurs, etc.
DIRECT! eumplete KIT (no drilling)
set the signal generator to the 550.1500 ke.
with leer
Ions
to
build 'hi.
range. In tuning the signal generator to the
remarkable
tube receiver
Rep , e silh BARGAINS GALORE
$4.75
Dry cell or AC model.
setting of the station selector dial, an output
DEALERS- SERVICEMEN -AMATEURS
Send
110.
Ratan,
C.O.D.
Satisfacsignal will indicate an operating oscillator:
Send for Your Co -n TODAY
tion Guaranteed!
Send
and no signal
8121142
F
defective oscillator. Of
r.
esaçvoéOLt
TRY -MO RADIO
Harrison Radio Co.. Deptr

Let a Plumber

Operate?

TRUVOLT
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course, the oscillator may not be correctly
padded, so you should turn the signal generator through at least 100 kc. From there you
would apply an R.F. signal to the grid input
of the various Ill". stages until you reach the
aerial and ground terminals.
The outstanding fact in this test is that
in following through the stages you will go
from a signal to no signal. For the sake of
completeness you would isolate the defect In
the output or Input of the stage tinder questi(m. In screen grid tubes. the grid -chassis
In the case of
connection is easily made.
tubes where the grid electrode Is one of the
prongs or in the cuise of the phUeehassis ennnection, n simple 4 -, 5 -, 6-, and 7-prong wafer
adapter having the prong connection extended
by a flexible strip will be needed.
Once the defective stage is located, the
Service \Ian may fallow any of the other three
methods of stage analysis.
For stage by stage servicing there is now
available is commercial instrument, the 'Triplett service oscillator Illustrated in Fig. A,
which incorporates the necessary combination
signal generator and niultinu'ter housed in a.
convenient carrying Cano: the principal (0nenx 4 t/-o x 7% !n. and its weight
siats are 10
is 10 lbs., with batteries, accessories and
tube. Figure 1.\ Is the circuit diagram of the
oscillator and Fig. Ili, the schematic of the
mn l t imeter,
Referring to Fig. A we observe:
1. A compartment for storing the accessories.
This section. Iutatd on the left, includes:
tat a flexible shielded cable with two insulated and shielded probes on one end and two
insulated pin -Jack pings un the other. 'These
are used for et nuiecting the signal generator
to any stage -- either permanently or by probing. (b) Two long. flexible cords. one red,
the other black, each having sharp, pointed
probes and an Insulted pin -Jack plug. toi
Two output leads. one red and the other
black. each haring insulated pin -Jack plugs.
Id) Two universal clips with special spring
clasps to tit on any probe aeiul tir plu-Jack
plug. 'these clips allow quick connection to
the chassis or Cap of screen -geld type tribes.
And to, two universal socket prong ruulivetors w'hieh lit any lead menti d above and
slip onto any lab, prong. With the latter
(cur accessories, ta, signal generator or the
nudtuuetlr may be connected to any tube
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electrode in the Chassis,
2.

-a
Hooks and lectures on the marvelous accomplishments of the Photo-electric cell must
Inspire yon, but only by experience with the
actual device can you get the FEET. of a
Photo -cell; only by owning and working with
the tools of Photo-electricity (a complete kit)
can this science become a powerful reality

rather than the intriguing mystery that it

must be to you now.
Years of experience manufacturing Photocells and allied instruments have placed us
in a position to supply the most dependable
apparatus known. The Kit we offer consists
of only the highest quality merchandise; a
Photo- electric cell, amplifying tube, magnetic
relay, condenser, resistors, socket; everything
that is essential for the ideal unit, though
your problem is to control illumination, depea inctiun,
tect burglars, count articles i
it ;dish in ally of the
guard machinery or ace,,
innumerable feats which are practical for
Photo-cell control.
Our price is an achievement in itself.
$8.00 the complete kit.

THE CLARK INSTRUMENT CO.
CAMDEN, N. J.
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This unit has two

l

state is negligible.
\n unmoiulated usrlllatot is extremely yulnabl in aligning exactly
at a given I.F. value. For example, to align
an I.I'. exactly at 175 he., adjust the un tioduhted oscillator to beat with a 7MO ht. broadcast exactly LIts'een the two squeals. Without disturbing ILI "srill:tuc% l iirend to align
the Lt', system. using as an indieattr a mil liammeter in the plate eireuil of the second deteetor. An uurwdillated oscillator is also
valuable in chocking undu Leu ion han. The
linal switch on the signal generator Is the
ul'F -ON toggle: it is pruttetett by ana ON
piing which prevents closing
carrying
.

tir

r

Conseil-

The Signal Generator.

ranges which are Iola Culled by the
toggle swlloh. The Lt ". range times from lut
to 271) ke. its serial harnmmic extends the
frequency r:nr_, to 5lu kv. The broadcast
range includes 340 to 1r011 kr. Below the
is the at lrnuahn' which
ma in tuning dial
feeds the GNIi. and MIN. Jacks ou the left.
When the oscillator cable is iusrrlCd into
1;ND. and \i. \. ,darks, a sinon: 11ni.0Il lru111hie
signal is obtained which is of part killer
value for ¡Viso/mil ive and out of line receivers.
'l'he toggle ou the right transforms the uunlutaled signal generator to an tmmodulnted
state. An unmodul:ted useillatur is necessary to calibrate the signal generator by beating with a broadcast signal fed to the Input
of a sensitive rereiter. l'suall)' an unnm,duhated signal is neeessa ry to get a squeal. Tho
oscillator must be so designed that frequency
shift from the umttttt Minted to the moduliated

rase when the usiilhtur is 111'1011 on.
3. The Battery Container. In the center is
the bai ttey Container Iti :n'fug the oscillator
calibration curve cemented to the top.) Roth
the oscilla tor and bai ler'es Ore em9osed tl
their o vii, special alloy. shielding box.
4. The Multimeter. un the right is Illy null.
1

multi-range D.C. voltmeter. TLC. milliauuirhr, . \.(', %olnatler, A.C.
milliannwter, ohmmoler. ;nul output meter.
'l'he basic instrument is an U to 500 micro-

timcter incorporating

a

ampere, jewel- bearing, D.C. moving-coil meter
by means of a full -wave copper -oxide rectifier
it is converted to an A.C. device. In either
case the meter is so "loaded" that it is basically a 1 -mat., A.C. or D.C. scale. Ity means
of a set of multipliers, the voltage ranges are
The lower
0 -15, 0 -150, and 0 -750 V.
toggle switch is the D.C. to A.C. change -over.
Any range is selected by menus of the main
selector sw'itell. The ohmtuet rr is n U -1500
n nil O
nag. device. The instrument is
so designated that the lower range is easily
read up to 1,000 uh ans ;nul down to 1 ohm!
The high -range ohmmeter reads distinctly
from 1,(1(10- (I.1uleg. and then in terms of
.25-, 0.5-, .75-, 1.0. and 1.5 tnegoluns. On the
left is the zero -n dJust tuent kind, The five
remaining positions on the nain selector provide 0 -1511, 0 -15, 0 -1.5 h).t'. nia. and
0 -150 and O -15 A.C. ma. measurements. To
the right of the meter are the output Jacks.
The red lead wire inserted In "-F chassis' is
n fixed connection. The black lead plugs into
the "- -" Jack for D.C. volts, auq dares. and resistance measurements. It is plugged into
the second- from -the -top Jack for .\.C. volts
und current measurements and the upper
jack for output measurements, which are in
this instrument high. )nrdiaai, and luit', . \li
D.(', and low -range ohm readings are imprinted black on the meter scale. . \11 .'I.('.
scales are red. The ohmmeter readings aire
followed by red zeros Willett must he included
in the readings when using the high ohmmeter
range.
This "perpetual" tester has many fields of
npplicnt!on. In addition to ils application in
the fundamental stage -by -stage el i iinat ion
method it away he used to
III ) 'l'est tubes. The signal generator is
connected to the receiver input and the output meter to the plate- chassis or voice coil
of the receiver. Adjust the receiver tu atout
120£1 kv. and tune the signal generator until
maximum detiectinn is obtained. Adjust the
signal generator eliminator or the output
range to give an output reading about mid scale. In the Intl :ace of A.\',('. receivers.
adjust the signal generator to well below the
"t lueshuld" seat!! is it y. I The point where

I.5

input causes 111110 output
iu,reused
rise,) Exchange the receper tubes for new
A
tithes kuossu to be in good condlt ion,
marked rise in output indicates the weed of a

new tube. . \.\',t', tubes may be selected with
this sel -up. Remove the old . \.\'.l', tube. Set
the signal gtueralor to minimum output and
haler! all . \.\-,t', tube tu give Minimum reduction in output. Test Cor threshold action.
t;:l -ss' tubes in this at will show up with
creeping of the output indication.
(It Align H.l'., oscillator and .\.F, circuits.

(el Neutralize sets.
(dl \lake point -lo -point resistance trouble
shooting hasts by using the ohmmeter section.
tel \lake point -to -point voltage trouble
shooting tisis,
off Roughly est ima le sensitivity and selec-

tivity of receivers,
I

g

I

('heck fur siiurte(l turns.

T'sing the

A.C. milli:mu meter and a suitable shunt, an
A. ureter may be constructed which if
inserted into the primary circuit of the pincer

0--5

transformers will indir:ne shorted turns.
flu Determine rapacity, through the use of
the \.t', milli :lnmleter.
(i) Equip a test laboratory, since the basic
instruments may be used in special laboratory
testing circuits.
(Ji Build up a selective analyzer. The deludirnted
tails of such a sy stmt are ide a
By inserting the multi-tneter leads
in Fig. 2
to any Issu tip jacks, the cable and adapter
into the receiver and tue tulle in the selective
analyzer, ally collage het sve,ti any two rlettrudes In Ole criai ter may be namsuret. Inserting the mull imtler lends into the twin tip
jacks, eurrenl in Ihat lead is measured. Removing the tithe and turning un' the power
switch of the reviewer, the point -to -point resistance from the tube sockets may be niea.

stli'ell.

Ttadl0 nianufactlrers have standardized
tubes by numbering the prongs of 4 -, 5 -, Co,
and T -wrong tubes, as shown in '!'able 1: the
electrode ronmectiuns are made to prongs 1,
.i, etc., to 're tep cap). This table ,tintai
he used ss-ilh the select ire analyzer until the
system lu'l'u tiled sec n1111 11:atll'e.
This selective analyzer may be used to test
tubes by the grid shift method.
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TABLE

I

AUTO RADIO

Base Connections of Vacuum Tubes

The following table shows the type of base
and the base connections of a selected list of
receiving tubes. The following symbols are
used to indicate the connections:
heater.
Filament.
K- Cathode.
G -Grid.
Plate. D -Diode Plate.
When mure than one grid Is brought out to
terminals the notation Gr, G,, etc. is used,
la Is the grid nearest the cathode or filament
and the numbering runs consecutively toward
the plate. When the tube is a double structure such as u double triode, the symbols (iT
Nr,. etc., are used to indicate which elements
work together. In the case of diode rectifiers,
the symbols ICur, Pu,, ete., are used. In the
rase of co-planar or twin grids, the notation
G.t and Gu is used.
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Pin Number

Type Top
Number Cap

2

3

4

l'

F
II
F
P
F
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1
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G
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and guide pia on the socket and the plug.
from the drawing you wili see that this
guiding slot and pin is always located between terminals 6 and T. Keep this in mind
when making connections to either the socket
or the plug. The information given in Fig. 9
should make the connecting of the plug wires.
and also the connecting of the chassis socket
wires, easy to understand. On this drawing
all the terminals are numbered and all the
wires coming to the terminals are specified
with a color code.
Referring to Fig. 3, you will tint' a general
]aynui of the whale radio set mounted into
the chassis 1/11x. The chassis is slipped over
the chassis loca tlug pins, one of which is
shown in nnc corner of the hox. 'l'ho chassis
box packing, part No. 8 (Fig. 10.\t mude of
soft rubber, is put on top of the box and the
box itself is closed by using the chassis box
cover, part No, 3 (Fig. 1011). When tightening down the chassis box cuver, the tube
shields will compress, holding the whole chassis with parts tightly in the box. On this
drawing, Fig. 3, the tube cushion rubber
rings, part No. 2 (Fig. 11A, are also shown
mounted aver the tubes within the tube
shields, These rings wi II prevent t he tubes
from rattling and coming loose in their sockets. les using such an assembly in the chassis
box. the chassis will be securely mounted in
the box and prevented from shifting either
horizontally or vertically and by removing
the chassis box cover, the chassis can be taken
out of the box without going under the ear
to remove :tns- screws which might hold tl,
chassis in position. The chassis hox co'í.r
with packing will make the whole layout dust
and water proof.
When making the chassis box cover c,m
will he guided by the drawing for parr N
10111: the cover consists of Ne
gauge (.062, sheet steel, cadmium plat' il
enameled.

of Servicing facts

,

The twelve holes for t lie screws
On one side to provide :t seat
for the 8 -:12 flat head screws. In Fig. :1 you
will also see the .lumctinn box mounted to the
chassis but and the cable wires connected to
the chassis by means of the cable plug, .\
peeking, part Nu. It !Fig. 11111 is used with
the Junction box; again assuring a tight, dust.
and damp proof sent. The assembling of the
oscillator and I.I'. colis con also be seen in
Fig. 3, as well as the location of the input
ti atisfu ruler, which is mounted on the chassis
by mentis of two s
self- lapping sc'r'ews,
flexible condenser adjusting cn1/1e is Drought
through the box and fastened to the box by
the tightening nut furnished vwiiIi the remote
control Unit. The flexible shaft cable Is
brought around the condenser wheel groove
and fastened to the condenser wheel by the
screw on the wheel itself. 'l'he assembly of
the condenser wheel with the tuning condenser is shown in Flg. 12. 'l'he condenser
might not be provided with the two boles
%-in. apart as shown and should (lien be
drilled to the dimensions shown. These two
holes are n9011191 to join the condenser
spring and spring cap wit timing condensers. One end of the spring is slipped through
the slot on the spring cup and the cuis is then
brought over the condenser shaft and knob.
and the two lingers on the cap are slipped
through the two %-tn. holes and heat over
on the inside of the tuning condenser; thus
fastening the spring to the condenser. The
other end of the spring Is then placed on one
linger of the condenser wheel. the spring now
Ming. wound to come within these lingers on
the wheel, and then the wheel Is slipped on
condenser shaft. 'l'tu rn i ng the wheel in the
right hand direction will tighten the spring.
The set sere:vs en the wheel can now b,
tightened on the shaft and the spring will
haro the tendency to hot(' the condenser in
an open position. In this open position, the
flexible shaft t lgh ten i mg screw should point
upward to make it easily accessible for tightening purposes.
Part No. 5 (Fig. 1:11 shows the filotorgenerator box and cover. This box can be
used also when it is desired to mount the
motor- generator in the rear of the car floor.
'l'he dimensions shown on this drawing will
fit one commercial make of motor- generator.
On one side of the box you will see a 7 /10 -in.
diameter hale provided for a rubber grommet
and serving as a lead -in hole for the motor-
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MILES Announces the latest

SOCKET MIKE
(fat) on !'ending)

In AU the World There's No Mike Like This!

screen -grid, which is grounded,
1.1". is concerned, through con-

sction of the

generator cable. The cable coming from the
radio set can be brought through this grommet hole and connections made to the motor generator inside of the box. Four screws are
shown with this box over which the motor generator can be slipped and tightened down
with washers and nuts. The cable shield can
also be grounded to one of these screws.
This box, of course, is only a proposed design
and whatever motor -generator or "B" voltage
supply you might use. the dimensions of the
box will have to be changed to suit. In many
instances the motor -generator can be placed
behind the rear seat or in the tool box. thus
eliminating the motor -generator box entirely.
'l'he packing strips. parts B and 10 I Fig. 14
can he glued to the motor -generator box cover.
Continue this article in the subsequent issue of IGDIO- ('a.vy°r, in which the circuit employed in the instrument is given equally detailed consideration. l'art 11 also includes a
complete List of l'arts.

as

far

as

denser
ore, the only connection, electrically,
heref(i.
between the oscillator and the IL.I". sections
is that the electron stream from the filament
to the plate must flow through both the IL.F.

and oscillator control -grids and is therefore
by both grids.
controlled for modulat ed
which causes the mixing action vvithtntt
coupling the circuits so closely that they pull

together.

The base connections of this tube are shown

in Fig.

211.

Hints
The circuit is so simple that there is no
Id not work "right off thireason why it sl
'shut more
bat:' iimverer, the circuit is :
complicated than a straight li.1'. job and has
a number of adjustments which are dependent
one on the other and while n powerful signal
will come through in spite of considerable
misadi list mets i. If you live in a neighborhood

stilt ions are scarce it mage be
get into adjust aten t. and a
number of ways of checking the circuit will
Where in

little difficult to

a

will

MILES SOCKET MIKE
]..La

.Ail.

,I

of eratO

lit

at

d Wires.
Contort between
use

MIKI:

AMPLIFIER or RADIO

d

1- automatically established when you plug
in at your regular service outlets.
ual
INSTANTANEOUS. No wiring;
Installation Is

RECEIVER
them

In-

mistakes;
lines;
stallation roast No additional equipment needed.
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BEGINNER'S SET

Any Stand-

R

I,, r.
out Power .Auudlllrr tenh U_:1; :. MILES SOCKET MIKE AND SOCKET AMPLIFIER
circuit.
A.C.
lighting
volt
any
plug dirtily into
MILES SOCKET MIKE and RADIO RECEIVER or
AMPLIFIER
ea widely separate Dints within
tufunetion
re
speak Rum the bottom
a building thus enabling you to
from room to room without the
or
the
top
floor
floor to

Details on Request Dept. RC
MILES SOCKET MIKE CO.
New York, N. Y
West 23rd Street

ii on both for any station. 'l'one in
high -frequency station Ione at about 220 to
250 met eves,- Ettitnr I. You will tied that by
varying I's you can shift the position of best
response on the norillat or dial over a very
wide range: adjust it until the readings on
both dials are the same. 'Then tune in a station at the other end of the dial and adjust
e4 which will also shift the reading.
(Strictly-. the inductance of 1.3 should be
considerably less than that of 1.2 for perfect
tracking, but n close enough approach may
be had to demonstrate the theory with the
two coils available.
SII OW

t

The Mixing Circuit
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caused trouble from

"pulling in."

The 1A6

Parts List
3- c!reuit touer
1.3, 1.4. 1.5;

one

Une

condenser,

fur °:dl Ill Ill

_circuit tuner for

3511

inn& condenser,

1.2;

1.1,

Two 350 mmf. tuning condensers. ('_, C3;
(1111. s5 rally. It. P. choke, L$;
Une 175 ke. 1.1'. transformer. L6, 1.7:
'Poco 250 mint. taled condensers, CI11, l'a:
the :,nu nunf, micas condenser. CB;
One 5 to 50 namf. mica variable triu0uiug
condenser, CS;
One 21)11 to 250 mica variable trimming tondenser. 12-1;
Une double .1 -mf. paper condenser. fou

('S;

\-..

Y.,
one shigl
C11;
urne 25 mf. 25 V. electrolytic cundenst'r, t'12;
une 25.0110 ohm, ? -w'att resistor. lii
Une 511,1100 ohm, rs4 salt resistor-, 1:2;
I ne
150 ohm, i,_. -watt resistor, 113;
One 500 ohm volume control with switch
attached. 114;
one Itotorit crystal detector;
une type 3:i tube.
One type 1. \I; tube, Y2:
eue 4-prong wafer Socket for power plug;

The next step was. naturally, to develop
service
a tube designed purpos,lr for such
and the 1. \6 is the answer. .\ reference
ththe circuit diagram. Fig. 2.\, will show
construction of the tube sncematieallly. 'Tbr.:
are, as will be seen, n filament, ii VI' gridand a plate. 'The first grid is the oseill:to:
control -grid, the serund grid functions as all
The third anal fifth grid,
°Pei1111 OE plate.
are connected together inside the tube and
are screen- grids. 'l'ho fourth grid is the It.F.
it
control -grid for the regular plate. Thus
will be seen that there are two separate grids
for the control of It.F. and oscillator and
that they are separated electrically by one

.l-mf, paper condenser,

R.F. CONTROL-GRID Ng

.

RADIO -CRAFT

2111)

\'l;

PLATE

I..

Whether elementary radio prinadraneed s ibirrts, sound appliciples
cations ru

The general statement of superheterodyne
the
theory, given in the beginner's article in 1011,
Sep I ember issue of l lADIo-CaAFF, on page
sounds and is very simple, but there are many
special problems Involved in the reduction of
this theory to a smoothly operating actual set
and one of the chief of these has always been
the nixing circuit ; or, as it used to be called,
the Iirst- detector.
In the earlier superheterodynes it was just
a
that: the incoming IL.1'. wits fed through
regular detector circuit and changed into 1111
lulatrd
audio frequency- which was then
onto the local-oscillator frequency and ihaitged
coupling
'rho
into intermediate frequency-.
between the It.I'. and t seil ht or circuits WAS
either by coils- inductive; or by condensers
-capaeit:it ire. Bull, of these methods are
open to several objections: first. the coupling
varies greatly with the frequency: also. the
fact that rather close Coupling is required
stakes the oscillator circuit "pull in" to the
frequency of the other circuit rather than
operation at its own tuned frequency which,
of Course, causes the circuit to fail to operate.
Circuits of this type were the best that
could be had in those days. \ \'hen the screen
grid tube came along, the extra grid was immediately put to work to net as a coupling
device in place of the coils and condensers.
One of the favorite circuits with such tubes
was to use the screen -grid as the sril la for
plate while the regular plate was used in the
normal manner. The only objection to this
was that the control -grid had to lie used both
for an oscillator grid and an B.F. grid which

still

given below.
The first likely point of trouble is the
crystal detector which may be on an insensitive spot. \loving the site about on the face
of the crystal will result in scratching and
s -- whit It had
clicking noises in the pl
better be used for the original adjustment.
The contact between the crystal anti the wire
must be as light tas possible. If it is open,
there will be a buzzing nuise in the phones.
If you simply can't bring in it signal, it
might be well to disconnect the iuternaedhrt
transformer and put in its pince temporarily
Short the
an ont oued It. F. transformer.
plates of the oscillator tuning condenser and
t
d
circuit
ILI'.
ordinary
an
you will have
by 1'2; which you may use for adjusting the
(1ystalI deteel or.
Th.. oscillator may be checked by attaching
a short piece of wire to the point ma asked
"C" on the diagram and connecting theof other
your
end of this ''ire tu the antenna post
broadcast receiver. If the oscillator is functhe
in
whistle
a
hear
will
tioning, you
speaker of the broadcast set when the oscillator is tuned past the station being received.
A mblliauumeter, if available, may be placed
in the "11 plus" line leading to the oscilla tor.
If it is tuna toning. short bug out the plates
of the oscillator tuning condenser will cause
the reading of this meter.
at change in
lee

eontittlt,,i from page ::4a)
tuning dials track to that the same setting isa
t

OSCILLATOR
PLATE -GRID
N2.2
R

/

.4

osOLUTOR

A

CONTROL-

GRID
Nó.l

GRIDS

N4.SJi5
GRID
NE.1

SCREEN

D5

Nr.305

RATE
11

FILAMENT

-B-

Fig. 2
Details of the type 1A6 tube.
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One 5-prong wafer socket for Vl;
One 6 -prong wafer socket for V2;
One open circuit jack with insulating bush ing, .1;
One Ant.-Ord. binding post strip;
One power plug and 4 -wire cable;

(hie Iteechargit 2 C. storage cell;
Three 45 V. "W' batteries;
Two aluminum panels, 4 1 7 x 1 /16 -in.;
Two aluminum sub -panels, 4 x 8% x 1 /16 -in.;
One Bakelite detector mounting, 1% x iYa x
h -in. or 3/16 -in.

SCHOOLBOYS'

SET

(Cont ill it. it from page ..I...
Perhaps the first thing to study, if you intend to make this set, is the wiring diagram
shown in Fig. L
The set's main point is the tube which
should be a type 30. This tube draws very
little current from the plate battery and only
.06 -arop, from the 2 V. storage cell.
Tuning is done with a homemade coil, all
the dimensions of which are given in Fig. 2.
Winding this coil is very easy if you will follow the instructions given in the diagram,
anchoring each end of the winding securely
and leaving plenty of spore wire for the connections and for the twisted taps. Remember to bare the ends of the tap wins and
take care not to cut or break the loops ils
this would prevent the set from operating.
Concerning the taps; there are two clips
making contact with them and you will find
that the smallest size "test clips" are line for
this purpose.
What, you may ask, is the object of these
coil taps? They play an important part in
the set's performance. The upper clip shown
in Fig. 1 is used for varying the selectivity
of the tuning circuit by varying the extent to
which the aerial is coupled to the coil. The
lower this clip is placed on the coil, the
sharper will become the tuning. I lowever. if
this is carried too far, the volume of the
music will be reduced.
The Aerial Condenser
You will note, that a further control of
the selectivity may be secured by adjusting
the semi -variable condenser which is connected between the aerial lead and the clip just
mentioned.
Now for the second clip: -You will find
this very useful because it enables you to
change the amount of wire across the tuning
condenser. This will permit you to tune
stations either on high wavelengths or below
the usual broadcast wavelengths.

Detector Action

to bear the small stations, so take care to
make up the small revolving coil mounted on
the rod within the larger coil, very carefully,
It Is this coil that enables the radio frequency current flowing through it to be fed
back into the tuning coil.
'l'he regeneration coil (rotating coil) which
is fully illustrated in Fig. 2, is arranged to
swing inside the tuning coil, at one end, as
shown. The degree of feedback or the regeneration is controlled by the position of
this swinging coil. You will soon find the
position that gives the maximum effect, for
at one point the set will produce a squeal.
showing that the tube is oscillating.
This oscillating or squealing point is of no
use and the object is to reduce the regeneration by slightly swinging back the coil until
the squeal stops. The most sensitive position
of the regeneration coil is just beyond the

oscillation point.
Having made up the coil, you should study
the diagrams shown in Figs. 1 and 3, to see
how the parts are fitted into the cigar box.
When they have been mounted, you can then
undertake the very simple task of wiring the
parts together. Tighten the screws very securely after twisting the wire under the
screw head, and it is best to mark each wire
on the diagram with a colored pencil as soon
as it is inserted so that you will be sure to
include all the wires.

Operating the Set
When the wires have all been tightly fastened in place, you can connect the batteries.
The positive terminals in Fig. 1 marked
"plus" are often red, while the negative terminals are sometime indicated with a black
color.
The set will work very well on an indoor
aerial wire of about 40 ft. but stronger signals will be beard if a longer outdoor aerial
is used.
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PERPETUAL

TESTER No. 1177
THIS finer tester is built for a life -

1 time of service. It has every feature you need to diagnose and remedy
set troubles. Test tubes while operating in the set socket. Tests set circuits
and aligns tuning condensers. Fulfills
every testing requirement in the home
or in the shop. Contains a direct
reading Ohmmeter, Output meter,
A.C. -D.C. Voltmeter and Milliammeter. Meter is 3 %2" in size.
Precision Built
The single meter, when used as either an
A.C. or D.C. Voltmeter has 1000 ohms resistance per volt. Voltage readings are
The D.C. milliampere read15- 150 -750.
ings are 1.5.15 -150. The A.C. milliampere
readings are 15 -150. The direct reading
Ohmmeter, with the easy reading scale, has
red and black figures which make possible
accurate readings from 3 megohms down
to l ohm. All readings are controlled by
a selector switch. Point to point continuity
tests are made with this part of the instrument. The meter is also used for indicating output when set is connected with the
oscillator for aligning condensers and
measuring gain in tube values.
A switch on the oscillator permits its use
for generating either a stabilized modulated or unmodulated signal of constant
level. Extremely accurate scale divisions
cover fractional frequencies on the individually hand made chart from 110 to
1600 KC.

:

The detector tube follows the tuning coil
and condenser. This tube converts the oscillating radio waves into "ate-way" pulsations
which can effect the phones.
We will not bother with this process just
now, but remember that in the plate circuit
of the tube there is still radio frequency current flowing, and we make use of this to increase the strength of the music. This radio
frequency current is passed hack from the
"plate" to the "grid" of the tube, by a process
known as regeneration.
This regem-ra ti.in is at very important part
of the set. Without it. you would not be able
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Net price to dealer in oak case [$26.67

New York, N. Y.
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Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
21 Main

St,

Bluffton, Ohio
Gentlemen:
Send me literature on Triplett No. 1177
Perpetual Tester.

1

Fig. 3
A suggested arrangement of the parts.
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A

more tubes in a single envelope. Individual
tests of each combination of elements can
be made.
In the case of the duo -diode tubes.
such as the 55 , a tow voltage can be applied
to each diode in turn, and the resulting current can be compared with the minimum
values set by the tube manufacturers on these
particular tuiles.

5 -UNIT TESTER

(I'ontinued from pape 331)

Midget Electrolytic
lacements
Reps

FOR POPULAR AC -DC

MIDGETS
CROSI.EY
INTERNATIONAL
CADET
GENERAL ELECTRIC
and many others
Same sizes as original units
Famous Tobe quality
Write for catalog E -1233 listing the
complete line of Tobe replacement
condensers.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN

CORPORATION
Condenser Division

CANTON

MASSACHUSETTS

The chart In Fig. 1, shows at a glance the
interconnected functions of this radio tester.
A IYArsorval type meter serves as the "heart"
of the entire device.
The free reference point system in itself
constitutes n most valuable forward step in
test instrument design.
The fundamental
principle Involved in this system is the connection of each element of the tube to the
contact arm of an individual selector switch,
so that each element of the tube can be
placed in its proper connection in the circuit.
An individual socket is provided for the four.
five, six and Neveu prong tubes. The socket
holes are numbered in accordance with R.M.A.
standard designations. ,111 four sockets have
their corresponding numbered run tacts wired
together and brought mit to convenient terminals to which any ranges of the meter may
be applied for any desired measurements.
The largo multi -point rotary switch connects the A.C. tube tester circuits to the four
molded sockets for tests of all types of tubes
without exception, so that tubes may be tested
either from milts tube sockets or with a
separate A.C. power supply.
Referring to
Fig. 2-A, it will be seen that each grid and
plate connection is nitide through an opening
push buttons switch between n pair of pin
lacks, so that any range of the meter may
he connected for tube test measurements in
any of the tube test circuits and the currents
of both plates of full wane rectifiers and duo diode tubes may be measured. .An automatic
short test saves time, and protection is given
to the meter by paeans of a heavy duty resistor in the plate circuit. A gars test is provided by inserting a high resistance in the
circuit so that the gas current will cause a
change in the grid voltage, readily observable
on the plate milliauumeter. Some of the later
tubes incorporate the functions of two or

A simplified schematic of the analyzer circuit appears in Fig, 2A. The push -button
switches between the pin lacks are normally
closed, The 0,6-ntf, condenser serves the purpose of stabilizing the high -gain stages during analysis. All circuits of the radio tube
sockets lure extended through the analyzer
cable to the four molded sockets and to convenient terminals to which any range of the
meter may be applied for current, potential

and resistance measurements.

Tho- single .01)I -amp. :100 ohm, D.C. meter,
used to interpret all analytical potentials allot

currents, is shown schematically in Fig. 211.
The specific meter functions desired are
selected by a positive action, four -point rotany switch the arms of which connect to
the meter.
The IS potential and current
measuring ranges include six ranges for the
measurement of D.C. potentials, 0-5; 25;
250 ; 501); 1.250
125
six ranges for the
measurement of D.C. milliamperes, 1-5; 25
;
500;
1,250;
125
250:
and six ranges for
the measurement of A.C. potentials, 0
25, 125; 250; 500; l,250. All meter ranges
terminate at pin jacks on the tester panel,
'l'hcy are interpreted on a single evenly divided ari on the meter.
As shown in Fig. 2C, the use of n single
D'Arsonval meter scale is stade possible by a
newly developed A.C. voltmeter circuit. In
;

-5;

I

a full -wave instrument rectifier
used in conjunction with the one mat,
movement of the D.C. meter to form a sensitive AA'. milliauneter, but a departure is
nucale from the older circuits in the use of
ca pacit nr reactance in addition to the usual

this circuit
Is

TUBE TESTER

SET ANALYZER
FREE REFERENCE POINT SYSTEM

Improved

Receiver

fnmel'

12.95

S

ubi. four coils

Verified Worldwide Reception

and

Prom.bni

.sp.

TESTS FROM TUBE

TUBES,

7-PRONG SOCKETS.
ANALYTICAL TEST MAY BE.
MADE DIRECTLY ON THE PANEL
OF THE ANALYZER WITHOUT
REMOVING RADIO CHASSIS
FROM CABINET

SOCKETS

OR

POWER SUPPLY,
INDIVIDUAL TESTS OF TUBES,
SUCH AS '55, ETC.
A C.

Aker

c4

i I. hircd
not evvecd
be.
crackle finish cabinet, hinged cover ready e.
Ilio sour Il or
Si '75
IU[ of RCA or Arcturus
oit
tubes
mabil
0.90
noun lru sl cull for .,fir
tono caul to 11p mfrs
0.90
120 \'. A.C. or en e, Adaptor
1.75

for

ANY

ANO
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS,

A.C. -D.C. S. W.

Send

DOUBLE SETS OF PLAINLY MARKED
PIN JACKS - PUSH BUTTON
SWITCHES NORMALLY CLOSED,
4- PRONG; 5-PRONG; 6 -PRONG AND

FREE REFERENCE POINT SYSTEM
GRID BIAS SHIFT INDICATING
T R A N 5 CO N O U C TA N C E.
GAS TEST, SHORT TEST
CATHODE-HEATER LEAKAGE TEST
BOTH PLATES on ALL RECTIFIER

ALL CURRENT, POTENTIAL

Prizewinner

;

ANALYZER PLUG, CABLE
ANO

TUBE TEST

TRANSFORMER

ADAPTERS,

full partleulars

-SIAN R :11)IO CORP.

83R CORTLANDT STREET

NEW YORK CITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY LOUD
SPEAKER
I2Ticivnt. Precision -built dynamic
unit to lover audio band from
to 12.11011 ,orles.
Spey ially
pled horn included with unit.
Perfect for wide -nage reproduction. l'an he used with large horn
or
speakers and filter listed
:10011
.1, -1

below.

List $25.00
ling transformer. for
amplifier output.. Cast

coupling

case

.001- AMP.

-300

and

transformer.

/1.25 /12.5 MF
FILTERED DC POTENTIAL
OF 250 VOLTS FROM
TUBE TEST TRANSFORMER
FOR CAPACITOR LEAKAGE
TESTS
EVENLY DIVIDED SCALE

D'ARSO N'VAL
MOVEMENT

SETS OF PLAINLY
MARKED PIN JACKS.

FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER.

OSCILLATOR
ELEVEN FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES : 130, 172.5 , 175.
177.5, 180, 262.5. 456. 472.5,
600, 1400 AND 1,875 KILOCYCLES.

FUSE PROTECTION FROM
SHORTED CONDENSERS.

- OHMMETER

-POINT ROTARY SWITCH STRONG.
HARMONICS GENERATED ON THE
80; 40-AND 20-METER. BANDS
FOR SHORT -WAVE RADIO

RANGES:
0/1000 /10,000 /100,000 OHMS
ADDITIONAL RANGE O/1 MEG.
AVAILABLE THROUGH USE OF
EXTERNAL 45 VOLT BATTERY.
ZERO RESISTANCE INDICATED
BY FULL SCALE DEFLECTION
OF METER..

ADJUSTMENTS. OSCILLATOR
MAY BE OPERATED

EITHER.

-

CAPACITY TESTS
RANGES:
O/O.125

OHM D.0

I1

Special high and low pess filter with coup-

aluminum

A C.- D.C.
(UNIVERSAL) METER

EXTERNAL TESTS
ALL TESTS ORDINARILY
MADE THROUGH ANALYZER
PLUG ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE DOUBLE

ON

A C OR D C
POWER. SUPPLY

List $25.00
Write Dept.

RC -12

for Data

RACON ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
52 East 19th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Fig.
The

versatility of the

5

-unit tester

1
is

indicated in the above chart.
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multipliers for range separation. Referring
to the diagram, this shows the meter, an
A.C.-D.C. changeover switch, included as a
part of the four -position rotary switch, and
two voltage ranges. l'oint 12 is common
for both A.C. and D.C. Point 18 is the first
range and point 1 is the second range. To
read a D.C. potential of a value less than
full scale on the first range, contacts 12 and
18 would be used and the switch would be
thrown to the right. The D.C. potential,
Inning blocked out of the rectifier by capacitor
17 would pass through the multiplier 3 and
through the meter. Similarly, a D.C. potential on the second range would, since it could
not pass capacitors 19 and 17, be forced to
take the pat h through multipliers 2 and 3
and so on through the meter. Thus, for D.C.
measurements, the meter functions as a nominal 101)0 ohms- per -volt instrument and any
A.C. potential applied to it would produce no
meter reading. To read au :1.C. potential,
the switch 5, is thrown to the left ; an applied
A.C. potential would then cause a current to
pass through capacitor 17 and to be rectified
by the full -wave rectifier, 13, 20, 16, 21,
before entering the meter. The value of the
capacitor 17 Is so ebast-tl that its reactance
at the frequency fier which the instrument Is
calibrated, e biued with the resistance of
the rectifier unit itself, constitutes the multiplier for the first range and since the two
are combined vectorlally, the total impedance
of the circuit Is made up almost entirely by
the capacitor reactance. hence the unavoidable changes ln rectifier resistance with varying magnitudes of current, become negligible
in the calculation of the total impedance
and an evenly divided meter scale is made

-A

complete Portable Public
Address System, including the famous VELOCITY MICROPHONE, a high grade Class B
20 watt amplifier, and two modern dynamic
loudspeakers
selfcontained in one convenient carrying case. Operates on 110 volt
AC and is designed to faithfully reenforce
speech and music. Has provision for electric
phonograph input.

TYPE PG -62

-all

4--

TYPE PG -63 -A smaller and lighter design
including close

talking carbon

microphone,

Class B 6 watt amplifier and dynamic loud speaker-all self- contained in one convenient
carrying case. Operates on 110 volt AC and
is designed to reenforce speech and music,
and has provision for electric phonograph

input.

A full line of high quality sound reenforcing equipment is available for permanent installations.

Surveys and estimates furnished on request

and without obligation.
Write for descriptive literature.
ANYTHING IN SOUND REPRODUCTION

R C

A

VICTOR COMPANY INC.

"Radio Headquarters"

CAMDEN, N. J.

NEADQUARTEFtS

Figure 2D shows the entire A.C.-D.C. volt nteter and capacity meter circuits of the
lester. The D.C. network is in heavy lines
and the A.C. network of which the capacity
meter Is a part, is shown in dotted Rues. Due
to the even seule distribution of the now
A.C. circuit used, the capacity meter reduces
to a simple A.C. milliameter shunt, which is
thrown across the meter when the capacity
switch is closed.
Three ranges are provided by the ohm1,000; 10.000;
meter, shown in Pig. 2E,
100,000 ohms. The additional range 0 --1
ales. is obtained by using an external 9.. -V.
battery. The circuit shown is accurate and
siagde, It is a combination of shunt and
series resistors with the unknown resistor
inserted in series with the network.

F017/
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
BUYD/RECTfofiM,4NUFAClURE/Pd^dSAVEB/G MONEY!
Portable-Completely Sell Contained-10 Watt 4 Stage P.A. Amplifier System
A. C. or from both.
TTnused within hen rases whlrh "INTERLOCK" or NEST. one upon the ou hrr.
t'nnnlug an eadly transported and mJlird ,5stetn. Includes a 4 Stage Class "B"
10 Watt Amplifier. 6 Volt Motor Generator. 110 Volt A.C. Power Pack. 6 Volt
Phono Motor with 110 Volt A.C. Adaptation. 6 Volt ..P.A. Auditorium" Wright De
INPUTCoster Dynamic Speaker with 110 Volt A.C. Field Exciter. Removable
MIXER-FADER" Control Box. Phono -Pickup, Double Bouton "Mike' and stand.

Operates from choice of 6 Volt storage battery or ¡rom 110 Volt

0-

Write for Attractive Low Prices and Further Details.

Victor Push'PuU 245 Amplifier

ÁSTVUA UEc

Excellent For All Microphone. Phono -Pickup
And Radio Tuner Amplification Applications.
teuton
Amplifier Nicol for "Pull Sr.. m +')
nuluy, 1-220_ 2.245.1-2.0: Standard Modal ,:., -re. 2245.1, -250
Entonner] .irh an
t for 7-15 ohm voir, COila. and
n u ,l-ailt rao.f.a
PI
Furnish., Ir. C. Fiel.) eurrent to . 2500 ohm 110
Yak U.C. irYnalnie Speaker, 114^
and tar of two A. F... e..
n ri:.
.
vuSwm
Jdnl kit:
e
nit' and
pickup.

A COMPACT P.A. SYSTEM

n.f..r.

t

i

palle 349)

Iwdy wa

.ra u.4 wrl, r,d....na

greater placer output thon with similar tubes
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WEST

17711

STREET

CONDENSERS

highest quality for lowest cost

Every Type of
Dry Electrolytic
and Wax Paler
Condenser
All Capacities
and Voilages

drop.

Power Supply
The power transformer l "l', possesses true
(lasso It voltage regulat loo and has the follow
37,0 V. A.C.. IIl) mils:
III;; specilications:
1.1.
anal..: 6.3 V. A.C 3 11ps.
2.:t
t_no
A conventional rinss It choke l'h
uinns) is used in addition to the other Iwo
amplifier
l'h
2
within
the
chokes (Ch 1 and
chassis proper) to absolutely eliminate
traces of A.C, ripple. 'lie roefilted output
and filament supply are brought out to a
L prong female socket PS 2, shown in Fig. 2A.
110 V. A.C.

-

To fill every Serviceman's

requirements

:111

ú

.

CONDENSERS
389.409

Wales Ave.

N. Y.

City

SPtASta
SET OF $I69

TUBES
MATCHED
DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

95
c

NEW YORK,N.Y.

Try this FORMULA
oltmLeter

wly

tr th,
tl+AAI
+ It
m

I.t'

tIUIE
Pwwit

When Q erial. QUALITY and A eunal. ACCtfRA(-1
\I11 eoual MODERN DESIGN and LC eauaL.
t1 IFT and L.1.aT (fINT then IRW Wy It ir always PRE, INIUN WI RE WOUND RESISTORS.

RESISTANCE RANCE:

.26

Ohm to

1

Megohm

TYPE-P.

TYPE 'D"

Narnal 'Lat-

Normal Rat-

ins

1

Watt'

Maximum
Length 1"

AI

!lia ln
eóur
I.eugtJ. tof
I<mi.
Furnished
I

with N... la

CONCOURSE

The Motor -Generator

rd.

Tuais

fir

RADIO -CORP.

Tinned
Coer

Send in your request for our complete
descriptive catalogue

No filter system is required with this generator as long as no radio tuner is used in

for

110 unit

CONCOURSE -

The flltor system (composed

of two chokes l'h 1. Ch 2 and a 24 mf. clecIrolyllc condenser block C7, ('S and t'91 is
built upon the amplifier chassis proper for
the reason that it Is useful, regardless of
what type of power supply Is employed. The
actions are brought
plate and filament c
out to a recessed b prong male plug Pl. Note
that all filament connections should be made
with No. 12 wire, to avow excessive voltage

RADIO -CRAFT

uósr..na.lurnidad.

COAST-To- COAST-

of 6.3 V. filament design. The use of only
ono audio driver transformer :Ind two resist Duce coupled A.F. stages osso tes maximum
lidel ity that comparus fa WUrably with class

conjunction with this amplifier system. It
is important to employ at least No. 12 gauge
conductors between the storage battery and

_W

95
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®

't`O'

i

k

I

1

reproduction.

RA

Photophone Division

possible.

A

EQUIPMENTS!

ADDRESS

PUBLIC

PORTABLE

Leeds.

joie tu

Watt

Maximum
Length
Maxi ni um
Diameter

Length of
Lead. 1.4"
F n rn i.hed
with No. IS
Ti
eti
tonner
Leads.

Free Booklets and Price List

Precision Custom Built Wire Wound
Resistors, Mfg. by

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
334

Badger Ave.

Newark,

N.
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avoid harmful voltage drop. The high voltage
line is fused by employing a 0 V. mazda pilot
lamp. The 0 V. input and output connections are brought ouf to a 5 )rung female

I

STEWART -WARNER
FACTORY CO- OPERATION

socket PS 3 (Fig.

FOR SERVICE MEN

single -pole double -throw switch Sw2 (Fig.
2C) is employed to provide optional operation
of the phono motor from either the 0 V.
storage battery or from the phono motor
A.C. power supply unit.
An A.C. step -down transformer I"1'2. shown
in Fig. 2C, supplies 13 V. A.C. at :t amps. to
a copper oxide rectifier, COItI, which produces 0 V. A.C., at loads up ta 2tf amps. A
dummy load resistor (11121, 7% ohms, 0 W.
in conjunction with it 1500 elf.. 15 V. electrolytic condenser. ('10. mainte ins at constant
voltage output. and accordingly insures constant speed of the phono motor, regardless
of power line voltage fluctuations. The output (PCS) of this device is connected to the
phono motor proper through switch Sw_
valid' is located on the phono motor mounting board (Fig. 11). Another switch Swl,
also located on this board, is used to completely disconnect this phono motor supply
device from the 110 V. A.C. power line.

Service Department

STEWART -WARNER CORP.
1826 Diversey Parkway - . Chicago

TUBES

at
BARGAIN PRICES
All

tubes are lt.
A. l.i. vine l and :ire Guaranteed for
Dealers and s nt/
men let u
show you how
ryal Increase your profita on tubes sales.
Our tubes
Intruse the quality and tone of any set.
I

days.

90

y

u

will

e

Typa Pries Type Price
2111A

.27
.27
.20
.20
.20
.45
.45
.45
.45
.40
.50
.50
.65
.65

226
2

215
171A
2811

221A
235

251
24
112

230
231
232
233

236
237
2354

230

4I

42
43
44

46
48
40
55
50
57

65

.50
.40

.45
.50
.50
.50
.75
.50
.50
1.75
.65
.50
.15
.45

c

Pelee Typa Psi
.45 125M
.55
.59
.55
4111
1.10
75
.65
403
1.2S
77
.60
4545
.50
754
.50
182
.55
70
.75
1543
.65
2541
1.10
1.25
210
542
.40
250
1.10
54:3
.45 2A7
.75
84
.65 2117
.55
85
.S0
6A7
.75
549
.55 6117
.55
N!19
.45 25'2,5
.65
V99
.45
2A5
.i5
222
.05

Ty5s

Radio Tube Exchange of America
New York, N. Y.

POSTAI. "INTERNATIONAL"
A communication type 9 tube
professional
elver especially
designed for r the u sieur and
short wave fan. T. IIt. F. pre-

.

nsitir lty and select lutte friut
20.000 k.c. For (hase gums and advanced short
wale enthusiasts who prefer the best In short wan
I POSTAL RADIO CORP., 135K Liberty St.. N. Y.
IPlease .send me FREE diagram, special offer and
circular on the INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL. I

N:tylE
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I
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I
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SPEAKER SYSTEM
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udrophone,
transformer. colutoc control
an
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uc tenth 15

424 Warren
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fl. of lord for

Ice(liti
Not
novelty
toy, but a
val microone and trnusfurmrr combination that glees real
results. Now reduced to
57.50 List.
¡Standard
IlbemuusI
UNIVERSAL
Microphone Co.. Ltd.
Inglewood, Calif.. U. S. A.
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Power Pack

Convenient Connection Socket
Arrangement
will he observed that all the necessary

connections to power supply traits are made
to the mall. aliti (Pilaus plugs and sockets.
conveniently located on one of the amplifier
section sides. .\ short connection plug
Fig. (') having a 5 prong female socket at
the other, enables you to adapt this amplifier
to either 0 V. L.C., or 110 V. A.C. operation.
For 0 V. operation, the female end of this
r1' plug Is inserted into P 1 Wig. .\ I, and
(1... other end (male plugs is inserted into

PS 3,

For 110 V. .\.(', use, this male plug is
removed from I'S 3 and inserted instead into
l'S 2 . . . that is all there is to
Ping
PS 4 is a recessed male plug (polarized) and
is used for the connection of the O V. supply
brought to the unit by a female polarized
plug. Male plug I'S 5 is also recessed non I« litrized) and provides 1 111 V. A.C. power
line distribution. The female socket l'S 7 is
coo netted by a shielded coed act or to RI' 1
(grid) and It P 2 (ground) input of the amplifier proper
is Into this socket I PS 7)
that the output of the remote control input
Mixer box is ptu,.,.ed.
Into PS 8 female
socket, there is inserted a mule plug which

ill

-it

lioiugt

on power transformer (350 -:17.0
V., 80 Ina., for class It regulation: 21/2 V.,
:: amps C. T.; 0.3 V. 3 amps.). 1T1;
One Remington filter choke (15 lq., 201)
ohms, NO ma. I, }'113;
I

lase

(Ille

1 amp.
fuse;
une lynch % 'neg. metallized

1

W. resistor,

1111

(oast- tu -t'oa st chassis,

One

It.tut o- CiLtF^r on page 2s2. to which you are
referred. Briefly. It makes possible the mixing, blending, solver-imposition and fading
(as well as individual volume and tone coi trot, of any one of the following three input
signals: phono pickup: microphanae radio
tuner. It enables you to make speeches and
at the same time bave n back ground of
music being produced from records. .tli the
connections to this device are conveniently
and quickly made un the rear panel.

I

RADIO-CORPORATION.

COAST-TO-COAST125RWr TirtFSTa[LT

In

sistor, RIO;

Two 5 ml 31 V. electrolytic t tensors, t'I,
1:5;
une 2 inf. 500 V. electrolytic condenser. C2:
Two .1(2 10f.:1(10 V. tubular paper condense;..
C: t'4 ;
One I0 nit 75 V. elect roly t le condenser, l'6;
tae aline S lid.: 041 V. electrolytic condense:.
('T, CS, Cil;
One .\erovox .000 mf. mica condenser, ('IO;
Two Remington titter chokes (500 ohm, 15
by., 35 nia., Chl, Cb2;

12 X _

ills. high.

u

drilled,

Speaker Exciter
out ILwingtou power transformer
amps.
1.1'3;
One Ling mf. electrolytic

:

out of any Radio Set having a phonograph connection
MODEL ORXF
consists

1

For satisfactory perfornuuue, a ('ono or
"mike" input transformer should never be
contained within an atigdffhr, to avoid In(Ineed hum or ripple pickup.
For this all important reason, the input On titi fo ralels Sund
their respective controls are housed in an
external metal case. This completely shielded
unit can be operated at a distance from the
amplifier, and can be removed from the
speaker case in n 'jiffy." by virtue of u
bracket arrangement. This device was completely described in the November Issue of

1500

117;

113,

one lynch 25,000 ohm metallized
W. resistor. 114 ;
Three Lynch t/a -meg. mein Ilfred 1 W. reslstors, 115, It1. I(10;
One Lynch 10,000 ohm metallized 1 5V. resistor, 110;
One Lynch 1,000 alun metallized 1 W. reelstor, ILU
One Lynch 0.5 ohm wire wound 5

The Input "Mixer- Fader" Control Box

selector at stage,
instantaneous
baud spread with new draw
coils, heterodyne oscIlbdor for
c.w. reception, automatic phone
jack and electron coupled oscillator.
Image frequencies (repeat spots l eliminated. unusual

I

('oast -to-Coast chassis, drilled 12 x 4!¡
2% ins. high;
Remington class It input transformer, 'l'1
ll'uti ngtrrn ria ss P, output Ma nsforuler,'l'2:
lynch t%nu'g. metallized 1 W. resistor. It :
i.yneli 5,000 ohm metallized 1 W. resistor, 112:
Two lynch .I -meg. metallized 1 \V, resistors,
One
z
One
One
One
One

Dynamic Speaker Exciter

orden.

I

LIST OF PARTS

Amplifier

The dynamic speaker field supply unit
shown in Fig. 21 is only employed when it is
desired to operate the 6 V. L.C. dynamic
speaker from 110 V. A.C. Lines. It is identical to the 141 0110 motor current supply, differing only in that the rectified output is
brought out to a female outlet PS6. Tite
dynamic speaker field is connected tu a conventional male
lug which In turn is
plugged into this socket IP:461 whenever 110
V. A.C. operation is desired.

No arder accepted for less han $3.00. Order from this
ade
All Dace, F. O. B. factory. 20% deposit with all

60 Washington St.

28).

Phono. Motor Assembly
The phono motor unit consists of a single
or dual speed (33 -1/:1 and 78 ILI'.M.I phono
motor that draws only 1% amps! It is governor controlled for speed regulation.
A

Service meetings will be held all over the
country by special factory radio field engineers.
Complete diagram talk on new as
well as old Stewart -Warner circuits will show
you the easy way to service Stewart Warner
radio sets. Service manuals on all new Home
and Auto Seta will be given free.
For time and Place of meeting, write

DIAMOND

carries the phono pickup leads to the input
mixer control box- obviously the phono pickup should be connected to this socket (PS 8).
The three remaining female sockets on the
bottom, FS 1, FS 2, FS 3, are for the speaker
connections (voice coil or monitor leads).
It is impossible to plug the wrong plug into
any terminal other than the one for which
it is intended -making this system foal- proof,
In the hands of any non- skilled operator!
Complete kits or factory wired models of
this highly efficient P.A. System are obtainable. The author will be pleased to answer
all inquiries relative to this system.

1'1
I

(13 V.,

::

condenser, IS V.,

1 ;

_+_.
r

.

\op. copper oxide rectifier, ('171!:

Une I'on-/t -1 o- .'oast
z
ins. high;

drilled chassis

1111('

ne1.1.--- :11'V

a

Ill:;:

ohm 0 \V. wire -wound resistor.

ne 7

une

x

41/2

--minima of

0ÿd x

4'_

hardware;

Phono. Motor Current Supply
'to. IGmliuglm l potter transformer (13
:i amps.., "1'2:
One 13011 ni f, eleo t rolyt is condenser, I5
I

1

1'lo:

one

7

ne

_

une

n

I

V.,

ohm 6 \V. wire -wound resistor. Ill _;
atop. copper otitis rectifier. ('1)IRI ;
-ernm'nt of necessary hardware;

Additional Equipment
One ('.lost -tas -('oast 6 \ -. L.C. generator;
One ('oast -tas -('oust 0 V. phono motor;
One 12 in. diameter 0 V. dynamic speaker;

one dual spccd photo) pickup:
one ('oast- to- t'nast double button mieruphone
and stand:
one ('o:1st- tic -t e.-Ist input "Mixer fader" con-

trol box;

'l'wa Coast -tas -Toast 9ltr1a1 portable interlocking en rryl ng cases;
Two ltd',.\, 50 tubes;
One R.C.A. vg tube:
One it.('..1. 5:1 tube:
One It('..A. lit tube;
One assortment of extension cables, connecting plugs and hardware.
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A VELOCITY "MIKE"
(Continued from page 320)
which is amplified by the pre -amplifier to such
an extent that it can be used to furnish the
Input to any standard power amplifier.
Due to its inherently simplicity, a velocity
microphone may be constructed quite readily
by the amateur or home set builder, provided
suitable material is at hand.
A velocity microphone kit has been made
available for this purpose, which can be assembled by a novice in less than an hour.
This kit is illustrated in Fig. A. It consists
essentially of two permanent magnets, two
magnet retainers, two "T" pole pieces, two
ba kelite yokes, a corrugated aluminum alloy
ribbon having a thickness of .0001:5 -In. and
a width of 3/16 -In., two ribbon clamps, fastening screws, soldering lugs and other hardware.
Figure lA and It shows a front view and a
sectional side view of the various parts after
they have been assembled. an enlarged view
of the ribbon assembly is shown in Fig. 1C.
The method of assembling this microphone
is perfectly straightforward. The first step is
to slide the two permanent magnets into the
magnet retainers, taking care to match their
poles, N to N and S to S. The magnets
should be separated )fist far enough to allow
the 1O-:12 screws to pass between them.
One of the two "1"' pole pieces is than
placed within this assembly and is fastened
to one side of the magnets with two 10 -::2
screws. The other '1"' pole piece is plant
on the other std, and fastened with the other
two 10 -32 screws. The four screws should
not be tightened before nuking sure that the
two magnets are as close together as the
thickness of the 10.32 screws will allow.
The next step is to place one of the Bakelite yokes, with the bevelled edge down across
one end of the "T" pule pieces, fastening it
with two of the 4 -:16 screws. The other bake lite yoke is similarly fastened at the other
end of the "t' pole pieces.
The four 10--32 screws are then loosened
and the two permanent magnets are removed
by sliding them out. first however, making a
pencil mark on than. so that they can be replaced in exactly the sane position. This operation is recommended been use it makes the
assembly of the ribbon much easier. however, those who are especially deft with their
lingers, can proceed without removing the
magnets.
The utmost care should be exercised in
handling the corrugated ribbon. This is for
heart of the microphone and once it is
stretched beyond its elastic limit it betannes
worthless. The ribbon must first of all be
removed from its cardboard holder and its
ends straightened out. Then the ."1"' pule
piece assembly is turned over so that the
bakcl i ie yokes are underneath (facing the
work bench). One of the holes of the ribbon
shuultl then be placed very gently over the
center hole of one of the bakeii to yokes. The
point. of a pencil should he inserted through
it and the unused end of the ribbon should be
tucked under. The pencil is removed and the
ribbon centered within the pole pieces by sliding it to the right or to the left. One of the
ribbon clamps is then placed over the end of
the ribbon as shown in the side view of Fig.
1. This is fastened to the bakclite yoke with
one short 4 -36 screw.
The loose end of the ribbon should then be
grasped and pulled very rot, full,, trill it the
hole exactly corresponds with the threaded
hole in the center of the baahelit. yid:e. I n-

'
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Fig. 3
the ribbon mike.

A pre -amplifier for

x1011111 the ribbon be
stretched beyond this point.
once again. the point of a pencil Is Inserted through the ribbon hole Into the bake
Ilte yoke, the unused portion of the ribbon
being tucked under. In order to make sure
that the ribbon is in the center of the spare
between the two "T" pole Moves. it is necessary to look through the assembly at n source
of light or at a piece of white paper. The
light should pass between the ribbon edges
and to the pole pieces. When properly- handled. the ribbon should be parallel with the
edges of the pule pieces. Once the ribbon is
eenr'nllzed. the second ribbon clamp should be
put in place and secured the same tray as the
first one.
The assembly is now turned over and a
s, Uteri ng hag is inserted over each of the two
short screws which were placed in the bake lite yoke. These are set-need with "M.0171"
nuts. The two permanent magnets are replaced In their original positions (N to N and
S to S) anti re- fastened to the two magnet
retainers. 'l'h is completes the assembly and
the veltelty microphone Is now ready- for
testing. The test for a short circuit is made
bet wren one soldering lug and a pole piece.
using 1111 V. with a lamp in series to burn
out any- high resistance short. If the test
slows clear, the microphone is ready for use.
If nut. the short circuit must be located and
cleared.
Figure 2.\ shows the method of connecting
micropl
to a pre- amplifier lothe ribl
cated several hundred feet away, and constructed as an Integral part of the power
amplifier. Two coupling transformers are
necessary. When the pre -amplifier is close
to the microphone. the method shown in Fig.
21t is employed. It will be noted that a different type of coupling transformer taust be

der no circa in al oneeR
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-
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used.

Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of
two -stage pre- nmplitter suitable for use with
the ribbon microphone. Either 30 type or
804 type tubes may be used.
The carves in Fig. 4 show the output level
and frequency response of the velocity microphone in comparison with three other types.
It can readily be seen that the velocity microphone has a far better frequency response
than any of the other types. The frequency
response of the velocity microphone is devoid
of resonance peaks and its curve is remarkn

ably- fiat

up to

12.000 cycles per second,

IIlcrcafter It curves very gradually until it

-
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Fig. 2
Connections of the mike to the pre -amplifier.
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three volumes of this library cover the entire
THF
t field of building/ repairing and "trouble- shoot-

lag" un utudeni radio receivers. The Library is
up -to -the- minute in every respect and is based on
the Very latest developments in the design and
manufacture of tqu ipmtnt.
The rapidly -growing
interest in short -wave and television reception is
complete
section which
thoroughly covered in a
deals with the construction of this type of
:ii

l,ar
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us.

Radio

Construction
Library
I

INCLUDING SHORT -WAVE AND
TELEVISION RECEIVERS
AND AUTO RADIO
By JAMES A. MOYER and
JOHN F. WOSTREL

Faculty, University Extension, Massuhuseth
Department of Education
Three Volumes -1087 Pages, 6
605
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Illustrations

VOLUME I: presents the fundamental prtnrlples of radio
eu clearly and .itnply that anyone of average training
will be able to read. understand and apply them. It gives
actual uorkbig draw logs and list of materials for the
construction of many typical sets.
VOLUME 11: Newly revised edition, fully discusses all of
the elementary- principles of radio construction and repair.
An explanation of the necessary steps for "trouble -Shout.
Ina." repairing. servicing and constructing radio sets
successfully. Pr:uibml data is also given on auto radio.
midget sets. radio -noise meters, anamnatio volume. tone
unplete
and static control. etc.. This volume Includes
instructions for the ronstruetion and operation of shortwave and television recelhers.
VOLUME Ill: corers the essential principles underlying
n tubes In as non -technical a manthe operation of sa
ner as is tonuittent t with accuracy. It discusses the construction. action. reactivation. testing and use of taoon
tubes: and an inrreaz ng section is devoted to remote control
of industrial pox es,<; and precision measurements.
EXAMINE these books for IO days FREE
This Library Io not only a thorough home-study course,
but a handy means of reference for the more experienced
radio experimenter. repair man. and radio shop- owner.
To these net as writ as to those win desire tu advance
in the radio profes-ion. this offer of a 10 days' Free
Examination is made.
Simply slip, fill in, and mail this coupon
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APPLY

reaches its upper frequency limit. Incidentally, the velocity microphone has a frequency
range from 30 to 16.000 cycles per second
an obv iotas impossibil i l y in any microphone

-

technical data in the new Ham.
marlund Catalog "34" and improve
your radio construction work.
For FREE COPY, write Dept. RC -11.
Ask also for information on COMET
"PRO"
the world's most efficient
short -wave superheterodyne.

depending upon a1 stretched din gh vagm. While
it is true that the velocity microphone has
an output (about -98 db.I lower than that
of other types, still, no more Ilion two stages
of amplification are necessary to attain the

-
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sands of sets were sold.
ity this it
same sets require i r l l a and with
right in your
community, you
a

;o to-

it spring mounting.
Velocity 11diq'ophnnes respond only to
sounds directly in front of them -that is over
a 100 degree arc.
This eliminates the possibility of "feed back" troubles 111111 also intakes
the instrument suitable for many classes of
work where Pertain objectionable external
sounds must be excluded. Talking mot deco picture work is an excellent example of this
k iud.
The velocity tnierophont' requires no polarizing or exciting voltage. It may he used at
a distance of rq, to 250 ft. away from the
pre -n mplitier without tadditiona l pre-amplification.
The velocity microphone illustrated has tut
output level of -1)S db. These instrument,
are more rugged than any of the other types
of microphones. '1'liey Will stn nd all kinds
of shocks 111111 rough treatment and are not
affected by climatic or atmospheric conditions
as In the ease of certain other types.
Due
to these special advantages, velocity microphones are especially desirable for use in connection with mobile and portable P.A. sys-

rs T
r EBU/

pQNn

YOUR

necessary sound level.
In addition to its splendid frequency response. there are many reasons why the amt,
tear should coil St ['tact and own a velocity microphone.
This superior instrument can be
built up for less than the cost of an ordinary'
"mike. It is impossible for the velocity
microphone to "peck," and there cannot be
any "hiss" or "background noise." The velocity microphone is not sensitive tO mechanical vibrations and hence it does not require
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Complete Directory
old'
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Full Installation and

tems.

Although sonic' experimenters may desire
to construct one of these "mikes" by hand,
very little is to he gained by this, berinse
of the feet that the Bruno Superior Ribbon
microphone Kit. upon which this article is
based. is available at a nominal cost.
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Outside the store,

able output.
n dynamic
speaker ea ti lie concealed. Some experimenting will have to Ii,' done as to the high notes.
since not all speakers will respou11 to the
extremely high notes of eat tut ry birds. The
proprietor of the store is Ilion told that he
will get a tremendous aft ract ion by having
one of his best o:innry lairds sing all per
the block. To accomplish this. one of the
store's host hh'tlS is then put in the cage, and
the singing effect is produced outside of the
store.
Unless the sounds are entirely too
1111111, So that
they will annoy the neighbors,
they will usually not object to the sound of
canaries whistling in the street.
.mother ariation is to h;n'c another bird
cut ge hanging nut side the store. eith n Singing canary and a Baldwin unit Installed in it.
This end is conneetel also to the master
bird's cage. and through an amplifier. It will
be found that the Baldwin unit can stand
quite n good bit of overload; and the music
which will 15511e from the Si 'eet bird's time
will be loud enough to attract passersby;
who will w ter how a canary can possibly
sing so loud not being informed, of course,
that it is really at second canary. e11ncc:I led
inside the store. who Is doing the actual

singing.
While primarily, Owners of bird

n

nil animal

shops will be Interested in such an amplifying schpnu. there Is no rcasem why radio
shops and other stores, for that matter,
cannot use the same scheme to arouse at-

tention.
In most cases It will be found a good investment as a novel advertising device. to
interest passersby who will wonder how it is
done. It is then up to the merchant, liy his
window display to get the customers into his
store.

Every man connected In any way with the Brun,, Irre ainn rudi0 business will stunt
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copy of ,Im
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trouble shooting hints o ail 193:11 and many older model
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This Manual contains a "golds
wine of Information.
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REMOTE CONTROL
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(Centi rated JI'Oi,t pu ye

the receiver may be tuned and controlled
from any desired remote point or points.
merely by pressing push -buttons. The dent, c
turns the set ON or OFF, accurately tunes in
any one of the six pre- selected stations, and
\la nulli
increases or decreases the col unit'.
tuning, other than necessary for the original
setting of the selector buttons is entirely
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

YEARS ESTABLISHED, SELLING
to specialists all over Spain, solicits offers for

FIRM,

8

radio sets, popular types. Churruca Y Salaverria,
Eibar, (Spain).
POWER SUPPLIES
A.C. POWER, less than $5.00. Build a 3011 -watt,
110 -volt, 60- cycle, publie address or light generator. Complete plans $1.00. . \.C. l'ower. P. O.
Box 382, Vincennes, Italiana.

RADIO
RADIO PARTS -WE CARRY E\'ER\"fMMING
for receiving and transmitting. Wedel Company,
Inc., Wholesale. Seattle, Washington.

RADIO TALENT
UN DISCOVEREI RADIO TALENT WILL
given encouragement, opportunity and management. Microphone and cabaret audience provided
free at 11 West 51st Street, in Radio City, Nellie
Edwards, New York, N. Y.
BE
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SEXOLOGY. Inr.uuot educatteint sex magantne. Is
written In simple language and ran be read by
It is instructive, enevery member of the faintly.
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Men. Painful Menstruation, The Church and Sex. Sex
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Get a only of SEXOLOGY on any newsstand. or.

send 25e In stamps
If your dealer ca ^.nut stump')
for a ropy of th,, current Is-tie.
SEXOLOGY 2517 West Broadway New York, N. Y.
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eliminated.
This remote -control outfit is made by the
\\'estinghouse Electric and Mfg. 1 (smpany.
Referring to Fig. 1.\ we see the normal
it will be
of the motor armature.
post '
noted that a spring holds the armature SO
that the gear nt one end Is meshed with the
volume -control gears. At 18 V., the voltage
used for volume- control operation. the gears
remain in this position and the operation of
When the
the volume control Is secured,
pored of the motor is increased, by operating
it at 23 V., this voltage being used when the
selector buttons rire pressed. The end thrust
of the armature Clt tise3 it to more laterally,
thereby disengaging the gear nt the volume.
control end and engaging the gear at the station-selector end. This is shown in Fig. llt.
The spring at the end of the armature always
cnuseS it to return to the volwne- control position when the current is OFF at the motor.
\- Ih1s action takes place with the motor
grating In either direction, controlling the
"Page at which the motor is operated de.
Iermiues its (unction. :s Ou ohm resistor i-placed in each motor circuit controlling tfie
volume. to reduce the voltage from 2:; to 18 V.
.

Build the 1934
DENTON ULTRAMODERN SUPER -HET
it year for a factory -built
containing today's wonderful advances ins radio
can
have them all -right
engineering, when you
now-in Clifford i". Denton's 1934 Ultra -Modern

Why wait six months or
met

Super.
This carefully engineered custom -built receiver.
which has been developed over a period of four
improved by the addition of
3-s'are, has again been
up -to- the-minute engineering features plus the latest and most efficient tubes.

A FEW FEATURES
hoorayed Automatic Vol.

o Contact Cl rrult
New l 2.t7 Tobe Cl:usbinIng Oscillator and First

Selectivity

Remarkable
and

sensitivity

Smash Operation
(treat stability

Dish Ealaienry

Detector
Tuning Meter
New- 2A6 Staled detector
Silent Tuning Switch
Band fass In put -Nine
Tuning Circuits

Enormous volume

If

Re-

quired
Provision for Phono Pickup

(lualtt

Superb Tone

ALL PARTS FOR THE 1934 ULTRA-

MODERN SUPER IN STOCK-PARTS
MAY BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY
OR AS A COMPLETE KIT

s

COMPLETE KIT INCLUDES
I-.00035 lard. Peur Gang Tuning Condenser, No $2.06
O554

The Selector Controls
The proper direction of operation and the
stopping of the motor for selection of is desired station is controlled by it series of drums
and contactors. Figure It' shows a schematic
diagram of the nu itor and Its adjacent circuits. The drums hold the contactors in the
proper position so that when al particular
selector button its depressed the motor will
turn in the right direction. When the contactor is at the point of the drum where It is
half -way between each contact, the motor
stops. This Is ISO degrees from the hole and
is used to set the drum for a jtaut linlar sta-

tio.

'nl'ho setting of the drums is stade by the
pins on the front panel. These are designated as umlaut: buttons." The selector butOm is pressed and the dram is moved by the
motor until the corresponding contactor is
Midway helsvecn the contacts, '1'114. setting
pin will now fall into the hole in the drum,
if the setting lout ton is depressed. (See Fig.
2.1
lev holding the pin firmly in the hole.
the desired station Is accurately tuned in by
means of the manual station selector knob;
or simply by manually rotating the ganged
tuning condensers by firmly- grasping the rotor plates. When the desired station Is thus
tittle(' ill, the pin Is released, 'l'herenftw'.
pressing the corresponding selector button will
always bring the drum back to the position
for which it was set.
A common lead is used for the pilot lamp
and the selector luttons in the remote control lax. In this way. when it selector button
üt the box Is pressed. the current through the
common lead Is increased and hence the soltage drop in the lend is increased. The result
is that while the motor is running, the piller
light becomes very dint. As soon as the nus.
for stops, the lamp flashes bright. thus indicating that the desired station is tuned in.
If the station is then not heard, it is simply
necessary to press the 'This" volume control
buttent, releasing it when the desired output
level is obtained.
'rho (.1-111t a eto dram Shaft is coupled direedy to the shaft of the ganged tuning condnser of the receiver. .\Ithuugli it is feasible to Ilse the tiller gear with a small pinion
attached to the condenser shaft. this nuly be
dispensed with in order to simplify the procedure. In this lase, the gear is removed
from the drum shaft by knocking out the
small taptrcd pin within holds it to the shaft.
A standard
meta Ille coupling adapter, furnished with the control, is then fastened on
the drum shaft. and the shaft of the condenser is secured to the other end of this
coupling.
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Dial. title 4047, for large ron-

5--Screen COhl ('lips
.1.3. @ .20
5- t,ratest Tube thlrlds. type 80
I- Four -Prong Sta tel marked
2- Sly Prong Sockets, marked 2:\5, @ .05
Sot keg, marked "Speaker"
I - Plse -Prong

.05

.

-Six

1

Prong Sockets. marked 53, @
Seven Prong Socket. marked 237

.10
.05

.15
.05

AS

-Six

Prong S 'ket. marked 2Ati
I.- ,olden Short Ì'11m and Pap. type 5369
6 ft. Power Cord and Plug. type 7304
I- Eby .tlllelllla -G rallpl Strip. type 6639type Still,
-5011 alun. tn watt Arratest Resistor.
.511 alun, a y.tlt At-rat est Resistors, type 5860,
1

1

2

e

.U3

-20.000

I-(

watt Arratest Resistors, type 3500,

1

wan Arratest Resistor. type 5960

Resistors. tille 5860.
neg..
-IZ
(Ir
its
' 'att .rratest
type 3..00
1-:ln.0on ohm. wan Arratest Resistor.type
5)160
1

1
1

1

watt Arratest Resistor.
ineg..
5000 shat. 1I, val I Arratest Resistor. type S3611.
- -2011 alun. 2 stmt Arratest Resistor. tylw 5185
ta

-

1 t.,

-F rust

.11

08
.16
.08

s

1

t

.05

.20
.15

.231

ohu l.

ans
5.1.11 m 0111.

3

.90
.00
1.00

Pittedtuoatrr,

1a

mrf. rile

6160

TOT.tT.

.21
.08
.05

05

.05
.45

$21.04

Net Price of above parts if
chased in one kit. Only

pur

19.45

Itradrlte Tuning Meter. 0 -1n Ina. type Tif- 120 11.20
ht Si. trhrd Raytheon Tubes
1-- tmplete Sil
for I0:4 l'itrt- \1lale nl Soma
10.85
1- N11trhell Dynaunle Speaker- -111 luit dia.. No
1

1

33.70
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Ail our hranrhes ram

complete line of
sets. and Marls, replacement parts. short
tubes, mildly address equipment. meters
supplies.
end for our complete 1118 -Mage
n

brnadrast radio
wave receivers.
and other radio

FREE

cala log.

Servicemen!. fane you revolved your free ropy' of the
tlinv erratest nark on tPuhlle address and Sound EOUItient? If not, write for It at once.
.

FEDERATED PURCHASER, Inc.
25R Park Place

New York, N. Y.
375

The Volume Control

SER VICEMEN

If

Here are the new Improved essential parts for the
New Revised Radio -Craft UniversaI Analyzer.
See

Ix of October issue.
page
907WLCA New SmelI 7 -Din Latch -Lock
Plug complete with 5 ft. if -wire cblc
9740SA. 975DSA, 976DSA. and 977DSA
4568 Composite 4.5 -6 Hutton Socket
427 Medium 7-contact Hutton Socket
427A Small 7- contact Hutton Socket
9, Do Luxe Insulated Srrern.t;rid Clip
Now is the time to

Analyzer

List $5.50
List. 5.00
List .50
List
List

.25

Lit

75

modernize

all of your test equipment. Don't
delay any longer. Here are kits
priced

to At every serviceman.
Directions and diagrams included with all outfits.
Each adap
ter has a hi -color ring with

distinctive color.band between
heater holes to enable any adapter to be quickly joined to the
analyzer plug.
Here is the professional model.
on

Used

the

Weston-

latest

Jewell, Hickok. Supreme, ete.,
testers.
if you want the best
get this kit.
Has the famous
Na -A Id Latch -Lock with thumb
release.
907w-1.A
prong

9741/SA 7A to
976ÚS-\ 7A to
971:11N;í 7A. to
9771/S.1 7A to

KIT

907w'LA

small

New

I.atth -Lark

7-

Ana-

lyzer Plug with Twin

Handle

G.

C.

List

$3.50
1.25
Latch Adapter
1.25
la -prong
Latch Adapter
1.25
7 -prong
Latch Adapter
1.25
Complete as shown
$8.50
Here is the set for those who
want the lowest possible price.
Usts the Handle Plug with the
vri rep I type "Slake -Your-Own
small diameter associate adapters.
Increased adapter height
permits easy removal when left
In socket. C. G. alud supplied.

Lutrh Adapter

4 -prong
5 -prong

977P
PlalnTTDe8
Analyzer trio
974x' 7 to 4 -prong Wired
Adapter
975w
to 5-prong Wired
Adapter
97r,W 7 to 6 -prong Wired
Adapter
7
977íí-.í
to 7A -Prong
Wired Adapter

KIT

977P

shown

Complete

List
.40

.55
.55
.55

$2.60

-Wire Rratd- Covered Analyzer Cable... List Inc ft.
REPLACE YOUR OBSOLETE SOCKETS WITH
THESE LATEST COMPOSITE SOCKETS

'I

composite Socket

contact

4 -8 -4

-7 (Sint art ('Composite Socket
here at last: -The

7

It's

"Slake - Your - Own'
Adapter lilt.
All
the
parts for making ally required adapter. including
:dl ten (t in
lop -sections

a

d

is

I

I

t

50e ea.
50e ea

awes. wi

_

-._

-

-

nkrl

of

a

....List

c

n volume control
of approximately :1000 to 5u00 ohms resistance, disconnect the lends from the set volume
control, lengthen them if necessary and solder
them to the volume control furnished with
the remote control, The small brown resistor, also furnished with the rent de control,
ling at resistance of upproximtu.I
and this may be connected in serj es as as col
ditinunI external fixed resistor. if required.
IGnvever if the receiver col
control lid,
n much higher or a much lower resist. ac.
than the one supplied with the remote control, or if it is deemed preferable to retain
the receiver control, this may be dome by removing the volume control furnished with the
remote control unit. by forcing out the tapered pin which holds its shaft to the collar.
The set vain nu' control is removed and is slilySlit tilted in place of the one Just removed
from the remote control. It Is put into place
and the hole in the collar is used as a "Jig"
for drilling a hole through the volume control
shaft. the pin is replaced, thus fastening
the set volume control securely to time
and the metal gear. The volume rout col
are extended from the set and resuldered to
the volume control In its new position.
The third and last operation consists of removing the special three -prong plug from the
three -wire :\.l', cable, One of the wires is
also removed from the two -prong 110 V. plug
used for supplying current to the set. Trial
wire is connected to the gr.v'n wire of the remote control cable. The black wire fr
the
remote control cable is pat into the two prtang plug in place of the wire which was
re
-ed. The yellow wire is then connected
to the other side of the two -prong plug-that
is, to the side also connected to the set. 'Ills
diugr'un shown In Fig. lI) sakes this quite

1I

sail

zed

base -sect loos
li
Idele with ocer two dozen

sorted extension. soldering,
comer' ion, phone tip and control -grid ter
usi nits, connectors.
clips
and
lead wires,
Slitti

"Slake - Your - Own"
Adapter Kit rotiadete.
List
$2.50
nought separately each 4,
5.
7
and small 7 top
chose section lists at

will Iu

seen

Amide to operate- rircult
diagram
and
direction
rbart listing
ver
100
NF:íí' .t''t5ES with spares
for recording readings
f those
and future tubes a
...Pitied with
all orders List Price
$6.00
If yettr tube .onker lias no Ma.
ont -pottage .t its It the 1+1 ISG1. nib pier must be used

lT

-FX

the buse tir the 'Cosy St
a-,i.rn.
tap
bottom -with t. G. bad.
1.1 -t
Pelee
51.25
950TR TRANSFORMER -TYPE TUBE -CHECKING
I

tran-former

,anr

I

ADAPTER
fila-

self -contained

This

I.

1

t,

A IS.

Sol.

I

-.

Al'.

i

A2,%

-t'J'_,

A::2.
II /sil.

257.3,

A In.
R.tl.

262A,
not. you

ar,.

Mr. If
need the 9:5n'rlt adapter.
tut
and reading chart
27..f.S.

i

Get s
non
lit :moans ,t,mlt

hoed

he

lubr

+.

on base of adapter.
able to check all the new hi gli
List Price
$6.00

oars ULcount
35
40%
orders amounting to 810.00 List Price
HERE'S THE DATA YOU WANT
Send tin e .stamps for new Booklet showing Mus.
stated tube socket connections of suer 200 different
types of tubes, data on rewiring obsolete set analyzers
usina new tubes In place of old types. Inlid eatatoa pages on all kinds of individual and
composite sockets, speaker slugs, connectors. wound
and unwound ',loads) rolls, cull winding data and
S -W and U -C recelver circuit, etc.
Onn

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Dept.

R -12.

715

BROCKTON.

376

Center St.

MASS.

ofOne

ce

or ore

of These

PopularShod WareBods
Here's money put right Into your pocket-here'. a earing you nouer ¢a
thought to.
You get absolutely
F'REF: any one or u more of the regular S
and So shim
wave books with a year': subsrrìpton to SHORT SS A% e:
l'it.1FT, the Radio Experimenter's Magazine. A one
car's subscription brings you one fifty tent hook or two
twenty live rat books; a Iwo -year subscript lop beluga
you two city cent books and any onee twenty -live r. tit
Lia,k.
Decide NOW what balks are imost neressan' to
you -then send us your subscription by return mall.
The books will be sent to you Immediately,
n

The Copy

25¢

the procedure outlined above. it
that this resolves itself into three

simple operations, regardless of the make or
type of radio receiver to he equipped with
this remote control. First, a simple nieelul nL
cal connection between the drum shaft of the
remote control and the condenser shaft of
the single dial control set. Second. the sills'
st Itut inn of the set volume control for the
one on the device and the resoldering of a
few wires. Third, removal of a three-prong
plug and substitution of a standard two prong plug. 'l'he only other runneetions to
be made are the 12 wires from the 25 ft. flat
cable to the remote control cable terminal
strip. These 12 whes tetminntl in lugs which
are held tightly in place on the terminal strip
by means of brass sel'ews. IIv referring to
trig. W. the connections may- be easily followed.

each.

GET THIS ADAPTER TO MODERNIZE YOUR
TUBE CHECKER
950XYL
'Universal Tube
Checking Adapter tests over
Ina NEW T1-RES. No wires
- no leads-no jocks -very

E.f

cleat r.

iliv iisuing

as

8

43d
477

the radio receiver uses

Quality and Selectivity
In l'ig. .\ i- illustrated the Lafayette remote control l',. \, tuner. especially designed
around the aforementioned) unit whirl' imnodlately ere'itss a potential market for the wide
awake service, tir sound specialist. 'rhls unir
embodies all of the features of the remote
control Just described. in addition to those
of the I'.- \ -. '1'.I1. I'. selertnr.
There are many applications for a device
such as this in looms. clubs, P.A. systems,
and for "matis pick rep for theatres," 'flic
advantages are obi ions at once, for, ill almost
.very la rgr sonnai insist lin lion It is inconvenient for the operator to he 110111 the "rack" or
amplifier room, Therefore, with the above arrangement. in (he rase of the hotel installation. the desk clerk can operate the radio
s.slem without leaving his position. This Is
a great sales point on this loner or any other
device employing the remote control: l'or
the deluxe hone installation, this unit lends
itself \veil, as it can be installed in the wall
behind any ('(.155055 ling object, and the owner
can lune his receiver front suis-ious parts of
the nau. ns fill' Si, fhcI is uonet'ned.
Remote Control
schematic diagram of the tuner employed
in the remote control rack mounting assembly
Is shown in Fig. 3. and it is a t once a ppau'int
to the technically inclined that this unit was
designed for good audio response, as the familiar T.R.B. circuit is employed. In deluxe
sound installations, it is neressa ry for the
frequency characteristic of thou amplifier to he
A

All

On

4 -Caler Corer

Newsstands

9" x 12" In Size
Over 200 Illustrations

VIORI WIVE
Bt61 it es

8001(

o
Nn.
ou

I

No. 5
50c

No

Na 4

3

25c
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Ills

popular short -wave magaxine Interests the great
anny of "hats,
bniadeasi li. toners, and general
radio students win are Interested in experimental
urll as .uientillu angles of short w
drum Iupmcnt and
In each monthly issue ato
appears the largest
and most correct short -wave station call list. and important construction articles on reichera and transmitters, Including "pirturizeu" diagrams easily understood
by anyone, a big feature 'originated" by SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about shortwave physics, micro- and ultra -short waves and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.

application.
Many Short Wave Sets to Build

Many excellent short -ware sets with complete construction details with "picture" diagrams, are found In every
isue -these seta vary from sinadr one- and two-tube
seta to those of more advanced design. Ore and eight
tubes.

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently Imngnrate,' by Mr-

Hugo Gen/shack, Editor.
the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
To the Shortwave "fan" who has logged and obtained rerlfcatton sf
the largest
niter of sh ort- :n' stations from all over
the world, during o e month, will be awarded s magnta,ont sitar Short Wave Scout Trophy.
s

tre

h

Mail This Coupon Today!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Dept. RC -12
96 -98 Park Plue, New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance for a
swbsi rips ion to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
I I One Year C $2.60 (Canadian and foreign $3.00)
I I Two Yours pl $11111 (Canadian and fo-eiçn 56.00)
Send nie FREE: hooks which are ringed helot.
1

2

4

3

Name
Admires.

('Ity

State

(Send remittance In cheek or money order. Register letter If It contains cash or Unused U. S. Postage Stamps.l
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BEER
NEW MONEY

A

MAKING

BUSINESS

for Radio Service Men
u1'ity_making
Ili fori 1,o all
foresight.
im
eat

lts

hale

own

t

on
don

With the 1egi,1 sale of beer now trate malls estaashed
in emery 51:11e. and rapidly growing Irlo a large stole
ubs'
hotels
ars. Oohs
Pulled,.. all i u:rants. cafes. liars.
e

faerd

w

1th ` 1'le Problem ` of prontor

to keep

men1

brrr

and

polOoned

from

equ1P-

tilde and

ha./

other delrrimal:on resulting from l uncleanliness.
The Pipre and roils through which beer Is Pumped have
clean.
In Maury slates there
to he kept
least it 1)wlnn.1y
regulating laws as to lime many' times
each
hweek all eery pipes nd roils have to be cleaned
esiablisliment where ` beer is sold.
In a
.tad here Is where you Service Men come in to make
1

money I

YolItsl :1.1,

NET

EP IN THE 11EE11.-PIPE CLEAN -

ING Itl'SINESS.

.ill

t
sou

ItEEit

red

our

Is

new,

unique,

compact,

CLEANER.

portable

l:o and v1.11 t our local rlsl intranta, cafes, bars. rluba,
rontract with the proand hotels, and make a ten it
prietors to elian their equipment once or twice a weeg,
ar oftener, at

fixed charge.

a

to audio frequencies 1111%, 5dl00 cycles. and
hear, dues not reproduce the high notes sufficiently to afford the highest quality reproduction. Therefore. there Is only one solution to n problem of this nature regardless of
how much "higher mathematics" is employed.
and that Is to 1151' n cirruil which will afford
an audio f,r1110ury response as good as that
of the amplifier.
Iflit, the a terage reader may remark: "of
what tine is this superb quality if you cannot
separate the stations," The answer is: "none
whatsoever:' Naturally, this is not the case
here. as it factor Si) inipurittnt could not b,
uverlonked, While it is true that the selectivity of this tuner is not equal to that whirl)
run he obtained in the most elaborate superheterodynes. it is nevertheless more selective
than many of the superh,t's which the author
This unhas had the pleasure of testing.
usual selectivity is accomplished by employing
tenser in n :modally designed
n four -gang c
circuit consisting of a highly ielettive double
singe, hq:ether with two
1,1111.1i 1111 1111.S101.1111
tuned stages of It,1'. using unusually- selective
'I'w'n type 7,S
Utz wound It.F, transformers.
It.1'. pentode tubes are employed as amplifiers
in making
:t
ism
aid
in
arrangement which
this tuner selective by virtue of their remote
cut -off feature, effectively reducing erns mndulation. A type 57 general purpose tube is employed as it linear detector. the output being
fed directly to the grid of the input tube of
the amplifier. 'l'he extremely high input impedtnace of the 57 tube further enhances the
selective qualify of this tuner.
A filament transformer is supplied with the
complete assembly, as the '4Y' supply is in'nriably obtained from the power supply of
the amplifier. If for any reason it is necessary to obtain the power elsewhere, this can
be done very easily by constructing it small
auxiliary supply which will deliver 2110 to
250 \', at '_'.s ma. .\ Cathode type of volume contrm is employed in Ihr tuner, land in the majority of cases this will always hp kept approximately one-quarter of the way 1111. which
further reduces the swain on the power supply. nos the current drain at that Point will
be about 10 mn.
l'he panel dimensions are such that the reointe control tuner will tit a St andnrd W.E.
rack, being 20íj x 9 ins. high, 'i'ht' overall ditnensiunt Of the chassis are 17 f_. s Sr_, s S
ins, high. In the event it is desired 10 mount
this unit in il console, the panel can lie discarded.
In cone'lusion, it is apparent that the remote control IS easy to sell because it posesi's logical and compelling :MOOS f1`11í11 S.
It Is a Convenient and useful development in
radio, and it appeals to the uni cri's'ti desire
In be up -lo -date. It may be used to eliluin:1Io
old style. unsightly cabinets, since ile set
equipped with remote control may be in>lal led
in n clnsn -t. ill the attic, or in any other out
of the way place.
From the listeners' standpoint, reln,nte Control adds immeasurably for oho utility of the
radio set. The reeeirer in the living room
may be operated from the ledroum, by means
A control
of a control box alongside the bed.
leis placed near the easy chair permits changby
merely
to
another
program
one
ing from
loosing a button. Even distance fans can
itil ize the prtselecl,r feature of the remote
control, to enable theta to bring in a distaff

The prior you pay for your (BEER PIPECOI
Fume back to you in earnings in a
few days of work. and every cent you take in after tha
will be clear Brost -BIG MONEY FOR YOU!
The IIEElt l'1 l'F, -)'OIL iLEANEIt narre described 18
selentIlleally cos- eructed to du a thorough tub of cleanIt Is ruggedly
ing beer nipelim,s, collas. and fanielo.
built for hard u.e and lung service. There is nothing
to get out of order.
We fully gum entre even' one of our BEER PIPE COIL t 'L E.'.N Ells against detects ln either material or

l'Lk :.a NElt will

''

III.. motor.
This port able apparatus consists of a
III 1D:re luth" E r nopressnr. and a waier-tank. Tho
tank is pruvl led with rouler -Intake plug: pressure gauge;
valve, roarer mmlrt fain et a d hose congoThe entire equipment weighs 12 lbs..
nections for coil.
n
in length. 11" in width and 18"
and measures
a

It

weight 55 tbs.
height.
'rile whole munit is portable, and mounted on a base
equipped triol smell wheels.
Tu use the apparatus. all you have to do is to pint:
our molar into o
.',.C. light socket, 1111 the tank
hid of hot
cold water (In which you
!tree - q uter,
a
may add :eamnllz. sal soda, itr any rleaning enmeminr Mail your gauge :hotus :bout
penp,ll, start
)a lb. of air prlrsurr, t
ev-t the rnlply beer line with
1

tank.

r

open

nie

brrr rfaucets

and

fore the Cleansing

Itepeat the operaIhruugh ibe pipes 'and coils.
tion with Blear lut alto. and blute art the roils and pipes
with :dc. This Is all there is to Ilt.
ruder our i ntrndurtmr' offer -here announced for the
Ont film. -limit si hole sniee equipment desrribed above
will be sold for a limited time at the speelal price ut
110pdd

-

$37.50
(Shipped by Express or

Freight Collect)

In any new lo slurs venture, one of the prime eleIre
ellts of
Is to get 111 on the ground floor.
the first our in t ior rite to start Iola new sect ire bust l'ail in m. the .tart! If cool w' k it right, you
caul you will hose work to
will make a ha of n
keep you Lilt' sal ruuerlu nd twirler.
Send us your order now, using the order blank below.

t

1

v

1

-

ORDER BLANK

- - - - --

WELLWORTN TRADING CO.
111 W. Lake St., Chicago, M.

RCI2

Enclosed mid 2:17.50 for which
ex press
or freight one of your

CLEANER outilla.

please

BEER

ship me by

PIPE -COIL

tatinn night after night. once it has
leeat'd. so that the selector tunes to ft.

KEEP UP TO DATE
with

Name
Address

City
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RADIO- CR

Stata

for

NEW LINE OF
AMPLIFIERS

11

tlii

uurkmmnship.

RADOLEK'S

11

minors

-

essentially fat between 40 and 10.000 cycles,
and as there are any number of amplifiers on
the market today capable of meeting these
requirements, this phase presents no problem,
However, when we consider the toner, we are
presented with an entirely different condition.
Present day brua dcast ¡1)g allocations are
such that a very wlest i v.' ret't'i ver is required in order to separate the various stations from each other, and radio receiving
engineers ha ce tne't this Condit ion with an offensive unit, which is quite effective. In the
forni of the sup, rheter11dyne, This set. while
It fulfills the desired from a selectivity angle,
falls flat when a frequency characteristic such
as aimed (or a delaxl 11111/11i1.1., is required.
The average Superhelerodyne does not respnnn
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Im'eI

This

I

5-WATT

-STAGE MODEL

3

$3240

Dealer's Price
Less Tubes
ONLY

PUSH -PULL 2A3s
IMPROVED CLASS A PRIME

30 WATT SPEAKER FIELD SUPPLY
One of the finest 15 Waft Amplifiers ever produceú

-yet

lower in price than previous Amplifiers far
efficient and well made. Most Power per dol.
For use with Moero
lax, with matchless T.
phone,
graph or Radio. Drives 3 large Dynamic Speakers, s small Dynamic Speakers, 3 Dynamic Horns, 1311 Mawrnit is Speakers, or 2,01)0
Headsets; or any cumbiuul ion of these, Furnishes
No
:10 watts for Dynamic Speaker Field supply.
external chokes required. lias output impedance
tapped at :t, 4, 9, 15, and 5041 ohms. Gain at
1,0ou cycles, 7 71)1{. Eminency chamcterislic within 3I)13, 00 Le 5.000 Cycles. Tubes used: 1.50,
1.57, 2- 9..\3s, 1.57.x. Overall size 9x16x8 inches.
less

Il

$39.67

YOUR PRICE COMPLETE
WITH CI NNINC11 aV TUBES

GET OUR BIG CATALOG

nd Servicemen: 'Che new ltadolek l'rolit
Don't delay sending for your
now ` ready
n
u ost
complete guide to Radin
FREE ropy
It `is ll
I.hls user ,,,unit various
merchandise Byer published.
Items- Iteplaenu nt l'art. Tads and )Alai cria P, 'l'rsliug
Equipment. Money-making Sntrinit ira. Piddle .address
.Usa contains many handy
Equipment and Radin Sets.
harts. hookups tables, and diagrams that pm will
have use fur ewry working day'.
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Guide
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Fill Out and Mail the Coupon Today!
RADOLEK CO.,
t

:Inn

:I

Deader

1

1

Canal Station, Chicago

132

Surieemail

[
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[ 1; from Home [ I
I operate from
I can the following Test Equipment
My training and experlcnce Is'

Shop or Store

Name

Address

State

City

>w

pepel1dúble
nsütIOl2al
Se btalatIce l
r

pef ..H IF I/

LOUD SPEAKERS
SDAYS

HILE
Trial

efficiency

ORItA
v

IÌalahllraanllwily'

21

to 25

wan

t

tuliolroi¡ 111'D'S

bly a.surs' higher effle¡rney and tar
dependability! write tar Iil4eater
r:dure
DUD units, all alumi
I

n

ealherproof
'NA'11'IItiI.'i'ONe:" w trumpets, mirmphon.. 1'',
It n, ,air column horns.
Get details of Five -Day Free Trial and Information
on our new high frequency theatre unit.

BUD SPEAKER CO.
1144

DORR ST

TOLEDO OHIO-U.5.A.
377,

BARGAIN
SALE

SERVICING "TALKIES"
(Continued front pay( -i7)
paratus that has nothing to du with the amplifier before going on to the amplifier itself.
At the extreme right, on the floor, is seen

of 3000

A

WESTINGHOUSE
Power Generator
Aircraft Transmitters
of
Aircraft Generator

i

z

Hundreds of Uses for
Radio Experimenters

View of Aircraft
Generator with
Hood Taken Off

The Government Paid Originally $147.00 Each
for these Westinghouse Generators

95

OUR PRICE

EACH

AS LONG AS SUPPLY LASTS

Technical Specifications

The special generator ill
d is of the
self- excited inductor type. The rotor serves two
entirely distinct purposes: I. It carries the inductors for the A.C. generator, which has stationary field and armature coils. 2. It carries
the D.C.
armature, which corresponds to the
exciter in other machines.

There are
two pairs of

stator

poles

-

two North

and two South.

t

threaded for a distance of
-in. At the end
opposite from the drive the shaft extends 3/4-in.
Case dimensions, exclusive of the shaft, 4'_x6'
in. in diameter.
The output of this self- exciter generator is
fed to a step -up transformer which, in turn, is
fed to a 12 -point synchronous rotary spark -gap;
a
rocker permits the single
stator point to
be
accurately

adjusted

Around these
four poles are

wound

the

larity.

Each
of these poles

is provided

with four slots
into which are
fitted the A.C. windings. The rotor is a 12 -tooth
inductor that carries the D.C. exciter current re.
quired by the alternator; a built -in commutator
takes off the generated D.C. Three leads extend
through the casing to permit
4' V. flashlight type battery to be switched into circuit for starting, and to control the A.C. output of the generator.
Rotated at its normal speed of 4,500
r.p.m., the output is 200 W., at 115 to 125 V.
(on open circuit), 900 cycles.
Manufactured by Westinghouse for the U. S.
Signal Corps, the sturdy construction of this instrument recommends it to the technician. The
rotor turns in ball bearings. In order to perfectly withstand the extremes of temperature and
humidity encountered in air-craft service all the
coils are thoroughly impregnated with a special
compound and then baked. Shaft length (driving
end), 2 ins.; diameter, 9 /16 -in.; the end is

to

phase the spark
and the power

supply.

four field coils

which, when
energized, produce poles of
alternate po-

again

warn those on another, especially when any
part of the equipment Is showing signs of
trouble. 'l'o the left of this bench and bulle-

tin board,

Á

Outside View

for waste; above that is a bench con tniuing several drawers for tools; above that
a bulletin board by means of which projectionists on one shift communicate with and
it can

zo

rn

The

spark - gap
is
included in a
secondary that

comprises

a

mica fixed condenser, and a
tapped tuning
inductance adjustable in the
range of 250
to 550 meters. This coil consi is of 25 turns of
of No. 14 wire wound on threaded bakelite form
3 ins. in diameter and 3 ins. long; the over -all
length is 41/4 ins. One set of taps is brought to
contact plate at one end and provided with a
switch; the other set is brought to a contact plate
at the opposite end and provided with a pair of
laboratory- adjusted
contacts.
A
stream -lined
bakelite housing slips over the entire transmitter
assembly. The over -all length of generator (exclusive of shaft) and transmitter is 18 ins.
Weight of complete outfit, 20 lbs.; shipping
weight, 35 lbs.

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
Dept. RC-12
111 West Lake Street

CHICAGO, Illinois

on the floor, is a tin case for holding projet-tbrn carbons of several sizes and
types. Mounted on the wall above this nee
flour cabinets which are part of the sound
equipment. 'l'he right-hand cabinet contains
fuses and line switches. 'l'he two center cabinets are line voltage regulators. One con t rola
the I10 V. line voltage to each amplifier.
Each of the regulator cabinets will be seen
to eonta In at meter Um A.C. voltmeter) and a
rheostat handle by means of which line voltage Is adjusted as neeessa ry.
Below each
cabinet Is the line "safety" switch by means
of which current is applied or cut off.
To the left of these cabinets is at "horn
control" cabinet which supplies earent to the
fields of the loudspeakers. This type of horn
cabinet operates to reduce the voltage of a
D.C. line. Practically evey projection room
is supplied with I).C., which is necessary for
lighting the projecti nn arc. If a D.C. power
litte is not available In the community. a motor- generator set or a rest itier capable of
supplying up to BO amps. (unfiltered) is Installed. The horn control cabinet contains
rheostrts to cut this voltage down to the
voltage required by the speaker fields- The
cabinet in the Illustra lion 14'(g .tt will be
seen to elon hi in two switches. a meter, is rheostaat knob and a bulls-eye signal light.
The
rheostat knob adjusts the voltage: the meter
(a D.C. ammeter In this cans.' Indicates when
the correct current Is flowing, The signal
lamp is provided to help the projectionist find
I

a hurry.
If sound should stop sudglance from any part of the projection room would indicate whether the trouble
is in the speaker field circuit or whether that
ehrenit may be eliminated front fu-tiler investigation. The large switch turns current
011 :11111 off. 'l'he small switch
Is another safety
provision illustrating the Immense cant ion
rased in thea t.' equipnuatt
avoid the slightest delay in finding and fixing troubles:Th.- speaker fields supplied by this cabinet
are all wired ill series
Savo rheostat
losses. Most of
speakers are, of course,
behind the screen, and back -stage there are
swl tchies by means of which any speaker field
that open-Oro-nits earl be shorted out of the
line instantly.
('l'he voltage is then
justed by the cabinet rheostat.) But readone
spot ker
he monitor -(s in the projection
roomm, anti may be seen fastened to
the ceiling
in the upper left -ht nil corner of Fig. It.
Now, the little switch on this horn control
cabinet Is wired aerloss the line lending to the
monitor field. In ease sound stops anti the
bulls-eye goes out it takes the projectionist
only n second to snap this monitor switch and
determine whether or not his trouble is in the
field of the monitor. Meanwhile a stage employee is closing the short-rireu i ting switches
buck -stage, one at a time and if everything
goes as it should the trouble will he eliminated
and the show- restored in a few seconds,
The other units will be describer) next month,

tumble in

denly

i
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A DAY
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ar
REMINGTON
BUYS A NEW

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Special 7 -Day Free Trial Offer

WELLWORTH TRADING CO., Dept. RC -12
III W. Lake Street, CHICAGO, Illinois
Enclosed find 84.95 for which ship by express collect one Westinghouse Power Generator Aircraft
Transmitter as per your description.

NAME

Think of il! You can look,. a new standard Remington Portable I' yi..ITih.r for but l0e
a day.
Staudunl keyboard.
Sin;111
:nid capital letters.
Bract if III tin ish.
Carrying ease included free.
f :xceptional money-making app'',
t unities.
Write today. Say: Muse
-

tell

ADDRESS
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THESE GENERATORS HAVE NEVER BEEN USED AND ARE SHIPPED IN
THEIR ORIGINAL PACKING BOXES. THEY ARE FULLY GUARANTEED
TO BE AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.

CITY

a

.STATE

me how I ran get a new
Remington Portable typewriter
on your special 7 -day
trial. offer for but 10e a 11.ík.
Remington Rand Inc., Dept.
RC -5, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Finest
mounting

Flush
type.
For 5 -r,
Three or four
tubes. one
21, V. Power Tube and one
Tube

No.

C1492

Sets.

2''r

V.

280

or

heater

282

Rectifier.

$1.55
61.95

V.
Four or Five 2'
For 7.8 Tube Sets.
Neater Tubes, two 2'/ V. Power Tubes and
ole
282 Rectifier.
No. 280 or

$ 21.50

$9.95

$3.25

R.C.A.- Victor Radio Speaker
Magnetic Speaker equipped with channel selection switch and volume control. Mounted in 2 -toned walnut
panel 131 2 x 113/4 X 1'4 ins. Ornamental grille Natural reproouction with plenty of
volume. No. W19170

$1.85

Magnavox Speaker Specials
Quantity limited. D,ameter 10e.

Equipped with various transformers.
Transformer
Number
Field
Push -Pull 47's
W19309
650 Ohms
PRICE ON THE

ABOVEL
W19312 -With 9" cone,
2.500 ohrnfield and P.P. 4_

Condenser
Mfd. -800 Volts

Genuine G.E. Filter Condenser for Amplifiers and
P.A. systems. Metal Con-

::nn, 474
...
353
366
372
Inside Back C..ver

to

Speaker and Tubes.

matched tubes only

re-

G. E.

373
363

_.

Sexol,,gv

2 Speaker
exacting standards by
Together they maed
fine P.A. system for medium sized
installation. SPECIAL PRICE ON
COMPLETE OUTFIT. Amplifier.

B.lilt

a
a

Y19181- Speaker
._._..___.$9.25
P15733- Complete Kit

29c

gain.

Send for Yours Today

No. P15732- Single 250 Am-

For Models RR, Ra, R3.
RsA, R4. R7B, R9, R20
and R30A.
The genuine
replacement audio
transformer. Universal
mounting. A real Bar-
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._.
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Transformer

302

372

Itadio Tube Exchange of America.
Itad,,lek Company
13'A Institutes, Inc.
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1h'-\- Victor Co., Inc. .....
Iteadritc Meter Works.. _.
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.Ii.ny,hone

i'jr

Radiola Audio

:taI

.

styyi (Q.

Single Photophone Amplifier

39c

3.:.

10014LJ AWO

2.2

Especially well
made. Straight audio
-Bargain Price
No. C1914

i

37.-

_..

Radin City l'r.slucts Company..
..
ltadio Trading (',,mpany
lt.elio Training,. Association

crrsal

8.8.8

only

Excel-

lent frequency

tillr°'

27e
69e
95c
45c
95e
1.45

18.9 -9
8 -3 -16.18

No.

Transformer

R

VI

Capacity
8
8 -8
4 -8
10

sponse.

Itaeon }Nerd rire ('onq.auy
S Television Inst it lite
t 'm ent it Company

I

tips!

plifier only

Special Audio

371

ltadio
ltadio

O.

D2'711

shielded in
metal
case; to couple a stage of
straight audio amplification into a stage of power
Push-pull, using any existing type tubes.
Special. No- C2450

371

Precision Rcaistor Comparo

S.

e

I'l

Fully

P
l'entbleton i.aborntori.:
Popular honk corp...
l'usi al Radio Corp

29c
32c
42c
43c

Input Transformer

J,.I

(',oII -.

132719

N a.

D2700
D2704
D2705
D2706
D2707
D2709

Genuine Thord.:rson Push Pull

366

Miles Reproducer Cunq.:u,

('ni m ltadio

;

I

35c
75c

10
Cardboard
Capacity
2

132717

L

Natïhalal
Nat fame

4.8

D2716

.r

Lrohnlr R:ulio Company
lquell Mfg. Company_

with

Over 30.000
Service Company!
items listed! 160 Pages! ThouReplacement
sands of Bargains!
Parts, Sets. Tubes, Speakers, Amplifiers. Kits, all at lowest wholesale prices! Special featured sections on Short Wave, Public AdTrudress. Lafayette Receivers,
test Parts.
The world's greatest "Radio Barpain Counter" right at your finer -

Dry Electrolytic Condenser Bargains
INVERTED CAN
Mershon Electrolytic
No.
Capacity
44;
Condensers
D2714
4
49c Peak Voltage 430 V
D2715
8

Mtg. ('omp:un
Company
lloodwin C. ng,:uly, l'hau.
Ilygrade-Syls ania l'orl,
Ha1tltllarll1111l

Johnson Itm.io

system

$37.50

Price

.

H
Harrison

complete
operated from a distant
Complete Remote Control
as illustrated -less tubes.

point!
Tuner
No. 15700.

G

Public

have a
Address

F
Inc. _..

The Biggest and Greatest Catalog
every issued by Wholesale Radio

Turns radio "on" or "off." Accurately selects 6 different stations
Just
as well as adjusts volume.
attach to to your present radio
chassis.
A Bargain that comes
once in a lifetime.
No. 12425
You can now

D
lh'lllsehmaun cum., Ti bc_.

Fedcrated l'urollas,

JUST OFF THE PRESS

REMOTE CONTROL WITH
REMOTE CONTROLLED
P.A. TUNER

.;71.

('nncounse }:Ietric Company
Coyne Electrical School

...

EXTRA

THE

RCA VICTOR AUTOMATIC

Clarostat 11fg. Contpaus
Classified Si 1.11,

Eler1r.ul, Lnr. ....

FROM

GREATEST CATALOG IN THE RADIO FIELD

"-

Ita,lio 1-abor.rtories
Clark Instrument Compnu1. III..
('.111ml

VALUES

SENSATIONAL

$4.25

$3 75

Lear out this advedisement check the items you
want and mail with your remittance. If you prefer, list your requirements in a letter by stock
number and attach coupon below.
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
100 Sixth Avenue-Dept. C-123
New York. New York
',,,Ti' bntnd new catalog No. 53
1'Ie1r s end u
just ..tf the press.
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RIGHTNOW

is the time of the year when millions of subscriptions to favorite magazines
expire.
RIGHT NOW is the time to renew your subscription when prices, for a limited time only, have been sensationally
reduced. Ordering at this time will mean a saving of several dollars for you.
In assembling these many combination subscription offers we have made it possible that
our readers obtain standard,
popular magazines at the lowest prices obtainable. Only by special arrangement with a group of famous
publishers
has this great combination of magazines been made available at the unusually low
cost. NOW you should order
at money- saving prices. It is most appropriate at this time of the year to send your friend his favorite
magazine.
Read over the various combination offers, and see how we bring you double values
for only half the price. Then
order your magazines today. Prices are going up -this is your protection for one year.
RIGHT NOW sit down
and send us the list. If books are to be sent to individual people, mention specifically
the name of the magazine
and to whom and where it should be sent. Don't miss this wonderful opportunity. All
prices quoted are for subscriptions in U. S. A. only. Canadian and Foreign subscriptions require additional postage.
OFFER NO. 1
OFFER NO. 8
OFFER NO. 15

-

Radio Craft

Radio News
Regular Price

$2.50
2.50
$5.00

Radio

$3.75

Craft

Regular Price

OFFER NO. 2
Radio Craft

Short Wave Craft

$2.50
2.50

Regular Price

$5.00

OFFER NO.
Radio Craft
Regular Price

Popular

OUR PRICE
2.50

Regular Price

$2.50
2.50
$5.00

OFFER NO.

$2.50

Popular Science

1.50

Regular Price

Radio Craft
Regular Price

$3.85

$4.00

$3.35

1.50

$3.35

$4.00

$4.50

1.50

$4.00

OFFER NO. 10
Rádio Craft
$2.50
Delineator
Regular

1.00

Price

$3.50

OFFER NO. 11
Radio Craft
$2.50

Pathfinder

1.00

Regular Price

Radio Craft

American Boy

Regular Price

Motion Picture
Regular

$3.50

$2.50
2.00
$4.50

1.50

Price

7

$2.50
2.00

$2.50

$4.00

C

$3.25
OUR PRICE

$3.00
OUR PRICE

$3.00
k

FsiCl

$3.50

$3.50

Radio Craft
College Humor
Regular

Price

$2.50
1.50

$4.00

OUR PRICE

1.50

Regular Price

Silver

$3.25

$4.00

Screen

Regular

OUR PRICE

1.00

Price

$3.00

$3.50

OFFER NO. 17
Radio Craft
$2.50
Golden

Book

OUR PRICE

3.00

Regular Price

$4.25

$5.50

OFFER NO. 18
Radio Craft
$2.50
Review of Reviews

OUR PRICE

3.00

Regular Price

$4.25

$5.50

OFFER NO. 19
Radio Craft
$2.50
Nature

OUR PRICE

3.00

Regular

Price

$4.25

$5.50

Scribner's

$3.25

4.00

Regular Price

$5.25

$6.50

OFFER NO. 21

OFFER NO. 14

OUR ERIC:

$2.50

OFFER NO. 20
Radio Craft
$2.50
r.ip

OUR PRICE

$3.25

Radio Craft
Physical

$2.50
2.50

Culture

Regular Price

OUR PRICE

$3.25

$5.00

OFFER NO. 22
Radio Craft
$2.5o

es art Ideal

Boys'

if t forAnyone

Life

$3.00

$3.50

OFFER NO. 23
Radio Craft
$2.50
Pictorial Review

OUR PRICE

1.00

Regular Price

$3.00

$3.50

OFFER NO. 24
$2.50
Radio Craft
Wonder Stories
Regular

OUR PRICE

1.00

Regular Price

Perhaps there is some friend out of town, or right
near you, to whom you wish to carry your remembrance throughout the year. Then here is a good
idea. Send him his favorite magazine, or one you
know he will thoroughly enjoy. (You can even send
a magazine subscription to your best lady friend.)
A subscription to a magazine is always appreciated,
and certainly brings remembrances. A courtesy
card advising your friend of the kind donor will be
sent to him or her bearing your name. Send one or
more popular magazines to your friends or relatives.
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Radio Craft

Screenland

OFFER NO. 16
Radio Craft
$2.50

OFFER NO. 13
Radio Craft
$2.50

$2.50

OFFER NO.

Life or Judge (Only One)

Regular Price

$3.85

9

OFFER NO. 12

OUR PRICE

OFFER NO. 6

Modern Mechanix

Christian Herald

OUR PRICE

Radio Craft

5

Radio Craft

Regular Price

$3.75

OFFER NO. 4

Mechanics

Radio Craft

$3.75

3

$5.00

Radio Craft

OUR PRIG:

OUR PRICE

$5.00

OFFER NO.

$2.50

Everyday Science and
Mechanics

$2.50
2.50

Photoplay

OUF

2.50

Price

$3.75

$5.00

All Subscriptions Will

Be

Mailed to

You Without Delay -Use the Coupon
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OfFfRS TO CHOOSE FppN

on ourEvoriteMs@azines
The BIG "4" Offer
Grouped below are many of the outstanding magazines which can be taken in
combination with RADIO CRAFT. The individual groups represent a substantial
saving over the regular newsstand rate of all the books. ORDER TODAY.

PUBLISHERS
WILL "AIL
'NE ANFr,4Z/NE
D/SECT FROM

OFFER NO. 25

Radio Craft
Modern Mectanix
Wonder Stores
Christian Herald

I1

yedr
year

'

yearf
year

I

ALL FOUR
ONLY $6.00

YOU SAVE

$2.50

OFFER NO. 26

Radio Craft

year
year

I

Popular Science

1

Delineator
Pathfinder

ALL FOUR
ONLY $4.50

year
year

'

1

THE/ROWNOf

YOU SAVE

TO YOU

$1.50

OFFER NO. 27

Radio Craft

year

American Boy
Motion Picture
College Humor

I

year

1

ALL FOUR
ONLY $5.00

YOU SAVE

ALL FOUR
J ONLY $4.75

YOU SAVE

1

year J
OFFER NO. 28
I

Radio Craft

year
year 1

I

Screenland
Silver Screen
Life or Judge (Only One)

I

year

I

$2.50

Your Choice of One or More

of These Popular Magazines

$1.75

year

Golden Book
Review of Reviews
Nature

year

I

year (
year J

ALL FOUR
ONLY $7.00

YOU SAVE

$4.50

OFFER NO. 30

Craft

I

Scribner's
Nature
Pathfinder

year 1
veer

I

year
year ;

I

I

ALL FOUR
ONLY $6.50

YOU SAVE

$4.00

OFFER NO. 31

Radio Craft
Physical Culture
Life or Judge (Only One)

year

I

Boys' Life

ye r
yeaa r

I

j

ALL FOUR
ONLY $5.00

YOU SAVE

$1.50

OFFER NO. 32

Radio Craft

ear

Modern Mechanic
Pictorial Review
Nature

I

I

yea`
I

year

J

ALL FOUR
ONLY $5.60

YOU SAVE

$2.40

The BIG "Popular" Offer
er

RADIO CRAFT for One Year and your choice of a subscription to any two of the publications listed below, each for
one year, at the special combination rate of

Motion Picture
College Humor

Culture
Boys' Life
Pathfinder

Screenland
Silver Screen

ALL

3

$4.15

Woman's Home Companion

RADIO CRAFT,
96-98

N. Y.

Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of S
for which please send
.
which consists of RADIO CRAFT and the following
me Combination Offer No.
,
Magazines:

Address

City

State

Short Wave Craft

American Boy

Wonder Stories

Golden Book

Popular Mechanics

Screenland

Radio News

Silver Screen

Popular Science

Photoplay

Modern Mechanix

Motion Picture

Christian Herald

Pathfinder

Life

College Humor

Judge

Pictorial Review

Delineator

McCall's

Review of Reviews

Physical Culture

Nature

Scribner's

-

...
r..

Name

Woman's Home
Companion

Take Advantage of These Big
Subscription Saving Offers
ORDER TODAY!
IPr

Park Place, New York,

Radio Craft

FOR

McCall's
Delineator
Pictorial Review

Physical

Boys Life

Everyday Science
and Mechanics
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(For Canadian or Foreign Subscription rates on any combination offer, write for cost of
additional postage.)
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The kao.Caft Library Series covers accurately
every branch of Radio -and thoroughly, too
Presented on this page are the new books of
the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY-the most complete and authentic set of volumes treating individually, important divisions of radio. Each book
has been designed to give radio men the opportunity to specialize in one or more of the popular
branches of the industry. The material contained

TO THE RIGHT
WILL BE FOUND
A SHORT RESUME

Book Ne,

in these /Pocks
will find them

gili

And How To Use Them

With Full Instructions and Descriptions of Set Analyzers.
Tube Checkers. Oscillators. Etc.
By L. VAN DER MEL
This book explains thoroughly
operation

the

of

set analyzers.
oscillators and
testing equipment.
For
every radio man this book is extremely helpful.
It covers every
phase of testing and klves you
valuable short culs: coin pletely
illustrated with photograph: and

tube
other

checkers.

.1iagrants to facilitate the use of
modern testers. Recently reprinted.

By R.

ROBERT HERTZBERG
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$50,000 SPEAKER CLEARANCE

SALES
PEE'L1L

- S_ILF, - le7s_1TI "B/;

FARRAND INDUCTOR DYNAMIC
The Ideal Short Wave Receiver Speaker:
Eliminates Hum and Line Noise:
Draws Less Current:

Absolutely Genuine Farrand:

Compact in Size:
Brings in the Very Weak Short Wave

Stations:

Do not confuse this model with the various similar types on the market,
posing as Farrands. This is the true Farrand Inductor Dynamic. Its adaption to Short Wave Radio Receivers has proven a popular step. The most
inaudible stations are brought in with remarkable clearness without the customary noise and
hum of regular dynamic speakers. Has two magnets parallel to each other with a bracket
placed between them to facilitate mounting. Overall 9 ".

S3.95
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.1d.tiil,hle for
must powerful ampliEqually suited
fier.
for use with any reedier employing the
average type of audio

amplification system
using as low as 90 volts "B" portent. D.C. model
has a 1.O10 ohnt Held and a puthpull output transformer; A.1'. model used a dry rectifier system with
hum condenser for minimum A.C. hum.
Dimensions -122" high. 8" deep.
Model. l'Ace.
A.0 Model. VIM- 0.58.95D

$6.95
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Ici
:Ir.
It.
N..' p rk,
F. 11
Terms: A deposit
to prior sale.
Bal20% is required with every order.
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on delivery.
Deduct
if full amount is sent with order.
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erties of this seusat Tull speaker. Note the corrugated surface of the cone, an exclusive feature
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RTC's Big December SPECIALS
Every month we list on this page a
few STAR* items which are not listed
in our catalog. These are all specials
on which the quantities on hand are
not sufficient to catalog them. Once
sold out, no more can be had. ORDER

No One in Radio

.

Undersells Us!

NOW- TODAY.

7 TUBE SCREENGRID
* "FARADAY"
RADIO RECEIVER
Complete with Full Dynamic Speaker
ONLY

6S

STOP SHOPPING -the lowest prices
are right on this page. No one undersells us. We meet any price on any.
new merchandise. Order direct from
this page and save money. 100% satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage today of these special offers.

"NEW
DEPENDABLE" TUNEE
Sold Either Wired

'TAD

or in Kit Form

-NO MORE WHEN GONE

Here Indeed Is your opportunity to build one of
the finest tube checkers ever designed -an inst ruinent
',hack Is MODERN in every sense of the gord.
P.( Il the latest type tubes. Including those with
7
AND a PRONGS -DIRECTLY- without the use

will

of a single

adapter'

The -NEW DEPENDABLE." despite Its high deof 'curacy. i. extremely sample to operate. Roth
of the au-Sa .v3 and other rectifier tubes are
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:,punted on a beautifully etched panel and the entire Instrument placed In a sturdily
urtrun ed. teat heretle- rovere,. carrying c
For op eraon
on 105 -10-., volts. 50 60
ti
n'lei A. C. This Instrument Is available a either In kit form or completely wired and
:.Itd. ready to me. Shipping weight 'J Ils.
NO. 303 "New Dependable" Tube Tester. NO. 303 A -New Dependable" Tube Tester
completely wired and
In kit form.
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If ever there was s greater value than this before, we have yet to nee ¡t. The eelectivi y
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id toles; a type 24 power detector; a single stage of type 27 A. F. voltag a
litlr,ti írriianti finally a push -pull stage using 2-45 tides. line set is soli) complete with a :maybe
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Tuning is extremely simple. The knob on the left is a en bination volume eo tntl and
power .,,lint,. The knob on the right is the 'dot ¡on eelertor. The toggle switch in the rent r
to control the tone from high treble to deep bass. ('oils, turning
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for broadcast
purposes. Frequency range 30 to oree
6,000 cycles- adequate for all speech
and music reproduction. EXCELLENT FOR P UBLIC ADDRESS
WORK. Stretched cushioned diaphram
of duralium with pure gold center
contacts on buttons and dinphram.
Standard 200 ohms per button. Finished
In beautiful polished chronic. Net weight

No. "F" 2 Button Mike
See
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Supreme engineered all equipment into
one completo instrument-the DIAG-

NOMETER. Competition followed
with combinations of various types.
Supreme invented the snap catch
analyzer plug -Competition had to
follow suit.
Supreme pioneered the A.C. -D.C.
single meter analyzer. Competition

followed the leader.
And Now -Supreme's exclusive "FREE
SYSTEM OF
REFERENCE POINT
ANALYSIS." Imitators are bound to
again follow Supreme leadership.

o,<

MASTER

ritiU

DIAGNOMETER

This new system, owing to its extreme flexibility, is unaffected by even a complete re- arrangement of the connections of
tube elements to the tube terminals and so simple that any
radioman can instantly apply it to his testing procedure and
new developments as they occur. Referring to the accompanying drawing
It will be seen that the numbers around the controls conform to the
R.M.A. System for identifying the terminals of tubes; two spare (abbreviated SPR "), settings are provided for possible 8 or 9 terminal tubes.
The controls as shown in the drawing are set for measurements between
the terminals numbered 1 and 2 of the new KR -1 automotive radio recti
By the new RMA system for designating tube terminals, the
fier tube.
number 1 terminal of this tube is connected to the cathode element, while
These controls are,
the number 2 terminal is connected to the plate.
therefore, correctly set for measuring the AC plate potential of this tube
between these
or
the
resistance
depressed,
is
button
"VOLTS"
when the
terminals when the "OHMS" button is depressed. A separate control, not
the
various meter
used
for
selecting
drawing,
is
accompanying
shown in the
ranges. Since the "SELECTOR 1" is used also for current measurements,
the
cathode
current,
for
reading
be
depressed
button
may
the "MILS."
which in this tube is the same as the plate current, but the plate current
"2"
and
de1"
to
"SELECTOR
by
rotating
position
measured
can be
pressing the "MILS." button.

controlling grid of

a

91

terminal of the tube; the connections to the "top cap" circuits are abbreviated "T. C." on the accompanying drawings.
The screen grid corresponds to the No. 1 terminal, the plate

Radiomen who set the pace in modern radio technique look
to the line of instruments which have demonstrated their ability
time and again to set the pace in modern scientific development.
And now Supreme offers an improved method of complete analysis
through an analyzing cable and patented adapter -locking plug.
greater speed. flexibility. efficiency, and complete banishment of
obsolescence are now made possible by Supremé s new "FREE
REFERENCE POINT SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS."

The

MODEL

SUPREME ANALYZER

type 24 tube is connected to the "top cap"

to the No. 2, the heater to No. 3 and No. 4, and the cathode
to No. 5. All potential measurements should be made with
reference to the cathode of No. 5 terminal, so that one of the
controls should be set at No. 5 while the other control is rotated to the "T. C." position for the control grid potential
measurement, to the No. 2 position for the plate potential
measurement, etc. In this type, the tube test is accomplished
by setting the "SELECTOR 1" control at the No. 2 position
and the "SELECTOR 2" control at the "T. C." position, and
depressing the "MILS." button for the first reading, followed
TEST" button for the second reading, after which both

the "TUBE
buttons are released.
The two plates of the conventional types, 80, 82 and 83 rectifier tubes
are connected to the No. 1 and No. 2 terminals, and the applied potentials
No. 3
are measured with respect to the filament which is connected to the
One of the controls should be set at the No. 3 or
and No. 4 terminals.
potential
one
plate
No. 4 position, and the other at the No. 1 position for
measurement and at the No. 2 position for the other plate potential
To measure the AC potential between the two plates,
measurement.
one of the controls should be set at No. 1 position and the other at
the No. 2 position. For each potential measurement, the "VOLTS" button
should be depressed, as the meter is not applied to any circuit until a
button is depressed, thereby providing positive protection to the meter.
These few examples will suggest to the professional radioman the innumerable measurements which are possible by this simple arrangement
which constitutes the SUPREME FREE REFERENCE POINT SYSTEM OF
ANALYSIS.
Eventually, you pay for Supreme standards, Supreme engineering fore.
sight, Supreme quality construction, Supreme skill and speed-why not
enjoy its economy in the beginning -NOW!
by
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cturer...at the sensationally low direct- from-laboraprice of only $49.50. You'll be amazed and delighted at its
r performance I It brings in broadcasts from stations 10,000 miles
d more away. Gives complete wave length coverage of 9 to 2,001) meters
(33 megocycles to 150 KC). Send for the big FREE catalog today!

TODA
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This bigger, better, more powerful, clearertoned, superselectiveradio has FIVE distinct
wave bands: ultra short, short medium,
broadcast and long...putting whole world of
radio at your finger tips. Now listen in on all
U. S. proerams...Canadian, police, amateur,
commercial, airplane and ship broadcasts...

40

NEW

and world's finest stations as: 131`,.%, Nauen,
Germany-REN, Moscow, Russia-EAQ,
Madrid ,Spain- 12RO,Ronze,Italy-VK2ME,
Sydney, Australia. Nguer before so much radio for so little money. Don't buy any radio
until you learn about this greatest of radio
values. Send today for money-saving facts!

1934

FEATURES

Try this Midwest radio...in your own home Automatic SELECT -O-BAND (exclusive
...for thirty days before you decide. See with Midwest), simplifies short wave tunfor yourself the 40 new 1934 features that ing, instantly pointing out wave length of

WORLD'S GREATEST

RADIO VALUE

with
e/axe,4uditnrium Type

SPEAKER

insure amazing performance. For example- the station.
Other features include: Amplified Automatic Volume Control, 16 New Type Tubes, BalBIG FREE CATALOG
anced Unit Superheterodyne Circuit, Velvety Action Tuning, Super Power Class "A"
24 -page catalog shown above pictures the perAmplifier, 29 Tuned Circuits, New Duplex -Diode -High Mu Pentode Tubes, No -Image The
formance curves of this super radio. It illustrates
Heterodynes, Full Rubber Floated Chassis, Vari- complete line of beautiful, artistic, de luxe consoles...
WONDERFUL
the new modernistic designs. .. priced to save
FOREIGN RECEPTION TERMS able Tone Blender, Centralized Tuning, 7 KC in
NEWBERRY, AS LOW AS Selectivity, New Thermionic Rectifier, Totally Sci- you 30% to 50 %. You can order your
radio by mail with as much certainMidwest
S. C.
My
Shielded (coils and switch catacombed), ty of satisfaction
as if you were to select it perMidwest 16 is
300. entifically
etc. These and many additioáal features are usu- sonally at our great radio laboratories.
the finest radio
DOWN
Write
for your FREE catalog N O W!
I ever heard.
ally found only in sets selling from $100 to $150.
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I have tuned in
"everything"

in United DEAL

States, Canada
and Mexico. Have picked
up stations in South America. England. France, Spain,
Germany, Italy. Also airplane and ship transmitters,
police stations, and numerous "ham" phone and code

transmitters.
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DIRECT WITH LABORATORIES

Increasing costs ara sure to result In higher radio
prices soon. Buy before the bigadvance...NOW,
while you can take advantage of Midwest's
amazingly low prices. No middlemen's profits
to pay! You save from 30`' to 50% when you
buy direct from Midwest Laboratories...you
get 30 days FREE trial -as little as 85.00 down
puts a Midwest radio in your home.Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back! FREE catalog
shows sensational radio values. Write TODAY i
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MIDWrST RADIO CORP.,
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Cincinnati, Ohio.
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